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What Do We Know Ab.out Their Enrollees;
Services, And Effectiveness?

With expiration of the ComprSensive Employment and
Training Act impending and Unemployment persisting,
GAO reviewed fourtypes of adUlt-oriented service:
classroom training, on-the-job training, work experi-
ence, and public service employment. GAO found that

--CETA adult-oriented services we're well targeted.
The enrollees were generally disadvantaged eco-
nomically, educationally, and withregard to employ-
ment stability.

--outcomes differed for the four services, but these
differendes were expected since occupational areas
and characteristics of participants also varied.

--on the average, early participants were better off
after .CETA than before in terms of increased,
emploliment and earnings and reduced reliance on
public benefits.

--because of limited data, CETA's effectiveness can
be addressed only in terms of earnings. No more
than a small Oroportion of the improvement in
earnings can be attributed directly to CETA, but
women and people with extremely, poor earnings
histories appear to have profited more than other
groups as a result of the program.
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UNITED STATES GENERACA
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WASH!

CCOUNTING OFFICE

NGTON; D.C. 20548

The Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins
Chairman, Subcommittee on

, Employment Opportunities
Committee on Education and Labor
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

4

This report summarizes the results of our review of
services for disadvantaged adults under the Comprehensive
Employment.and Tiaining Act. As you requested, we con-
ducted an assessment of program administratilie data and
the results of federally funded and indepenaent evaluation
studies on four type of service--classroom trainihg,
on-the-job training, work experience, and public seryice
employment.

Integrating what we judge to be the soundest and most
comprehensive information available, the report summarizest
what is known about enrollees, services, and outcomes; it
also identifies major gaps in our knowledge about these
programs. At your request, much of the information con-
eained in this report was previously'communicated during
a joint briefing ofsinterested House and Senate staff on
October 13, 1981.

. We sought comments on the report from the Department
of Labor and DOL's response is reproduced In appendix IV.

vs

4

Sin6erely yours,

CixtfL=-
Eleanor Chelimsky
Director

.1
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GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
,REPORT TO THE CHAIRMAN,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES, COMMITTEE

. ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

DIGESfi

CETA PROGRAMS FOR
DISADVANTAGED ADULTS--
WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT
THEIR ENROLLEES, SERVICES,'
AND EFFECTIi.TENESS?

CETA was designed to establish comprehensive
and decentralized employment and training
services throughout the Nation. How well has
dETA performed?' With CETA's expiration impend-
ing, the _problems of structural and cyclical
unemploYment persisting, and new .proposals
being considered, it is essential to examine

CETA's performan4and to understand the con-
text in which its services are delivered.

In this report, undertaken at the request .of theo

House Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities,
GAO examines the performance of adult-oriented
CETA programs with regard to enrollees, services,
and effectiveness by focusing on the following
five questions:

1. Who were the enrollees?
2. What types of service and what benefits

werM-provided them?
3. Who were the recipients of the varbus

types df service? i

4. What were the employment experiences of
the enrollees/both before and after

participatin in CETA?
5. How 'effecti e were the services?

To answer these questions, GAO looked at CETA's
Comprehensive Services and Public Service

Employment (PSE) programs, focusing on four

types of CETA adult servicb7-classrsom train-
ing, on-the-job training, wOrk experience, and
public service employment.

GAO reviewed and synthesized program adminis-
trative data and the results of evaluation and

research studies and analyzed employment sta-
tistics, to answer the five questions and to
identify important gaps in existing informa-

tion on .CETA adult-oriented services. Unfor-

tunately, the most comprehensive information.

was also the least current.

Tear Sheet. GAO/IPE-&2-2
JUNE14.19U k
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In general, GAO found that TA:s adult-oriented
services were well targeted toward disa&vantag4d
individuals. The outcolAd of the four services
diffeied, but this was not surprising since the
services also varied in terms of the levels of
disadvantage of the participants and the occu-
pational areas of employment opportunities or
training.

Because the data are limited, CETA''s effective-
ness can be addressed only,in tents of earnings
On the average, early CETA participants were
better off after the program than before with
regard to increased employment and earnin* and
reduced reliance on public benefits. Although
in the,aggregate only a small proportion of this
improvement in earnings can be directly attrib-
uted to CETA, women and people with extremely
poor earnings histories appear to have profited
more than other groups as a result of the
program.

WHO WERE THE ENROLL ES?

JSignificant propor ions of enrollees in tile
Comprehensive Services and PSE programs were
disadvantaged economically and educationally,
and they had little past employment stability.
For example, approximately one-third of the
enrollees in the major adult services in fiscal
11976-78 were unemployed at least 50 percent of
the year preceding their enrollment. Another
one-fourth to one-third were out of the labor
force at least 50 percent of that year.
(pp. 38-41),

WHAT TYPES OF SERVICE AND WHAT BENEFITS
WERE PROVIDED THEM?

The mix of services in the ComprehensiVe Serv-
ices title shifted away from work experience
toward classroom training between 1975 and 1980.
(pp. 41-43) As programs uncler the PSE titles
gtew, howver, the overall adult service mix
f6t CETA increasingly emphasized various forms
of subsidized work opportunity.

Oecupational areas of employment and training
services varied among tale service types.
During fiscal 1976; the employment opportunities
provided tp enrollees in PSE and work expe4-
ence programs were-likely to be in clerical',
service, or laboreeoccOpatioa. Classroom and
onrthe-job training services put more ehlphasis

.1`
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on craft and operative occupations, areas .that
typically pay higher wages. (pp. 43-46)

On the average,.early participants realized
substantial*gains in earnings while they were
enrolled in CETA, and more than 40 percent
received ancillary employment or supportive
services. (pp. 49-51)

For fiscal 1975-80, job'placement rates re-
ported by prime sponsors to the Department-of
Labor for the Comprehensive Services title
ranged from 28 to 45 percent and from 31 to 42
percent for the PSE titles. Rates by service'
type reportedin the Continuous Longitudinal 4,

Manpower Survey for fiscal 1976 participants
were higher', the-percentages being 39 for clase-
room training, 55 for work experience, 67 for
public service :employMent, and 69 for on-the-job
training. Thus'the prime sponsor rep9rts appar-
ently underestimated the number of people who
obtained jobs immediately after leaving CETA.
(pp. 51-55)

WHO WERE THE RECIPIENTS OF THE VARIOUS
TYPES'OF SERVICE?

In fiscal 1976, participants in classroom
training and work experience were more dis-.
advantaged than participthlts in on-rthe-job
training and PSE in terms of individual and
household income, employment stability, apd
receipt of public benefits. This pattern'perL
sisted in 1978, except that PSE participants
had become more disadvantaged. (pp. 46-49)

WHAT WERE THE EMPLOYMENT EXPEWIENCES
OF THE ENROLLEES BEFORE AND.AFTER
PARTICIPATING IN CETA?

Information on participants' experiences
before and after CETA is 'confined to people
enrolled between, JanuaTy.1975 and June 1976,
Reviewing this, GAO found the following:

--Earnings and employment declined in a con-
sistent pattern for participants in the year .

preceding their enrollment. On average,
however!, they attained' earnings and employment /

levels immediately atter leaving the program
that were equal to aria sometimes exceeded the

high.point of their pre-CETA-year. They
continued to show further improvement"over
the next two years. (pp. 60-66) ,

.1001111r-.



=-The proportion of .participants whose house- 7

holds received' public benefits decreased from
38 percent in theyear before CETA to 25 per-
cent two years after CETA. ,(pp. 66-67)

--After leaving CETA, participants were more
likely to be in public sector jobs than be-

1

fore CETA. Among January-June 1975 partic- '

'ipants employed one year before entering CETA,
82 percent had held private sector jobs. Only
66 percent of those employed two:years after.
aETA held private sectox jobs. (pp. 67-69')

GAO also folInd that differences across service
pes in the characteristics of participants and,.
their occupational areas of employment and

tr ning are reflected in the data on their ex-
periences before and after CETi. In particular,
GAO found the following:

--Classroom training and work experience par-
ticipants (who were generally more disadvan-
taged than participants in on-the-job training
and PSE at the'time of enrollment) had poorer
ear4ngs and employment circumstancea than -

on-the-job training and PSE participants, both
before and after CETA.- (pp. 69-75)

--Employed t4rminees from classroom training
and on-tlie-job training in January-June 1975
were much more likely to have found employ-
ment ln the private sector two years after
CETA (at 84 and 83 percent) than employed
terminees from work Ixperience and PSE (at
65 and 52 percent).'/(p. 76)

HOW EFFECTIVE WERE THE SERVICES?

The single effectiveness study available
estimates that Icfnly $300-$400 of-197-7 post-
program earning6 can be attributed directly
to aETA participation in adult-oriented, serv-
ices dufing fiscal 1976. By service type,'
this.study estimates gains of $850 for on-t:he- *

job training, $350 for classroom training, and
$250-$750 for PSE and no significant gains for
work experience. (pp. 82-84)

White and'm-inority women had significant net
'gains of $500,4600, as did participants with
the pdorest earnings histories. (pp. 84-86)
Distributions of gross earnings changes over
the period 1974-77 suggestithat even though
the aggregate net 9ain was(small, some women

iv 8
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and poor earners had fair(y substantial net
gains from CETA. (pp. 86-90)

THE PRIVATE SECTOR INITIATIVE PROGRAM

AND MACRpECONOMIC ISSUES

GAO's assessment of CETA's Private Sector Ini-

,
;tiative Program is necessarily limited because

the progratit is young. Its overall job placement
rates and rates of private sector employment are
slightly higher than for the Comprehensive Serv-

ices title. However, these differenEes can be

explained by its smaller size, greater emphasis

- on on-the-job and classroom training, fewer in-

SChool services, and less-disadvantaged enrollees.

(pp. 92-97)

Ao outlines the major macroeconomic issues asso-
ciated with the provision of Federal funds for em-

ployment and training services and reviews studies,

that estimate the extent of substitution of Federal

funds for State and local fundS. (pp'. 98-110)

OBSERVATIONS

CETA has had the dual objective of addressing

both structural unemployment (a mi,sfit between

the skills employers need and tfie:skills job-

seekers have) and cyclical unemployment (stem-

ming from a decrease in aggregate demand in

the(economyr. This complexity, along with ,

flutOations in CETAIS emphasis and its attempt

to oster flexibility in matching local employ-f
in rit and training resources with the diverse

ne ds bf the unemployed has made assessment
of ) its performance especially difficult.

On the one hand, GAO's review indicates that

:--CeTA's adult-oriented services were well tar-

geted toward the disadvantaged unemployed;

--on aVerage, the employment and earnings cir-
cumstances of early participants were better

after CETA than before, and their reliance

, on various forms of public benefits also de-

creased. While this kind of pre-post infor-

mation cannot be used directly to infer pro-

gram effectiveness, the fact that a relapse
did not occur over a'two-year.period after
CETA is encouraging;

--although in t e aggregate only a small

proportion qf he earnings imptovement
Tear Sheet



after CETA 'can be directly attributed to
the program, some'.improvement was evident,
and for %.mmen and the most economically
disadvantaged participanti the net improve-
ments were greater.

On the other hand,

--there is evidence, at:least for early par-
ticipants, that employed terminees from work
experience and PSE, compared to other serv-
ices, tended to be disproportionately in
public sector rather than private sectors
jobs, where most new jobs are created. This
finding indicates t.hat links between busi- -
ness, industry, and CETA should be stronger.

--despite the fact that more people probably
move into jobs when leaving CETA than prime
sponsors report, there is little reason to
believe that obtaining a job immediately
after CETA indicates a long-term improve-
ment in earnings capacity.

On-the-job training appears at first more
successful thab other services in postprogram
outcomes, but this may be explained at least
partly by its less-disadvantaged enrollees.
Work experience, often criticized for pobr
outcomes, has been given to some of CETA's
most disadvantaged enrollees (those with his-
tories of weak labor,force attachment) and,

t

therefore, it is not surprising t at. work
experience has had poorer.outcome

.

DOL's Continuous Longitudinal Manpo(aer Survey is
a rich data base; without it we would know much
less about CETA. The one earnings'impact study
that is available is based on CLMS data, and
CLMS could be used to explore other possible
benefits of CETA for participants and society. ,

Nevertheless, GAO's neview was hampered by the
-fact that the .soundest and most comprehensive
information is the least currerit. Further, the
widely used performance indicator of job place-
ment rates is-deficient in its usefulness as a
Measure of program effectiveness. And informa-
tion is lacking on the degree to which local
resources may constrain program performance.

GAO reguested,comments trom-the U.S. Department
of. Labor but.DOL declined to make specific com-

, ments because the r:eport contains no recommenda-
. tions. (pp. 134-35)

vi
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CHAPTER. 1

INTRODUCTION

11.

The Federal Government spent more than $14 billion for

employment and training activities in fiscal year 1979, a sub-

stantial increase over the $250 Million it committed to this area

in fiscal year 1961. Over the past two decades, it has tried to

ease bdth structural unemployment, resulting from a chronic mis-

match between-the &kills that job seekers have and the kills

that employers seek, and cyclical unemployment, resulting from .

a decrease in aggregate demand for the economy as a whole. The

basic types of program service=-classroom and on-the-sob train-

ing, subsidized work opportanities, and counseling and referral--
remained fairly standard in those 20 years, but the mix of serv-

ices changed as emphasis ghifted between counterstructural and

countercyclical objectives. 4

"'For more than the first half of the period, or before 1974,

the Federal overnment administered most employment and training-

progr'ams direCtly, through &ome 10,000 contracts with the U.S.

Department of Labor, but this teo,chahged dramatically. the

passage'of Public Law 93-203, the Comprehensive Employment and-

Training.Act of 1973, or CETA, control over emploYment and train-

ing services Mlifted to State.and local governments. Many pro-

'grams were decentrafized and decategorized because decisions on

whom to serve and what services to providewere believed better

made at State nd local levels.

.About $9.4 billion aP 'the '$.14 billion spent for ,employment

anp-training program& in fiscal year 197-9 was -for services' de-

licvered under CETA.fl The'financial commitment to these programs

,
decreased after 1979 and $Cme,aptivities, euch as public service

employment, have been terminated. Questions have been raised

about the merits of these programs and their effectiveness and

whether and how they.should be improved. 4TTA's 1982 reauthor-

izatiOn date is approaching, and sO it is especially important

to know how the programs are functioning and how effective the

various types of service are. .

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE,
AND METHODOLOGY

Wp undertook our retriew in response ..ts a request from the

Honorable Augustus Hawkins, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Em-

ployment Opportunities of the U.S. House of, Representatives. He

asked us to assess and integrate existing evaluation information

on four types of CETA services--classroom training, on-the-job

training, work experience, and public serviCe employment. Accord-

ingly, we focused our review on adult-oriented services deliVered

through CETA, specifically on title IIB, the major Comprehensive

Services title, and titles IID nd VI, the Public Service

1116e
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10,
Pre-bETA

experiences
(i)

Figure 1
Areas Covered by the Reviw of the Comprehensive Services

and Public Service EMployment Titles

Within CETA experiences

12 months

Comprehensive Services (118)

..,,
o

.
5
Z.,

Classroom Training

lan the Job Training

I.

Al4 ExperienSN.,..

Other

liublic Service Employment OIDVO

Public Service Employment

Post CETA
experiences

24 months

) te-Employment titles. 1/ Synthesizing the aVailable information,we set as pur objectives to integra-Le what we judged to be thesoundest and most comprehensive infbr tion on CETA adult serv-ices, to sumniarize What we know oh t service implementationand effectiveness, and t:o,iraise rtlnent questions about w1.40;we do not know.

TWroUghout our revi.ew, we tried to answer five questions:
Al

1. Who were the enroll_tes?
.

12
2. What types of service and what benefits were provided .-to them2

.3. oflere.the recipients of ,the various types ofserVice?
4. What were the'employment experiences of theboth be4pre and after participatint in CETA?5. How effec ive wire the services?.

. '

Figure 1 displays the general areas covered by que6ti ns 1 through4. The information we present in thig(report describ s the ex-,.

1/We use the terms "adult services" and "adult-oriented services"to refer to services for adults and for youth who are not inschool. We uve the terms."Cbmprehensive Services" to refer totitle IIB andV'Public
Service Employment" or "PSE" to refer toitles IID And Vi of the Act, although title IIC data cin up-grading and retaining are sometimes combined with title'IIB

,f

2
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periences of CETA participants one year before their entranCe to.

CETA, their characteristics at the time they ienrolled, the mix of

services and within-program benefits they received, their satis-

f'action with CETA, their status at the time they terminated froM

CETA, and their experiences after CETA for up to 24 months. We

alsQ asked the same five questions about a recent addition to

CETA, title VII, the Private Sector Initiative Program, but in-

formation is limited and our summary of this program isrbrief.

Finally, some of our questions led us to review existin research

on the extent of substitution and displacement associate with

PSE and some of the other macroeconomic issues associated with

employment and training programs. Most of the information in

this report was comfiunicated to House and Senate staff during ay

joint briefing in October 1981.

,f We were hilped in identifying'mny of our information

sources by the S. Department of Labor (DOL), in particular by

the Qffice of Program Evaluation and the Office of Research and

Demonstvtiori,in the Employment and Traiping Administration and

by the 0Ifice of the Assistant Secretarig for Pcilicy, Evaluation,

anq Research. Among- the literature and data we used were DOL

participant characteristics, program status, and financial sum-

mary reports and DOL evallaation,studies. We analyzed reports of

the National Commission for Empoloyment Policy, the National 'Cour-r7

cil. on EMployment Policy, and independent eyaluators and academic

researchers. We reli,ed heavily on data from the,Continuous Lon-

gitudinal Manpbwer Survey, a survey that tracks CETA participants .

after thgy terminate from the program, and analyses of the survey

data conducted by Westat, Inc., some of whi9h were performed for

the present review. The reference list in hppeldix II serves both

es a selected bibliography, somewhat narrower than the full Scope

of,our information sources, and a,citation list for material we

quote aild discuss in.the report.

The criteria we uSed in deciding which reports and data

sources to analkze and irimmarize included questions about the

(ri,gor ot the study design, the adequacy of the sampling strategy,

the relevance and quality of the da).a, the appropriateness of

statistical analyses, how well the esults could be generalized,

and comprehensiveness. This.means that we excluded,.for example,

data because of aggregation procedures the Department of

Labor uses for the prime.sponsor reporting system. Since IIC

is a relatively small component of the total,'distortion is

minimal. Additionally, our information on IIB does not give

us a pure picture of CETA adult services because in-school

work experience services are not separable from services for

out-of-school youth and adults'2 Information on titles IID

and VI is presented separately at some times and coMbined at

others because of contraints imposed by the form of the

available d...ta and because of the undifferentiated nature of

the PSE titles during CETA's later years:

3
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State and local evaluation reports that had been designed largelyfor local administrative purposes or that duplicated informationotherwise availaple at the national level. Except for fiscalyear outlays, Ve also excluded data on program costs from ourreview. We included all major national dvaluations of CETA adultservices in our review. Where appropriate, we have pointed outthe limitations of data sources and the degree of confidence war-ranted in study findings.

As we sought information sources, the limitations of avail-able data became apparent. For instance, dataNere availablethrough fiscal year 1980 for the characteristics of participantswhen they entered CETA, fthe mix of services they received, andtheir status when they 4xited, but detailed data on experiences
4p. before, during, and after CETA were available only for early

participants, those who enrolled betAren January 1975 and June1976. Likewise, estimates of CETA's.effect on parti-cipants'
1earnings after they left C5TA were available only for fiscal year1976 participants. 1/ ''Moreover, changes in the PSE title andresulting shifts in the characteriAi,cs of' participants and thrienature of PSE.services hamper the usefulness of early data for,assessing PSE's recent performance, *though the information onclassroom and on-the-job training as well as,on work experience

is.less vulnerable in this way.

To understand the types of employment and training servicesand benNts provided tO CETA participants, it is necessary tostart wit the original program in 1973 and track changes'in itssize, structure, and' method of operation up to the present. Inaddition, CETA must be placed in context with respect to national(labor market conditions and local political and fiscal circum-stances. Accordingly, we do thisvin o4apter 2, setting the back-ground for our discussion of evaluation issues. In chapter 3, we,examine a variety of evaluation criteria for employment and
trainingyprograms and discuss their appropriateness for assessingthe four types of service. We also outline-the strengthS andweaknesses of various.evalua,tion strategies.

PiP
We have broken out our analysis. of the Comprehensive Servicesand PSE titles information in the following Way. We describefirst their implementation aspects, presenting information on tlieCharacteristics of participants, the mix of services, and thenature of services in Chapter 4. Following this, we submarizethe information on within-program-experiehces and benefits interms of earnings, ancillary services,,and Satisfaction. We alsopresent data on the status of parXicipants at the time theyexited from CETA.

-
'1/These es imateA, are for 1977 earnings. Additional analyses of_

.
CETA's e fect on this group's 1978 earnins, and the first setof estimates for 1977.participants, are due tope released byDOL in 1982.

4
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Then, in chapter 5, we,summar/ze what is known about tlie (

earnings and employment experiences of severa1Woups of early
participants in CETA for 12 months before the program and up to

24 months aft.k. it. We include in this timmary information on

earnings, percentage of time employed, per,..qentage of participants
employed at sele.cted times, hourly wage rates, receipt of public

benefits and Unemployment Insurance, anti location of employment
in the private and public sectors. We are able to prvide earn-
ings information for subgroups by gender, race, education, and

other characteristics.

We summarize in chapter 6 tile only nationapy generalizable
i-nformation on the effectivenests of CETA adult"bervices with ref-

erence to net changes in earnings. It is based on comparisons
of 1977,earnings covered by Socill Security for the Continuous
Longitudinal Manpower Survey sample of fiscal year 1976 CETA

-
participants and match groups drawn from the Current Population ,

_Survey. We wesent distributions of e9amings changes for 1974-77

,for these groups as well. A

#

Our brief overview of,the Private Sector Initiative Program,.
title VII, is in chapter 7. It is confined for the most part to
a description of the startlip of PSIP, the characteristics of the
partiCipants, the types-of service provided them, and the status

of terminees at the time they left the. program.

In-tNapter $, we identify some of the macroeconomic issues
regarding employment and training programs and review studies on
the extent of substitution and displacement associated with
Public Service Employment proirams.

We present a summary and inter retation of the major find-

ings of the review in chapter 9. also point out gaps in our
information on CETA adult services, and we suggest some ways of

increasing our knowledge in the future.

Th,e request letter f om Augustus F. Hawkins, Chairman of

N the Subcommittee on Emplo ent Opportunities of the House Com-
mittee on qaucation and. La or, is reproduced in appendix III.

161 requested comments on a raft of this report from the U.S.
Department of Labor; DOL's comments ar,e re.poduced in appendix

IV.

Aft
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CHAPTER 2

CETA'S CONTEXT--THE BACKGROUND

FOR EVALUATION

A general overview4of the Comprehensive Employmept and
Training Act fribm'its incerition in 1973 to the time wee initiated
our revjew shows that'it changed in, both structure,and objec-.tives. While the nature of the program widened to combat not
only unemployment caused by mismatches-between employers' needsand job seekers' skills but a1so.unemployment-6aused by-dOWnturnsin the business,cycle, its eligibility requirements narrowed,cofing. to focus rvre sharply on the economically'dis4dvantaged.
The program became' increasingly complex and categorical in naturea6, more groups-with special needi were identified and targeted.CETA's size and resOurces, howevelF, were never of the same mag-
nitude as the unemployment problem. Additionally, sometimes itproved difftcult to reconcile local and national objectives forCETA. 1/ v

HOW THE STRUCTURE OF CETA CHANGED
BETWEEN 1973 AND 1978

When it was enacted in 1973, the Comprehensive Employmentand Training Act (Pub.-L. No. 93-203) was meant to respond to''
criticisms that employment and training efforts were duplicativeat the local.level and that riational control over them needed a
different emphasis. As part Of the "new federalism" early inthe 1970.'s, the CETA legislation-was grounded in the belief thatfisCal resources for addressing unemploythent are dominantly Fed-eral while, knowledge of local needs for employment and training
services resides with ocal authorities. Up to 1973, federally
assisted employment and training programs had evolved independ-
ently"into a patchwork of activities and funding mechanisms:

_III. -elle end of the 1960s,'-there were more than 17 Pro-
/ earns, each with its own legislative and organizationalbase, funding source, and regulations. Out of these
'so-called categorical programs flowed 10,000 or more
specific manpower projects, often several in the same
community competiong for the same clientele and, resources.These programs generally were conductbd through public
and nonpublic agencies but not through the local govern-
ments themselves. (Mirengoff and Rindler, 1976, p. 2))

(1/Since the time we initiated this review, the Public Service
Employment titles, IID and VI, have been discontinued, as hasthe Young Adult ConserN>ation Corps, title VIII. Realizing theprogram is still in flux, we have used the terminology of the

,1978 CETA Amendments when referring to specific.titles.

n4
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CETA was.to be an umbrella over this multitude of employment and

training programs.

Although ieveral factors influenced this reorganization, a
major asSumption in,fhe legislation of 1973 was that the Act

would give 14ca1 officials thg:Nexibility to match services to
plients' needs and local labor market conditions, thereby im-
proving service effectivertss and countering the unemployment
that is caused bg,d'screpancies between employe needs and

job seekets' structutal unemp oillent. Control

over the meChanisms of plaAingo administering and deksivering

employent and training services was decentrali ed, 6o that
local go'vernment officitls could be freeT to decide whom to
'serve and whAt servij.pes o PtpVide.' Accordingly, CETA subsumed
employment and training services under four titles.

*4

Title I, Comprehensive Services title, authorIzed a
wide range of e ployment and.training adtivities. Among them
were outreach, individual assessment, and counseling. On-the-

job training was included, as was clasbroom training for'basic

. and occupational skills. Training allowances, employment ex-
pense allowances, development pf local labor market information,
transitironal public service Programs, and supportive services

were all also provided for..

Title qI, the public employment program6 title, authorized
the creatiorN,of transitional public service employment jobs for
people unemployed and underemployed in areal of substantial

unemployment.,

Title III, "Special \Federal Responsibilities/Special Target
Groups," mandated the Sec etary of Labor to provide additional
employment and training s rvices to groups1With special need of

such services. These inc uded youth, offenders, people with no

or only limited ability t speak English, older workers, and
other groups experiencingpartiCular hardship in the labor market.

Finally, title IV coltinued the already existing Job Corps.

.The Job Corps, originally created in 1964, is a primarily resi-
, dential prrogram for assis ing disadvantaged youth in improIng

their emPloyability ih*.th labor market.

`--Thus we see that, even in the beginning, CETA was not com-
pletely decentralized and pec egorized. Only titles I and II,

of the 1973 Act gave contrbl o services to local authorities.
Local flexibility in detdiMinin service mix w'as truly opera-

tional Only within title I.

Focusing on the titles, however, does not give an entirely
accurate picture of the changes that CETA instituted. In fiscal

year 1975, $319 million was spent for title VI, a new public
service employment prograM to combat cyclical unemployment--
the unemployment accompanying downturns in the business cycle.

tv_



Even so, title I, the Coffiprehensive Services title, accounted
for approximately $899 million, by far the largest proportion
of the fiscal year 1975 CETA outlays.

Since then, CETA has undergone major restructuring. The
relatively s.traightforward mechanism for delivering employment .

and tfaining services was Modified over the five-year period
1973-78. CETA increased in complexity as purposeS for the pro-
gram multiplied and as More groups with 415-ecific needs were
identified and targeted. AAer 1978, thdre were eight separate
titles, and eleven titles or subtitles authorized the delivery
of employment and training services. Exhibit 1 juxtaposes the
1973 and 1978 titles with roughly similar services:\

As we see from the ibit, the 1978 title IIB was compa-
rable to the 1973 title the*Comprehensiye Services component
of the system. Title IIC, a small componerit,/authorized occupa-
tional upgrading and retraining activities for entry level em-
ployees and people facing impending layoffs, while title IID,

. roughly comparable to the old title It, was a counterstructpral,
sometimes called transitional, public service employment 'program
for welfare recipients and people with low incomes or long-term
unemployment.

Title III continued the National Programs, detailing spe-
cial Federal responsibilities to certain groups. It was almost
the same as the original title rui, except that youth programs
were moved to title IV and more groups were listed as requiring
special consideration. 'Title IV covered the youth programs,
continuing those authorized under the Youth Employment and Dem-
onstration Projects Act of 1977, the Job Corps, and the Summer
Youth Program.

Title VI, a countercyclical prd4Iram, authorized subsidized
public service employment during periods of high unemployment,.
Meanwhile, title VII, the Private Sector Initiative Program,
provided for a demonstration program to increase private sector
participation in employment and training activities and to in-
crease private sector empioyment opportunities for people who

,

are disadvantaged and uneMployed or underemployed.

Finally,title VIII established the Young Adult Conserva-
tion Corn. It operated year round and enrolled both disadvan-
taged and nondisadvantaged youth in conservation jobs in na-
tional parks and forests and on other public land.

After the 1978 restructuring, the CETA system nemained
fairly well decentralized. Many services under the new titles
were administered by the same local authorities Who administered
services undef the Comprehensive Service title, but local con-trol in selecting target groups and services lessened.

The Comprehensive Services title (title I in 1973, reauthor-
ized as IIB in 1978) remained a major component of the CETA

8
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Exhibit. 1

comprehensive Employment and
Training Act Titles in 1973 and 1978 Compared a/

CETA1973(Pub.L. No: 93-203)
4

Title vI: General erovisions

Title I: Comprehensive Manpower Services Est-

ablishes nationwide program of comprehensive
employment and training services (training, em-

ployment, counseling, assessment, P lacement) for

the economically disadvantaged,
unemployed, or

underemployed; administered by State and local

government.

Title II: Public Employment Programs Authorizes

a program of transitional employment for unemploy-

ed and underemployed, P roviding services in areas

of substantial unemployment; training and manpower

services to be provided whenever possible to en-

able movement into unsubsidized employment.

Title IIIA: Special Federal Responsibilities:
Special Target Groups Provides for ationally
sponsored programs and supervised ma power serv-

uces to youth, offenders, people wit 1 mited

English, Native Amgricans, migrant a seasonal

farmworkers, and oehers particularly *advan-

taged in the labor market.

Title ITU: Special FeBeral Responsibilities:
Research, Training, and Evaluation Authorizes
research, demonstr,ation, and evaluation programs;
administered by the Secretary of Labor.

Title IV: Job Corps Authorizes the Job Corps,
a primarily residential program of education,
skills training, and counseling for disadvantaged
youth.

Title Vir National Commission for Manpower
Policy

CETA AS AMENDED IN 1978 (Pub. L. No. 95-524) '

Title I: Administrative Provisions

Title IIA: Comprehensive Employment and Trainihg

3ervices: Financial AssistanCe Provisions

Title
Ctimprehensive Employment and Training

Services: Services for the Economically Disadvan-

taged Establishes nationwide program of compre-

hensive employment and training services (training, .

counseling, supported work, work experience, sup-

poetive services) for the economically disadvan-

taged, unemployed, underemployed,
and people in

school; administered by State and local government.

Title IIC: Combrehensive Employment and Tcatntng

Services: Upgrading and Retraining Authorizes

providing Financial assistance to public and priv-

ate employers for costs associated with upgrading
entry-level employees; permits prime sponsors to

retrain 'people facing impending layoffs with lit-

tle chance of equivalent future employment.

Title IID: Comprehensive Employment and Training

Services: Transitional Employment Opportunities
for the Economically DiCadVantaged Authorizes a

public service employment program for the econo-

mically disadvantaged.

Title IIIA: Special Federal Resp.onsintlittes:
Special National-Programs and Activities Provides

for nationally sponsored programs and employment
and training services to youth, offenders, people

with limited English, Native Americans, migrant

and seasonal farmworkers, Veterans, the handicap-

ped, older workers, displaced homemakers, single

parents, people lacking education credentials,

public assistance recipients, Women, and others. Apr
"'If-

Title 'IIIB: Special Federal Responsibilities:
Research, Trainino. and re-

search, demonstration, evaluation, nd laborlbar-

ket information activities.

Title IVA: Youth Programs: Youth Empfoyment

Demonstration Program Establishes demonstration
program to heIp solve structural unemployment.

Title IVB: Youth Programs: Job Corps Author-

izes the Job Corps, a primarily residential pro-

gram of education, skills training, and counsel-

ing for etonomically disadvantaged youth.

Title IV: Youth Programs: Summer Youth, Programs
Authorizes prAme sponsors to conduct summer pro-
grams containing useful work, basic education,

and employability development activities for

economically disadvantaged youth.

Title V: National Commission for Employment

Policy

Title VI: Countercyclical Public Service Employ-

ment Program Establishes a program to provide
temPorary employment during periods of high unem-
ployment; eligibility requires receipt of public
assistance or unemployment in 10 of 12 preceding
weeks and family income at or below Sureau of

Labor Statistics lower living standard.

Title VII: Private Sector Opportunities for the
Economically Disadvantaged Authorizes a demon,

stration program to obtain more private sector
particiPation in CETA efforts to assist the dis-
advantaged; establishes Private Industry Councils

to work with CETA prime sponsors in assisting
CETA participants to move to unsubsidized jobs in

the private sector.

Title VIII: Young Adult Conservation Corps
Authorizes a year-rOUnd corpit of people 16-23

years old to do conservation work on public land.

s/Roughly similar titles are juxtaposed.

9
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lable 1

comprehensive Services and Public Service Employment Outlays
for Fiscal Years 1975-80 (in millions of Dollars) a/

1975 1976 TP1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Title 118-C 899.1 1,697.5 436.0 1,756.2 1,874.6 1,801.6 2,143.8
Comprehensive Services b/

Title IID 519.2 550.1 398.5 1,137.5 994.8 1,738.2 1,856.6
Counterstructural Public
Service Employment

Title VI 319.2 1,866.3 198.4 1,698.9 4,769.4 3,2E5.2 1,778.1
Countercyclical Public
Service Employment

Titles IID and VI 838.4 2,416.4 596.9 2,836.4 5,764.2 5,023.4 3,634.6
Combined Public Service
Employment

Source: U.S. Department of, Labor, Employment and Training Administration.

a/Title designations are for 1978. Eiscal years 1975 and 1976 begin July 1: fiscal years 1977,
1978, 1979, and 1980 begin October 1. TO 1976, the transition quarter July 1 to September
30, 1976, is a bridge between 1976 and 1977.

b/Total costs include outlays to Prime Sponsors, Governor's Vocational Education, State Employ-i
ment and Training Councils, State Coordination and Special Services, and Governor's Linkages
Grant.

system throughout fiscal years 1975-80, but its primacy was
challenged by thegrowth of(the Public Service Employment (PSE)
titles (title II in 1973, titles IID and yq in 1978). Table 1
shows that outlays for the combined PSE titles exceeded outlays
for the Comprehensit4 Services title for all fiscal years but
1975. Moreover, the estimated numbersAf indivrduals served
through PSE Came close to those estimated for Comprehensive
Services in fiscal years 1978 and 1979, ag can be seen in table
2. Approximately one and a quarter million people were served
under the Comprehensive Services title in fiscal years 4978 and
1979; almost as_many were served through the combined PSE titles.

Soon after CETA became erational'in July 1974r the
Emergency Jobs and Unemployment Assistance Act of 1974 (Pub. L.

Table 2

Number of Individuals Served Through Comprehensive Services and Ptiblic Service
Emplpyment Titles, Estimates for Fiscal Years 1975r80'a/

1975 1976 TO1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

41iitle 118-C
Comprehensive
Services

Titles IID and VI

1,122,000

366,800

1,731,500

584,860

807,900

382,110

1,415,600

4 783,341

1,331,500

1,207,022

1,193,727

1,105,199

1,113,844

847,226
Public Service
Employment b/

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration.

a/Title designations are for 1978. Each total is the total current enrollment at the begin-
ning of the period plus the additional new entrants throughout the entire period. Fiscal
years 1975 and 1976 begin July 1; fiscal years 1977, 1978, 1979, and 1980 begin October 1.
TO 1976,.the transition quarter July 1 to September 30, 1916, is a bridge between 1976 and
1977.

b/Estimates for titles /ID and VI exclude intertitle transfers.
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No. 93-567) modified it. With this legislation, the Congress
was responding to a deepening recession by adding the counter--

cyclical public service employment component in title VI. The

original PSE title (title II of the 1973 Act) had been a minor

component of the\system, creating jobs only in targeted areas

of the country with high unemployment. PSE became a nationwide

activity, no longer confined to areas of high unemployment. As

the recession worsened, the Congress enacted the Emerge9cy Jobs

Programs Extension Act of 1976 (Pub. L. No. 94-444)*, extending
public service employment and tightening the eligibility re-,

quirements. Early in 1977, under a new administration, public
service employment was sharply expanded as part of an economic

stimulus program. This rapid expansion shifted the nature of

the CETA system significantly. The percentage of CETA outlays

for PSE nearly doubled, rising from 31 percent in 1975 to 60

percent in 1978.

By 1978, CETA could no longer be called an employment pro-

gram for reducing structural unemployment by creating better
matches between employers' needs and the skills of disadvantaged

job seekers. With the addition and expansion of public service
employment programs, CETA had become, at least for a time, a

dual program to combat two major dysfunctions of the labor
market--both structural and cyclical unemployment.

THE REFOCUSING OF CETA'S
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

Along with the changes Noted above, CETA's adult services

were given rather complicated refocusing after 1973. This can

be .seen in the changing statements of purpose for the titles,

in the changing eligibility requirements, and in the increasing

restrictions On the nature of services. In general, these
changes were designed to target services for Idillts more.toward

the disadvantaged unemployed and to reduce reek or perceived

abuses in the program.

The pOrpose of the Comprehensiv-4**Servixes tit0 in 1973, as

stated in the legislation, was

to establish a program to proyide comprehensive man-
power services throughout the Nation. Such program
shal.4. include the develoPment and creation of job op-
portunities and training, education, and other serv-

ices needed to enable individuals to secure and re-
tain employment at their maximum capacity. .(Pub. L.

No. 93-203, sec. 101)

The regulations that implemented the legislation specified that
individuals qualified for seTvices had to be economically dis-

4a

advantaged or unemployed or underemployed. People defined as
economically disadvantaged were members of families receiving
cash welfare payments or Whose-annual incom .did not exceed the
poverty level established by the Office of Management and Budget.
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The reauthorization of CETA in 1978 tightened these *eligi-
bility requrrements. Individuals seeking services under title
IIB were henceforth required to be both economically disadvan-taged and unemployed, underemployed, or in school. Thus, while
people had been able to qualify for CETA services under the
Comprehensive Services title in the early years simply by virtue
of relatively brief unemployment,. after 1978 all participants
were required to meet an income test. Moreover, public service
employment was excluded as an allowable activity under title IIB.

A more,pronounced shift toward serving the disadvantaged
oc'surred for PSE title II (IID in 1978). The stated purpose
of this title in the 1978 Amendments emphasized economic dis-
advantage as part of the criteria for,eligibility whereas the

.1973 Act had not. The 1973 Act had said that'the title was ,

*
,

to,provide unemployed and underemployed person5 with
transitional employment.in job'S'providing needed public
services in areas of substantial unemployment and), wher-
ever feasible, related training and manpower services
to enable persoriS to move into [unsubsidized eMployment].
(Pub. L. No, 93-203, sec. 201)

Areas of 'substantial unemployment were.defined as areas with a
rate of unemployment equal to or greater than 6.5 percent for
three consecutive months. Under the 1978 Amendments, programsauthorized by title IID were

to provide economically disadvantaged persons who are
fumemployed with,transitional employment in jobs provid-
ing needed pAtolic services, and related training and
services*to erihble such persons to move into [unsubsi-
dized employment or training]. (Pub. L. No. 94-524,
sec. 231)

The length of unemployment necessary to qualifY an individ-
ual for a title IID Sob also changed. In 1973, it.wad ,necessary
to be unemployed only for 30 days. The 1978 Amendments'required
uneMployment for at least 15 weeks before enrollment, but the
regulations later revised this to 15 weeks of the preceding 20.

After 1978, PSE title IID was called the counterstructural
PSE title. The 1978 Amendments stressed the need to increase
training opportunities to enhance the employability of title
IID PSE participants. The proportion of the title,IID alloca-tion to be used for training in each fiscal year, was required
to be no less than 10 pement in 1979, 15in.1980, 20 in 1981,
and 22 in 1982. Before 1978, title II public service employment
was authorized only in areas of substantial unemployment. 'The
1978 Amendments removed this restriction so that the program 4
could serve the economically disadvantaged in all areas.

In summarizing the major-legislative and regulatory.chan-30
ges, it is apparent that the focus of the original PSE compo- .
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nent of CETA shifted after 1978 to people who were 'economically

disadvantaged and had significant histor,ies of unemPloyment.
Additionally, the prime spAsors--the units of governMent
through which services were to be delivered--were 'required to'
increase their'efforts to provide training in combination

with subsidized jobs. This, of course, gave more emphasis to
the transition of participants into unsubsidized employment.

Title VI of the publid service employment provisions
Also underwent fairly dramatic Changes in the course of its
eXistence between 1974 and 1978. The Emergency Jobs and Un-
employment Assistance Act of 1974 had as its stated 'purpose,

to provide

transitional employment for unemployed and underemployed
'persons in jobs providing needed public services, and
training and manpower services related to such employ-

ment which aret,otherwise unavailable,and enablirig such
persons to-move into [unsubsidized employment]. (PubL.
No. 93-567, sec. 602(a))

n general, enrollee& were required to have been unemployed for
t least 30 days before application or to be underemployed, and
ditionally they were required to reside in the prime sponsor's

j Lsdiction.

When title VI was expanded in 1976 by the E ergency Jobs

Programs Extension Act (Pub. L. No. 94-444), the earlier eliqi-
bility criteria were permitted tp remain in effect for 50 percent
of the positions already existing, but more stringent criteria

were set for the remaining 50 percent and for all positions in
new PSE projects and activities. People enrolling under these
new and stricter criteria had to be economically disadvantaged
or a Member Of a family whose-total income was at or below 70
percent of the RLS lower living standard. Additionally, an
individual had'to ke unemployed during .15 of the 20 weeks pre-
ceding application or had to have exhausted unemplOyment bene-
fits or had to have a. family receiving Aid to Families with

'Dependent Children...

The 1976 Act required prime sponsor local program agents,

to create ne ublic service employment positions in projects of

no more than months duration rather thin in ongoing activities.
Projects were defined as activities that produced a specific
productad a definite time frame, and were not activities that
would have been done in'the absence of PSE funds. T1K.1976 Act

also established a national average annual public service employ-
ment wage of $7,800, with a maximum of $10,00pr.s_The time limit on
projects was meant to prevent substitution and' diiplacement--that

ip, the substitution,of PSE funds for local money and the displace-
ment of workerson the regular payroll by subsidized PSE workers:

Previously, the length of time that enrollees could re-

, main in PSE jobs Was unspecified and cases were reported

13
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/of_persons who had been hil-ed Under the mergencDiEmploy-
ment Act-of 1971 who were still on the CETA payror.
(Mirengoff, 1980, P. 30)

-
Requiring prime sponsors to create PSE jobs in special prOjects
of limited duration was a step towarai curbing'these problems.

In 1978, the CETA Amendments made eligibility criteria for -

title VI PSE enrollees a little more lenient but tightened the
wage restrictions. Participants were now required to be unem-

, ployed for only 10 of the 12 weeks preceding application. The,
family income requirement was relaxed slightly; to 100 percent
of the BLS lower living standard. The restriction on PSE wages
was lowered to a $7,i00 average wage rate, still with a $10,000
maximum, while adjustments were allowed in some high wage areas.
The limitation on duration of projects was relaxed to 18 months,
and individual participation was limited to 18 months within at
5-year period. Congruent with its role as a countercyclical
program copponent, training activity received much less emphasis
for title [VI than was the case for IID.

In short, these changes in Comprehensive Services and Public
Service Emt4oyment concentratedCETA's focus on the disadvantaged
and laid str.ess on providing training opportunities for.PSE par-
ticipants:- -In additi9n, the operational restrictions on PSE were
designed to-reduce program abuses and prevent fiscal substitution
of PSE Mbney for local funds. 'knowing what these changes were'
and when they happened is important for interpreting information
about the characteristics of who was served, what the resuats were
for participants,.and how effective programs were and for estima- -

ting the extent of substittition and displacement.

CETA'S SERVICE DELIVERY MECHANISM--
THE DIVERSITY OF PRIME SPONSORS

CETA employment and training services de red by State and
local governments operate primarily through th mechanism called
"the prime sponsor." In general, prime sponsors are units of
government--cities, counties, consortia of cities or counties,
and States--that represent at Ieast 100,000 people. Applicants
for prime sponsor must design comprehensive service4plans for
their jurisdictions and submit the plans to DOL for approval.
Approximately 475 prime sponsors currently deliver employment and
training services under CETA, and there are enormous variations
in their characteristics and circumstan es--not only of the prime

nsors but of the kinds cif service they eliver as well.

Some prim nsors coyer a single city or county; some
cover several or counties; some cover a combination' of
'cities and countie ough a consortium of local government
units. A few prime sponsors are statewide prime sponsoAs. Some
are "balance of State prime sponsors and cover all the areas in
a State not in the,,luriSdictions of others. The catchment areas
of prime sponsors thus differ.in the degree of their geographical

,
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spread, in their character as urban or rural, and also in terms
of unemployment level and the structure and.size of the local

. labor market. This diversity greatly complicates the evaluation
of the effectiveness Of CETA services.

.Prime sponsois differ further.in their service delivery
structured and the mix of emPloyment and training services they

.provide. Sonletprime sponsors elect to deliver.all services
through their own staffs, while others use subcontractors for 11

.or part Of their service responsibilities. Estimates of the num-
ber of prime sponsor CETA subcontractors nationally run as high
as 55,000 And include school systems, other government agencies,
comthunity-b:aed organizations, nonprofit organizations, and pri-
vate businestes. Thus> fhe 1.mp1ification obtained nationally
by reduclag'the number of contracts DI% administers directly is
somuh4t counterbalanced by the large'humber of contraqts exe-
cuted locally between prim nsorstnd their subcontractors.

ajor reaso or CETA was t0 decategorize and
de entralize employment an tyiaining services in order to permit
local flexibility, it is nat surprising tilat the mix of services
varies widely among prime sponsors. One may emphasize classroom
training, perhaps as a Dir.-TO-lion of 'the availability of such

)training resources in,the community. Another may provide a
substantial amount of on-the-job training because its area's
employers ate receptive to such effotts. Yet others may t to
provide an e'ven mix of services. -Moreover, selecting a servi e
mix is the product of many considerations, including staff phi
loSophy, the interests of local community groups, judgments a out
the needs of local enrollees, assessmentd of what is available
among community resourcesr and anticipations of the leVels and
types of job openings. For example, a prime sponsor in an urban
area of high fiscal stress may find it difficult to develop brain-
ing slots with private employers and thus put more emphasis on
work experience than a prime sponsor in an area with less fiscal
stress.

This heterogeneity of CETA at the local level creates prob.-
\ lems in assessing overall CETA effectiveness nationally and in

making comparative statements about the effettiveness of dif-
ferent service types. National comparisons of the effectiveness
of different service types are likely to be confounded with the
characteristics and circumstances of prime sponsors. In compar-
.ing the effectiveness of on-the-job and classroom training, for
example, analysts may unintentionally also contrast the effects,
of other characteristics of prime sponsors, characteristics that
may be associated with their decisions to emphasize or their
ability to provide some ervices rather than others..

CETA'S: SMALL SIZE RELATIVE
TO THE qNEMPLOYMENT PROBLEM.

Between 1973 and 1980, the size of the U.S. civilian labor
force, the number of people cemployed, and thethumber of people



,g4employed all increased.dramatically. Thksize of th labor
force rose by 18 percent."-from 88.7 million to 104.7 mil ion
workefs. The number of people empldyed rose .by 15 percen --from
84.4 fitillion to 97.3 million. 'The numb.er of people unemp yed
(including those aged 16 or older) rose by 72,percentfrom 4.3

-million to 7.4 million. One of bhe most striking reasons for
these increases was that the career and work patterns of wdmen

\*.\

changes. Female labor force particiz)ation rose from 45 percent
to 52 percent between 1973 and 1980. ,

).

Actually, in this peried the unemployment ate increaied
dramatically and then decl-ease slowly before increasing algain.
In 1973, the unemployment rate &tood irt 4.9\percent. In 1975, it
rose to 8.5 percent, decreaSing slightly each year thereafter
until 1979, when it stood-at'5.8 percent. In 1980, it rose again.
to 7.1 percent.

/ Over the years 1973-80, thegreatest number of,people offi-
cially clasSified as unemployed occurred in 1975; there were 7.8
million unemployed in an 0-e)age month in that year. The lowest
number was in 1973, with 4.3,million. By 1980 the number stood
at 7.4 million, 'representing a dramatic change over the figure of
the year)before, 6.0'million p opleuneftloyed in 1979. Thus,
the absolute numbers of people peiapoyed dropped significantly
from 1975 Eo 1979, but 1980 unem oyment came close to matching
unemployment in41975; the deepest 'ecessMnary year during the
eight years of CETA.

The overall statistics for employment an unemployment
offer a summary picture of aggregate labor f rce aCtivity, but
th.ey.do not a4ow for analysis of the differing employment
prospects.by age, .Bace, gender, and other classitications. When
unemployment rates are broken-down into sociodenographic sub-
groups, they 4re seen to vary widely.- The burden of unemployment
falls unequally in the United States, and the patterns a.id not
change.significantly between 1973 and 198,0.

Figure 2 shows, lor example, that youths 16 to 19 years old,
especially nonwhites, had the highest rate of ur:employment
1973-80. In 1977, the unemployment rate Cor nonwhite youths was
38 percent,'compared to 15 percent for white youth. The non-

*, white adult unwpployment rate (for people 20 and older) was con-
sistently.....highdr than the rate for white adults between 1973 and
1980.

Other statistical breakdowns ceveal other di ferences in un-
employment rates. In 1975, when overall unemplo ment was at 8.5
percent, teenagers averaged'19.9 percent unemployment, blue-
collar workers averaged 11.7 percent, women.aged 20 and older
averaged 8 percent, aild men aged 20 and older-averaged 6.7 per-,
cent. Married living with their wives had-the lOwest unem-
ployment lkate at 5.1 percent--a relative position they held con-
sistently. women maintainihg families, on the other hand, had
an unemployment rate of 10 percent.
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Under CETA legislation, certain titles and programs are
meant, as we have seen, to address problems ol cyclical and
structural unemployment, cyclical unemployment being viewed asthe result 9f a decrease in aggregate demand for the economy as a

)
whole. Structural unemplo ment is viewed as the result of a more
permanent mismatch betwee r the skills available workers have and
the skills the l'abor market demands. People are generally clas-
sified as structurally unemployed if they are out q4work for
moze..pan 26 weeks. During 1973, 1.4 million people met thisdefinition. The figure rose to 3.4 million in 1975, dropped to2.1 million in 1978 and 1979, and again exceeded 3 'million in1980. 1/

Figure 3 presents,information on the ,cumulative numbers of
people unemployed because of structural unemployment or other
reasons during each year 1974-80. Comparing these numbers with
the estimated numbers of peqle served through CETA's Comprehen-
sive Services and PSE titles, we can see in the figure that themagnitude of the unemployment problem greatly exceeded the capac-
ity dif CETA adult services to address it. In sup, while there-
were wide swings in the unemployment rate and in the absolute
numbers of peoplellooking.for work, the relative ordering-of var-ious sociodemographic subgroups remained constant, and neithercyclical nor structural unemployment decreased noticeably overthe period. In fact, in 1980, more than twice as many. people
were classified as structurally unemployed than when CETA was
enaceted in 1973. Moreover, the number of people who would be
likely to find jobs if,overall aggregate demand had increased
enoughthe cyclically unemployed--did not decline significantly.

PROBLEMS OF RECONCILING LOCAL
AND NATIONAL OBJECTIVES

Decentralzing employment and-training services, transfer-
ring responsibility to local governmental authorities, introduceda whole new set of administrative pressures. Whereas before 1973
detiverers of services had negotiated directly with DOL for con-
tracts; after CETA's enactment local prime sponsor managers were
responsible for 'negotiating all needed service contracts. Com-
pounding the problem after CETA's enactment was the fact that
local CETA administrators had very little time to sort out their
priorities and select subcontractors. Beginning in,211.1,1y 1974 and
following quickly with the addition of PSE title VI in December
1974, this stress increased. Prime sponsors who possessed little
experience in the intricacies of such programs but who were
sensitive to the needs of the various constituencies'in their

1/Unemployment longer than 26 weeks is a somewhat arbitrary in-_
dicator of the number of people whose skills do not match em-
leloyers' needs and is also affected by the length and depth
of a recession. Thus, it is not completely accurate to offer
this number as a firm estimate of the number of people struc-
turally unemployed in the United States.
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.communities often fell back on already existing employment and

training frameworks.

Although it was anticipated that the commnnities would hold

local program administrators accountable for the effectiveness

of programs and that this, in turn, would be useful in bringing

about effective service delivery systems, it turned out that

prime sponsors were often held accountable in unforeseen ways

also. For example, they had to cope with interest groups at-

tempting-to gain funding for specific subcontractors--some with

histories of good performance and some without--and they had to

dem trate 'concern for certain constituent groups in their corn-

, mun ies, perhaps sometimes at the expense of less vocal but

equally needy groups.

Throughout the.history of. CETA, DOL has encouraged prime

kponsors to coordinate with already existing service providers

and to use community-based organizations. Prime sponsors, on the

other hand, have sometimes deemed it unnecessarily troublesome to

refuse funding to or to reMove funds from an ineffective or.poorly

managed subcontractor, particularly when the subcontractor repre-

sents a powerful constituency in the prime sponsor's community.

In other words, selecting the most effective mix of services and

the best service deliverers had to compete with the priorities of

local.political agendas.

DiArergènce between local and national objectives has

receives the most attention with respect to the issue of substi-

tution. of public service employment funds for local money. CETA

legi4latid1ii has been designed to preclude State and local govern-

ments from using PSE funds to pay workers who Are already on the

payroll.and to prevent the displacement of regular State or city

workers with people hired under the PSE program. Nevertheless,

the effect of recession on State and'local tax collections some-

times has been to put local governments in the uncomfortable

( position-of having to lay off regular employees while at the '

same time hiring only new employees into the PSE jobs. In many

instances, humanitarian concern for the laid-off employees
strained compliance with Federal regulations. We mention this

only to point out that local objectives for CETA may differ in

many ways from the program's national objectives and that it may

sometimes be difficult to reconcile them. *
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CHAPTER 3

CONS9ERING ALTERNATIVE BASES

FOR EVALIIIATING CETA'S EFFECTIVENESS
4

Assessing the effec iveness of employment and training pro-1grams is a complex task nder any circumstance. For a prograrithat has pronounced loc 1 variation, as CETA,does, the task is
extremely difficult. S atements on program etfects can seldom beoffered without qualifi ation. ,Evaluation studifts at best serve
to provide background i formation for informed decisionmaking

.rather than firm answer . In this chapter, we point to topics ,in the employment and raining evaluation literature that are
relevant to kinds,of i formation we present in subsequent chap-
ters of this report. n discussing the evaluation of CETA-,adult
services, we review ev luation criteria and present an outline ofthe strengths and weak esses of relevant evaluation designs.

IDENTIFYING THE 'APPRO RIATE CRITERIA
FOR EVALUATING CETA

A variety of bot economic and noneconomic benefits ave
been suggested for erqpboyment and training programs, and genet--ally such programs a e,seen as benefiting both program partici-pants and society. elationships among perceived benefits are,therefore, complex. They may be associated, for example, with
the period of program partiqipation, with the period after par-
ticipation, orwith,both. Day care services represent within-
program benefits tolparticipants, reduced dependence is a post-
program benefit to both participants and society, and increased
earnings may occur oth within and after program participation.

Further, the i-elationbhips among benefits are complex,in
that some are direct while others are indirect. Ancillary serv-,

ices like child c re constitute direct benefits, while a reductionin crime stemming from more stable employment is an indirect bene-fit: Similarly, enefits directed toward one group may translate
indirectly into enefits for others; For example, increased
earnings tor pro ram participantS may translate into benefits for
local governmen s through inbreased tax revenues. AlternatiVely,benefits for on grOup sometimes involve costs to others. The--
payment of tra'ning allowances is a benefit to,the participant
but constitute a cost to the taxpayer. Exhibit 2 presents a
rough claSsif' ation of benefits by type and recipient. ,

Using al these as criteria to evaluate CETA would be both
prohibitively expensive and perhaps redundant, since many ofthem appear o be Closbly related. or example, increases in
participant jarnings and in employment stability seem likely
proxies for many of the othef benefits. Most evaluations of'em-
ployment anj training programs have, in fact, been confined to
assessment of the economic effects, particularly in terms of

a Y`'"-,
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Exhibit 2

Proposed Economic add Noneconomic Benefits

from Employment and Training Programs

FOR PARTICIPANTS

Economic benefits
Increased wagestand earnings
Training allowances and wilhin-
program wages

Training and education
Increased employment stability
Better housing
Ancillary services--health
and dent'al care, day care,
transportatibn, personal
counseling

Noneconomic benefits
Eased entry into the labor force
Acquisition of work experience,
work history, better work
habits, greater work satis-
faction and motivation

Acquisition of skills and basic
edOcat.ion

Alleviation of boredom
Independence and improyed self-
esteem

Improved family life
Improved social status

FOR SOCIETY

Economic benefits
Increased employment
Reduced unemployment
Increased GNP
Increased tax revenues
Increased value of goods
produced

Decreased administrative costs
and transfer payments for

other social programs
Reduced crime
More stable prices
Increased skill level of labor

force

Noneconomic benefits
More equitable income distri-

bution
Help to the disadvantaged
Increased social stability
Fostering of good will
Better race relations

Source: ,See C. R. Perry et al., The ImplEt of Government Manpower

Programs in General and on Miai4ties and Women (Phila-

delphia: University of Pennsylvania, 1975), aRd M. E.

Borus, Measuring the Impfict of Employment-Related Social

Programs (Kalamazoo, Mich.: The Upjohn Institute for

Employment Research, 1979).

earnings, from the perspective of the program participants. One

,
exception is-the recently completed evaluation of Job Corps, a

youth pro'gram outside the scbpe of this report. (Mathematica, -

1980) A few attempts have also been made to assess the macroeco-

nomic effects of employment and training programs, and we shall

discuss issues associated with these in chapter 8.

Identifying the aPpropriate evaluation criteria for CETA

adult services requires both'attention to the legislative objec-

tives for CETA ancVan examination of what is known about the

nature of its services. Further, it is necessary to determine

what evaluation criteria are consistent with each service type

S.



and whether these criteria and the program's legislative objec-
tivA are congruent.

If we begin with the overall statement of purpose in the
CETA Amendments of 1978, we find_ a very specific statement ofWhat CETA is to accomplish:

It is the purpose of this Act to provide job training
and employment opportunities for economically disad-
vantaged, unemployed, or underemployed persons which
will result in an increase in their earned income . . .

(Pub. L. No. 95-524, sec. 2)

OOThe emphasis is clearly-on participants realizing gains in
earnings:

In the paragraphs below, we describe four types of CETA
4. adult service and discuss the appropriateness of the earnings
criterion--that js, of assessing the effectiveness of services bymeasuring changes in the participants', earnings. Three of these
services--clasproom training, on-the-job training, and work expe-
rience--are commonly termed "employability development activities"because they are-designed to increase an individual's prospectsfor obtaining unsubsidized employment by teaching the individual

'a skill, inculcating a positive work attitude, or building a workhistery. In other words, the individual is supposed to take away
-something new frem having participated in such activities. (Wee
; discuss the adequacy of ;ETA employability development plans in
our 1982 report L'abor Should Make Sure CETA Programs Have Effec-
tive Employability Development Systems; see U.S. GAO, 1982.) Thefourth service we discuss, public service employment, is assumed
to emphasize employability development less, although it does
show some concern'for this, especiallY considering the recent
emphasis. on training in title IID.

*

Classroom training under CETA refers to the transmission in
a classroom or institutional setting of basic academic skills or
of technical-information required for specific occupations. Ithas been dedcribed as most appropriate for occupations in which
50. percent or more of the required training involves acquiring
cognitave skills. Thus, CETA classroom training is intended to
combat structural unemployment by.assisting disadvantaged indi-
viduals in acquiring new and sought-after skills.

Pr
Classloom training is, therefore, a mechanism forsincreasing

the match betwebn employers and job seekers. Prime sponsors are
Tequ'ired to-provideassurances that classroom training programs
are designed for occupations in which skill shortages exist. Be-
cause classroom training transmits information for enhancing oc-cupational or, educational skills, it may be expected todemon-

effectiveneOs as measured by economic evaluation criteria
k like earnings gains.. This is more true for programs with occu-

pational skills content than for thOse with basic education con-tent. 1
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On-the-job training refers to the transmission of occupa-

tional skills within a work setting, usually in the private

sector. Trainees acquire skills by performing the actual tasks

of a job, the assumption being that a trainee learns best by be-

ing in an actual workplace and usiFig the employer's procedures

and tools. There is no clear consensus on the iMmediate objec-

tives of on-the-job training, however.

Some see the training as secondary, defining the success of

the,service in terms of the hiring and retention of trainees. In

this case, the emphasis is on the trainees' entry into the labor

market in a manner that will permit upward movement. Others see

the employers' retention of trainees as secondary, defining the

success of the service in terms of the acquisition of skills and

focusing on the benefits to human capital. In either case, the

exposure of participants to normal job settings, their acqusi-

tion of skills while on the job, their potential for beimg re-

tained on the job at the end of the training period, and the

success of on-the-jqb training efforts for unskilled women in

the 1940's, all increase the expectation that CETA on-the-job

training will prove to be one of the most effective services

across a variety of measures.

Workexperienáe in CETA consists of a short-term or part-

time subsidized work assignment with any employer other than a

private for-profit employer. It has been described as most ap-

propriate for.people who either have never worked or have re-

cently not been workEng for an extended period of time. Employ-

ability is assumed to increase as basic occupational skills are

acquired, work motivation improves, and job retention skills are

acquired.

Work experience may be used td increase the labor force at-

tachment among people who have difficulty establisliinigemployment

in the first place--like ex-offenders, youth, the handicapped,

and the aged. It is also used sometimes by-prim sponsors as a

"holding mechanism" to maintain people while other opportunities

are created for them. Because work experience is'intended to be

used for the most disadvantaged of CETA enrollees, and because

it sometimes serves as a holding mechanism, lower expectations

are held for its effectiveness on economic measures relative to

other types of service.

Public service employment activity in CETA refers to the

creation of subsidized, public sector employment opportunities--

jobs that can be viewed in terms of countercyclical or counter-

structural objectives or bpth. When viewed as a device for

combating structural unemployment, job creation stresses the

development of skills conducive to erre employees' unsubsidized

employment, and a temporary job can be seen as a springboard to

more permanent employment (as we discussed in our 1979 report on

PSE transition problems, Moving Participants from Public Service

Employment Programs into Unsubsidized Jobs Needs More Attention;

see U.S. GAO, 1979).
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When PSE is viewed as a device for combating cyclicai:nem-ployment stemming from q recession, the employability developmentpotential of the activity takes a-back seat to th2 need to main-tain people during temporary setbacks. Where loeal economic con-ditions are consistently poor or where #lere are large numbers ofchronically unemployed or hard-to-employ fndividuals, PSE may beseen as an income maintenance device or as a way to put people to
.-- work doing something useful', and the obiective eilmoving pedpleinto unsubsidized emplgymentmay be ignored. Finally, local gov-ernments faced witOshrinking tax bases and requests for continuedor expanded services may use PSE funds in the same way they useFederal revenue sharingto ease the local financial burden of

maintaining current service levels or expanding them.

Using earnings gains as an evaluation c4terion for publlic
service employMent services is appropriate for title IIrrbutlargely to the extent that IID involves acquisition of new skillsalong with a subsidized work opportunity. Using this criterionfor title VI is questionable. Indeed, since title VI was origi-nally designed to combat cyclical unemployment by providing tem-
porary subsidized employment for people displaced by recession,
PSE may reasonably be expected merely to permit people to main-
tain their earlier earnings levels. One could even argue that
the maintenance of earlier earnings levels is too stiff a crite-
rion for evaluating title VI PSE. The confusion in expecta-
tions for public service employment is summarized in the
following statement:

QueStions that need to be addressed include: Can public
service employment be a program for all seasons? Can it
simultaneously be effective as a countercyclical device,
as a vehicle for training the structurally unemployed,
as a tool for income maintenance, and as a.means of as-
sisting financially hard-pressed State and local govern-
ments? (Mireftgoff, 1980, p. 14)

As we review dataon these four types of service in later
chapters, it should be remembered that the services a CETA par-
ticipant receives do not necessarily conform to our descriptions,
which have emphasized the differences between service types
rather than their similarities. In actuality, day-to-day activ-
ities of two enrollees in two different service types may resem-
ble one another more closely than the activities of two enrolleesin a single service. Because prime sponsors may structure pro-
gram components flexibly and-offer combinations of employment,
training, and ancillary wrvices, any one individual may actu-
ally receive several kinds of service simultaneously even while
being recorded in only one reporting category. This va-riation
and overlap among service types means that comparisons of service
types should be interpreted cautiously.

In the rest of this chapter, we concentrate on various ap-
proaches to assessing the effectiveness of adult-oriented CETA
services largely from the perspective of the program participants.
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Thus, we discuss some of the methodological issues relevant to
interpreting the information that we presentn later chapters.'

The major evaluation issues pertinent to this review of CETA
adult services are (.1) the extent to which short-term outcome

measures are prediotive of long-term changes in earnings and em-

ployment, (2) the extent to which postprogram benefits'realized
by participants can be attributed to program participation, and

(3) the extent to which conclusions can be drawn about the rela-
tive effectiveness of different types qf CETA services:

MEASURES OF SHORT-TERM OUTCOME
AND LONG-TERM PROGRAM IMPACTS--
ARE THEY RELATED?

The ability to identify short-term outcome measures that Can

predict long-term program impacts is crucial to our ability to
monifor CETA program performance in a timely way. Most short-

term measures used in employment and training program evaluations

have been economic measures, excluding nonecon(D9ic measures such

as job satisfaction and attitudes toward work. Some have been

based on participants' status at the time of their termination

from the program--defined variously as rates of positive termi-

nation, unsdbsidized employment, and ,private sector placement.

Acceptable reasons for positive termination are entering employ-

ment, including the military, attending an academic or a voca-
tional school or another employment and training program full
time; and completing a program that does not involve job place-

ment as an objective., Other economic measures that are used

frequently refer to experiences during the first 30 days after
'termination--,-accounting for such thinys as number of days in

employment, hours worked per week, and earnings per week. Still

others refer to changes in an individualis status, comparing
Circumstances before and after.program p4ticipation--that is,
changes in wage rates, weeks Wo'rked, or employment status--and
sometimes use data from short-term followup efforts. Approaches

like these to monitoring employment and training services are
attraftdve because they cost little and appeal to common sense,

but they are severely limited dn the quality of the information ,

they provide.

It is important tor,Lonsider the information obtained with
placement rate data, for example. Placement rates are especially
important because many prime sponsors use them to assess their

program and because DOL mandates that placement rate data be col-

lected and reported annually as partiof its prime sponsor moni-

toring. Placement rates are therefore commonly used as short-

term outcome measures,and are available nationally for CETA

titles. For this reason, we have treated the rilacement rate

variable in some depth.

Although it might seem logical to assume that high place-

ment rates for a particular program or service indicate program

--"*.
effectiveness, when we Ronsider the meaning of placement rates'

more closely, they become ambuous. Knowing what percentage of
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people have been placed in employment conveys no ihformation
about the quality .of those placements. What proportion of people
have been placed in unstable low wage jobs? What proportion of
the jobs is related to the skills training the.people received inthe program? To what extent are prime sponsors serving the less
disadvantaged (sometimes called "creaming") so that a high place-
ment rate reflects the characteristics of the participants rather
than the effectiveness of the 4ervice? 1/ To what'extent are high
placement rates a function of good local: economic c nditions?

ates. They may be a function of prime sponsors co plying with
Parallel.questions can be raised regarding lo placement .

DOL instructions to serve the most disadvantaged among CETA appli-
cants or of efforts to place people only in jobs of reasonable
'.:quality--jobs that mayhelp them mov'e out of the poverty cycle--4or of poor economic circumstances. Further confounding the use
of this measure is that some prime sponsors place CETA terminees
in a holding category for 30 days, even when they have been placedin a job; an individual who abandons the job during the 30-day
period remains counted as an enrollee and the'participation in-
terruption is not noted. In this circumstance, reported place-
ments refer only to people who have remained on the job for 30days. This is a very different definition of placement from
that used for people listed as placed (and therefore terminated)

ton the first day they move into employment. Finally, low or high
placement rates may indeed reflect program effectiveness--or the
effectiveness of the job development component of CETA--but they
are subject to multiple and competing explanations, some of which
are consistent with program 'effectiveness while others are-not.

Surveying theeliterature reveals four attempts to validate
short-term performance indicators.for employment,and training
programs, summarized in exhibit 3. The earliest, by Borus in
1978, explored the relation of 19 different short-term outcome
variables (including employed 30 days after leaving the progrAm,
average weekly hours worked 30 days-after leaving, and change in
wage rate given rates before and after program participation) to ,
five long-term measures of effect (1974 annual earn,ings, number,of
weeks worked, amount of public assistance received, amopnt of Un-
employment:Insurande payments received, and educational attain-
ment). Borus used data on 242 participants in pre-CETA programs
around Lansing, Michigan, and calculated the long-term net effects
of participation against a comp.arison group of applicadts who
participated briefly or not at all; he found little or no relation
between the short-term outcome variables.and long-term net effects
of:the program. He-concluaed that

1/In'a recent review of the Work Incentive PI-ogram, for example,
researchers found that the State performance Indicators of
"number of,job eptries per-Staff" and "job retention rate" were
assocYated with the characteristics of registrants. Character-
istics with the strongest relationships were educational level
and race. See Mitchell, Chadwin, and Nightingale, 1980, p. 313.

1
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Exhibit 3

'Summary of Studies Relating Placement to Earnings Gains
(Keyed to List of References in Appendix II)

STUDY

Borus,
1978

DEFINMION OF
PLACEMENTk

Employed 30 days
after leaving the
program

Gay and Borus, Worked at least 1
1980 week in the 3 months

after leaving the
program

Finifter,
1980

Westat,
1981a

Employed at program
termination

Employed at program
termination

EMPLOYMENT AND RELATION TO
TRAINING PROGRAM COMPARISON GROUP EARNINGS GAINS

Pre-CETA programs Attended brlefly Poor

in area of Lansing, or not at all
Michigan

Four pre-CETA pro-
grams in 10 major
urban areas

January-June 1975
CETA participants:
Continuous Longi-
tudinal Manpower
Survey

FY 1976 CETA par-
ticipants: Contin-
uous Longitudinal
Manpower Survey

Eligible nonapplI- Poor
cants matched for
age, race, city,
and neighborhood

None; multiple Strong positive
regression used to
produce earnings 4

estimates

Matched groups
from Current
Population ,Survey

Strong positive

-.. On the negative side, the 19 post-program proxy vari-
ables studied proved to be questionable or poor'indi-
cators of the long-run effects of manpower programs.

Apparently the participants' situations 30 and 90 days
after leaving a program are not reflective of long-run

program impact. Possibly that is not enough of a time

lapse after the programs for,the long-run effects to

take hold. (Borus, 1978, p. 13)

In view of DOL's use of placement rates to monitor prime '

'sponsor performance, Borus judged it especially serious that his

analysis showed no statistically significant relationship between
the variable of having a job 30 days after the program and four

of the long-term measures of effect and only a weak relationship

to earnings. His results, however, must be viewed with an eye to

the adequacy of the calculations of the long-term net effects and

the study's limited geographical scope._ The comparison group

used makes it likely that calculations of net effects were based

on data from nonequivalent groups.. Nonequivalence of groups is a

Elroblem in any nonexperimental evaluation, but in this study it'

Ikas especially problematic. People who-do not participate or
c participate only briefly in CETA services may differ from CETA

participants in many ways, some of them (attitudinal, motiva-

tional, immediacy of need for employment) unmeasilred. Regression

techniques can correct for differences between groups only to the

extent that measures of the differences exist and are relatively

free of error.

In 1980, a second attemPt by Gay and Borus to validate short-
,

term performance indicators rectified many of the problems of

Borus' earlier study. The participant sample consisted of ran-

domly selected people igho had entered four different employment 4
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and training probrams in 10 major urban areas between December
196.8_and June 1970.":The comparison group cons sted of eligible
monapplicants matched for age, race, city, and, en possible,neighborhood. Net effects for employment and trai ing program
participation were calculated on the basis of 1973 Social
Security earnings records.

Defining "placement" as."having worked at least one week inthe three-month period following program termination" and con-structing seven additional outcome measures from interview dataon immediate and one-year postprogram experiences, Gay and Borusregressed the long-term net earnings effects of participation onthe eight performance indicators. 1/ Again, the findings werediscouraging, particularly with respect to the predictive power ofthe placement variable, which was one of the poorest performanceindicators. It was'not significantly related to long-term net
earnings gains for any f the program or.client groups.

None of the eight: rformance indicators distinguished them-selves as good proxy variables for long-term earnings gai,ns, butchanges in weeks not ie-the labor,force per quarter, changes inweeks employed per quarter, and changes in wage rates for the
longest report4d job correlated much more consistently with earn-ings gains than Aid placement stc4tus. Gay and Borus recommended
that "Placement-rate indicators should be discarded as perfor-
mance indicators if earnings-gains for participants is the domi-nant goal of employmiht and training programs." (Gay and Borus,1980, p. 43) It should, be kept in mind when considering their
study that their definition of placement was different from thatcurrently used by prime sponsors--that is, placed in employment
upon termination from CETA.

Another study in 1980, by Finifter, used data from the Con-
. tinuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey's sample of January-June1975 CETA enrollees to investigate the usefulness of the place-ment variable as a predictor of postprogram earnings paths. There,'was no comparison group in this research. Instead, Finifter used"'
'multiple regression estimation methods to produce earnings esti-mates controlled for various factors (socioeconomic, preprogramlabor force experience, inprogram experielnces, and time-relatedvariables). A strong, positive, and persistent relation Was..found between the placement variable and earnings paths (upward
of $2,000 or higher for most subgroups of service type by gender). ,.Finifter cautioned; however, that these differences may be the

.r:*-sult of multiple factors, that the results are based only on
participants, ala0 that the relation is cl4arly complex.

1/The seven other performance indicators were change in (1) number
of weeks not in the labor' forCe, (2) `number of weeks employed,40,(3) wage-rate on longest fob, (4) average number of hours workedper week, (5) quarterly earnings, (6) amount of unemployment
insurance received; and (7)amount of ruIic assistance received.
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2
'In the fourth such study, in 1981; Westat, Inc., Lised the

Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey sample of'fiscal year

1976 participants in CETA adult services, drawing match groups

from the Current Population Survey to explore differences in pro-

gram effects on 1977 earnings for terminees placed and not placed

(or of unknown status). Overall, Westat estimated that the peo-

ple reported as placed at the time of exit from the peogram had

net earnings gatns from CETA approximately $1,500 gr ater than

'those of the people not placed or whose status was bt known.

According to this analysis, the superiority of pl ed terminees

held for the.four service types we discuss--class oom training,

on7the-job training, work experience, and public.service employ-

ment--as well as for multiple services.

Interpreting the Westat findings requires looking for pre-

CE A differences in the characteristics of the groups of CETA

ter nees placed or not placed (or status unknown), especially

preex sting differences that might be associated with employabil-

ity. In an effort to explore the extent of selection bias asso-

ciated with the placement variable, Westat performed a discrimi-

nant analysis to classify participants as placed or not placed on

the basis of their other measured characteristics. Westat con-

cluded that "To the extent that discrimination.was observed, it

could have happened 21 times out of. 100 due to random factors."

(Weitat, 1981a, p. 3-40) If the goal of this analysis had been

prediction; this would not be a satisfactory outcome. Since the

goal was to explore the existence of selection bias, using less

stringent statistical criteria was appropriate. Because some

level of discrimination was possible and because differences

between people placed and not laced (or of unknown status)

.
existed on such measures s educational level, preprogram earn-

"4,ings, age, and kead of family, it is unclear how much af the

effect Westat att.zibuted to placement status is pure and how

much is a product of other factors.

It is not possible to explain with anyWcertainty the con-

flicting findings among these four studies on the association

between short-term indicators of program performance and long-

term estimates of program effectiveness. In the case of posi-

tive findings, Geraci and King have hypothesized that the place-

ment variable reflects pArticipant characteristics as much as it

reflects program participation influences. (Geraci and King,

1980) Another hypothesis is that placement is a good predictor

of long-term positive outcomes when programs have imparted new

skills to their enrollees. In the absence of a relationship,

or in the case of negative findings, it mpy be that sustained

job search activity after leaving CETA resultsmin_ etter employ-

ment opportunities for terminees than taking th fi t available

job after leaving the program.' Variation'in the quaj.fb of jobs

within the placement category may also weaken the rela ion

between the placement variable and long-term measures that are

more reflective of job quality, such as earnings or employment

stability.
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Other analysis approaches may find a stronger relation
between short-term outcome measures and long-term net effects.'It is our opinion that relying in the meanwhile solely on place-ment rates to monitor program performance is inadvisable. Thedangers are illustrated by one study finding that 41 percent of1')76 CETA terminees had an employment status three month's afterleaving the program different from the status'they had at the time\ of termination. (Westat, 1979a, p. 5-2) Additionally, focusingI heavily on placement rates may distort future program operations,affecting them in ways that are not consistent with program objec-tives. Although placement data may acquire added value when theyare used in combination with other types of followup iriformation,we are reluctant to use placement rates in isolation as an indi-cator of program performance. Therefore, we present only a briefsummary of nationaml. program termination data for CETA.

ASSESSING ABSOLUTE EFFECTIVENESS--WOULD
BENEFITS BE REALIZED WITHOUT THE PROGRAM?

Evaluating the effectiveness of employment and tl-ainingprograms or program components requires a comparison base agawhich to contrast the,experiences,of the program participants.The validity of studies that consider only the postprogram expe-riences (whether short-term or long-t rm) of CETA terminees,
without regard to participants' prepr ram experiences or with-out a comparison group, is t atened in many ways, and theieresults can be quite inisle Therefore, we have omittedthem from our report..

When "1.1e evaluation question il one about absolute effec-
tiveness, the coMparison base must permit estimates of what pro7
gram participants' experiences would have been in the program's, absence. A number of strategies have been used for providing
such estimates, including true experiments, preprogram and post-program comparisons, and haturally occurring or coRstructed com-parison groups. True experiments, which randomly assign appli- .
cants to conditions of receipt of se+ices, provide the strongesttests bf program effectiveness, but n.etrue experiments have beenused in evaluating the CETA titles discussed in this report.

Comparing the status of people befpre participating in aprogram with their status after a program is, however, a fairrycommon strategy in CETA evaluation studies. In such studies, thebase is the preprogram experience of the enrollees. Some of, thestudies are executed rather simply, vresenting descriptive sum-mary data on each variable for both Of the time periods and thencalculating the gross change. Others apply more sophisticated
techniques, usually multiple iegresibn,, attempting to controlfor nonprogram influences--.such as partA.cipant sociodemographic
characteristics, labor market experience, and.economic condi-tions--on program outcomes.

Information on gross changes in participants' experiencebefore and after the program is interesting for descriapti pur-
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poses and perhaps al-so for managerial purposes. Finding, for

eample, gross losses in earnings in most program components and

for'most subgroups of terminees would likely serve 'as a mana2e-

ment warning. Sueh data Should not necessarily be.interpretgr

as reflecting program ineffectiveness, however. Extraneous

events such as those that altef the local labor market conditions

m4al occur simultaneously with program participation, and their

influence may be indistinguishable from the effects of the pro-

gram. It is also clear that postprogram outcomes that are good

cannot be attributed to the program. Only if postprogram out-

comes are extremely poor can we draw conclusions about Program

performance, and even then our conclusf,bn must be limited to a

statement that whatever the size of Any gains achieved from pro-

gram participation, they were not large enough to satisfy the

prografi's objectives.

Direct comparisons of CETA enrollee status before and after

participation can be distorted by taking data from the period
immediately before CETA enrollment as the comparison base.

CETA's eligibility requirements specify economic disadvantage as

a condition for receipt of -Arvices. This means that many people

who participate in CETA are at low points in employment and earn-

ings immediately.pefore they enter the program (this is commonly

called "preprogram dip"). If this period is used as the time

frame for the collection of baseline data, changes in earnings,

for example, may be inflated. 1/

Some in stigators have used multivariate analysis tech-
.

niques in evals.,ing employment and training programs in order

to control for rogram factors (socioeconomic and labor force

experience variab es) 'pat are likely to be associated with the,

postprogtaxI1utcomes ot pre-post ch-inges. One has commented that

Another alteinative is to try to predict the expeted
before-to-after change through t4e use of multiple re-

gression analysis. This procedure uses such independ-

ent variables as age to cover maturation, and growth

in the economy to try to Account for the problem of

intervening events% The assumption is then made that

the predicted earnings of the individual resulting from

the program are net of theie influences. This method,

however, will not handle the regression toward the mean

problem. Furthermore, it is very difficult to arrive

at a regression model which accurately specifies the
relationships of such variables as earnings and employ-

ment with explanatory variable's. Studies using cross-

1/An example of this phenomenon can be seen in Westat's Follow-Up

Report 3 (1981c). Gross changes in averg.ge earnings for

1975 CET participants were found to vary by as much as $1,600,

dependin on whettier preprogram data were drakn from the quar-

tt immediately preceding enrollment or from four quarters
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sectipnal data which explain 20-30 percent of the
'variation in earnings or employment are considered tobe quite go6d. This leaves at least 70 perceht of the
variation unexplained. (Borus, 1979, p. 39; see also
Finifter, 1980) 1/

Evaluations with comparison groups use a different base for
assessing the effectiveness of employment and training programs.They contrast the postprogram experiences of participants (orchanges in their experiences over a time period that inclulsAA-
program participation) with the experiences of a similar lot non-
participating group of people. The major problem with this
method is the difficulty of identifying a group of people suffi-
ciently similar to the participants to permit reasonable compari-sons of postprogram employment and earnings expekiences. Someinvestigators have used people who have been accepted into Pro-
gramg but who are not attending thbm or attended them only brieflyto form kcomparison group. This approach has the advantage ofinsuring lhat the comparison group is constituted of people whoare eligible for the program and that, at rdast at the time oftheir application, were motivated to apply for services. Thisistrategy i s problematic, however, in that-the comparison group

it
may differ rom the participants in a v iety of waYs, some ofwhich may be characteristics associate ith the lgkelihood of
later employment and self-sufficiency nd some of which may beunmeasured. We discsussed this earlier in connection with the
Borus study; another analyst has said that "1612paa. one underadjustsfor existing pretraining group differences,rEhe residual differ-ence will be mistakenly interpreted as a treatment effect." (Di-rector, 1979, p. 192) We outline some of the selection bias fac-
tors relevant to this issue later in this chapter.

The major ongoing Department of Labor evaluation of CETA
constructs comparison groups for samples of CETA participants andcontrasts their experiences over years subsequent to CETA enroll-ment. People surveyed in the Current Population Survey were se-legted through an elaborate matching and disqualification processto constitute a comparison group for estimating the net effectsof CETA participation discussed in a later chapter of our report.
(Westat, 1981a) As with any constructed comparison group, the
accuracy and reliability of the estimates obtained from the
analysis reflect the degree of equivalence obtained for the two

1/"Regression to the mean" is a phenomenon of the statisticalanalysis of tbe behavior of people over time. People who occupy
the extremes of a distribution at one measuring time tend.to befound closer to its middle (the mean) at subsequent measuringtimes. Since people who enter employment and training programsare typically at the bottom of the labor force, some change forthe better after their participation is to be expected simplybecause of this measurement artifact, but such change is unfor-tunately sometimes mistaken for change resulting çrom programparticipation.
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groups and the adequacy of the statistical analyses used to ad-

just for remaining differences. As with the other strategies,
this one too contains the problem that many factors related to
employment and-earnings experiences may be unmeasured or meas-
ured with error:

The more pretraining differences one is able to aAust
away the smaller will be the remaining underadjustment
bias. The bias will not disappear, however, because
some relevant independent Variables may still be omitted
and because the included variables contain error' compo-
nents._ It should be noted that even variables such as
race, sex, and age cont/ain error components when used .
in-this context. Such variables are included in the
'model because they are important though'imperfect

-

proxies for posttraining earnings potential. Because
they are only proxies t.hey will sometimes be over-
estimates and sometimes underestimates of an individ-
ual's true earnings potential. (Director, 1979, p. 198)

If they are executed well, strategies such as this'can produce
reasonable approximations to the "true" net-effects of employ-
ment and training programs. If poorly executed, they result in
biases of unknown direction and size.

ASSESSING RELATIVE EFFECT'IVENESS--
WHICH SERVICES WOW( BEST?

c.

In their simplest form, relative effectiveness evaluation
studies ask the question "Which services work best?" They co
pare immediate outhomese long-term outcomes, changes before.and
after participation, and net earnings impacts for participants
in two or more employment and tfaining programs or service com-
ponents. The relative effectiveness question may be fUrthbr
refined so that it asks "Which "Services work best for which sub-
groups of people?" Answers are especially valualp1e for CETA in
the guidance they can give for selecting the best mix of s(arvices

locally and for specifying allowab4e activities nationally.

Obtaining meaningful answers to relative effectiveness ques-
tions is not necessarily without problems, howeve . Before any-

le to classify indiv'duals accuratelS,
f services they rleceived. As We
ctions between ad lt CETA service

when contrasts are made betWeen
s, selection bi-
s. Participants
be placed there

ent potential,
o assigned preT
s. Direct coras-

service types are likely to mislead

thing else, we need to be
by type (nature and amount
mentioned earlier, the d'
types are not always clea
participant outcomes for different serVice typ
ases may result in nonequivalences between grou
in a work experience compon nt, for example, mae!
because intake staff judge t em to have low empl
while participants in on-the job training may vbe
cisely because they are thou ht to be ready for jo
parisons of outcomes for thes
us if the employment potentia of the enrollees varied across
sdrvice types before CETA. )
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Statistical attempts to adjust program outcome estimates for
/- nonequivalences are hampered, as we noted that absolute effec-

tiveness evaluations are, by the difficulty in specifying'a model
with explanatory variables that will account for substantial
amounts of variance in the outcome measures. This difficulty
is,increased further when such things as "length of the waiting
1. ts" determine the type of service received. Measures of such
f tofs are not likely:_to be available.ii

Besides not knowing all we might about the selection process'
and the problems in modng it, we are hindered in answering
relative effe'ctiveness questions by the fact that different serv-
ice types may train people for different kinds of occupations.
Evaluations in the employment and training area have not typi-
cally included this factor in their analyses. Instead, they have
made 'direct contrasts between classroom training, on-the-job

4
training, work experience, an public service, employment without
attempting to ascertain how ch of the diff4rences in earnings
stem from the area of occupational training (for example, w
ing compared to typing) rather than from the way the traini
ser<rice is delivered. Considering service types globally, view-
ing the distribution of occupational training areas within each
service type as an inherent part of the service, has frequently
been a way of sidestepping this problem.

Even when there are fairly reliablf national findings that
one service type is moreseffective than another, this/information
still may not serve as a reasonable guide for determining the
service mix most feasible and,appropriate for a specific locality.
A locality whose employers are reluctant to make on-the-job
training comMitments, for example, may not,readily be able to
expand this traininf activity, even if there is evidence of its ,

superiority.

Where no comparison groups are used or where models specify-
ing labor force experience and earnings are inadequate for drawing
conclusions about the absolute effectiveness 'of the service types,
the information gap is awkward. Statements about the relative
effectiveness of two service types may be possible, but it,will
not be kn wn whether either service is better than no service.
A recomm dation to continue the better of the two might merely
be 6 recoihmendation to continue with the better of two ineffective
service types.

SELECTION BIASES IN EVALUATION STUDIES--
WHAT ARE THEY FOR CETA?

We have referred to several kinds of selection bias through-
out this chapter. Sources of selection bias may be associated
with individual decisions to participate in CETA, with decisions
of prime sponsors to provide services, and with employers' deci-
sions to hire and retain individuals. Exhibit 4 lists some com-monly discussed sources of bias.



Exhihit 4

Sources of telection Bias in Evaluations

of ifmployment and Training Froorams

PRIME SPONSOR

Availability of serviCes
Whether or not various types

are available'locally

Targeting of services
To the most employable
To the most disadvantaged

Assessment of participants
Matching applicants' assessed

needs ,to tFTA servioes,

PARTICIPANT

hotivation
To enter or not enter the

labor market
To apply or not apply for

CETA services
To accept or reject services
Immediacy and degree of need

for work

Human clfital
Education, skill, and general

ability
Work experiece

Sociodemographic and economic
characteristics
Age, race, and gender
Urban or rural residence
Employment status and earnings

history

EMPLOYER

Need for employees,
Additional employees
Employees with specific skills

Attitude
Toward CFTA participants
Toward people with various

sociodemographi,c charac-
teristics

TWO-PARTY DECISIONS

Prime sponsor: to offer or
not offer services

Participant: to accept or
relect sponsor's offer

E4loyer: to offer or not
offer employment

Participant: to accept or
reject an employment offer

Employer and employee: to
continue or terminate the
relationship

Models used in evfaluations of employMent and training pr6.-

grams often cannot correct for more than a few of these factors.

They try to include proxy variables to substitute for what is not

directly measurable. For example, status as the head of house-

. ho d in a fam.fl-y-of two or more members might be used to substi-

t d'for a "need to earn" motivation. To the extent that these

f ctors distinguish CETA participants from nonparticipants*or
istinguish among participants receiving different types of CETA

rvices, and to the extent that these factors cannot be con-

trolled 'for statistically, biases will remain. 'Exhibit 4 should

be kept in mind as the reader interprets the estimates of program
effects we review in this report.
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SUMMARY
0

3n considering various bases for evaluating CETA adult serv-
ices, we have presented information,on proposed benefits from em-
plOyment and training programs, asses§ed the appropriateness of
these benefits'as evaluation criteria, reviewed studies on the
validity of placement rates as a short-term performance indicator,
and outlined the strengths and weaknesses of several evaluation
approaches. From this, we call attention to the following issues:

--A large number of potential benefits have been proposed
for empldyment and training programs. Therefore, CETAA co b valuated against a range of economic and non-
economic c iteria. However, earnings gains, the legis-

'lative ob. ctive of CETA, are a reasonable proxy for
many of thes4 proposed criteria and have been used'the
most frequently.

--The 'four types of adult services we covered in this
review have somewhat different objectives and are
designed to fulfill different needs of the unemployed
population. As a consequence, it is likely that some
services have enrollees who are less disadvantaged
than others. On-the-job .training, for example, may
be expected to have enrollees who are less disadvan-
taged than work experience, as a function of on-the-
job training's focus on people who are ready for jobs
and capable of acquiring 'skills in an actual work set-
tipg. If, as we believe, these differences in the
characteristics of enrollees exist, and if other dif-
ferences in within-program opportunities for contact
with potential employers and occupational areas of
aining an&employment also exist, we can expect

la farearnin)ge gains for classroom training and on-
the-job training than for work experience. Addi-
tionally, although earni96 gains seems an appropri-
ate criterion for assessing the'etfectiveness of
employability developMent services such as on-*the-
job,kraining, classroom training, woik experience,
and counterstructural PSE, it'is less'appropriate
for evaluating\the countercyclical PSE program of
title VI.

--The conflicting results, of-velidation studies on
placement rates as predlctors. df long-term program
effectiveness, and other ambiguities associated
with their use'eve.n in the short term, persqade
us against using placement rates as the Majorror
,solitary-program perforMance indicator.

--Assessing the absolute and relative effectiv,eness
of.adult services requires a:Compaison base. In
discuS.sing study designs relevant:,to information
presented in' this report, we note that-pre-post

%.$
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program data can be used only for descriptive pur-
poses; it is not legitimate to use such data for
assessing program impacts. Studies using compari-
son groups are generally more appropriate for as-
sessing program impacts, but they also can have
limitations. Common problems include inappropriate
com.parison groups and data or analysis strategies
inadequate for adjusting for preexisting differ-
ences between program participants and comparison
group members. As a consequence, employment and
training evaluation studies serve mainly as back-
ground infbrmation for informed decisionmaking
rather than providing firm answers.

t7 en.
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CHAPTER 4

CETA PARTICIPANTS, THE SERVICES

AND BENEFITS THEY RECEIVED,

AND THEIR STATUS AT TERMINATION

In this chapter, we describe the implementation of the CETA
Cojtfprehensive Services and PSE titles with respect to the char-
aqteristics of the enrollees and the types of services and bene-
fits they t*ceived. ye also present data on the employment'
status of the participants at'the time they left CETA. In com-
bination with the information on the nature of the enrollees'
occupational exposure, presented in the first part of the chap-
ter, these data help us understand the implementation of CETA
adult services and interpret the information on outcomes and
effectiveness that we present in chapters 5 and 6.

THE CHARACTERIST1C$
OF THE PARTICIPANTS

Prime sponsorq are required to report data on participant
characteristics to DOL for all CEXA titles under their authority.
Table 3 arrays participant characteristics data for the Compre-
hensive Services titles (IIB-C) and the PSE titles (IID and VI)
for fiscal years 1975, 1977, and 1979.

As the table shows, the great majority of participants in
these three titles were unemployed at the time they enrolled in
CETA. Sixty-two percent of entrants were unemployed-upon enrol]..-
ment in the Comprehensive Services title in fiscal year 1975;
as many as 91 percent were unemployed upon enrollment in PSE
title VI in fiscal year 1979. The percentage of AFDC regipients
was highest for the Comprehensive Services title in all three
years, ranging from 16 to 18 percent, while AFDC recipients in
the PSE titles fluctuated betWeen 6 and 13 percent. The'oppo-
site pattern obtained foA Unemployment Insurance--here the per-
centage of recipients ranged from 11 to 16 for\the Public Service
Employment titles but never exceeded 7 for the Comprehensive
Services title.

CETA's definition of "economically disadvantaged" shifted
in the period 1975-79. In fiscal years 1975 and 1977,.it was
based on the poverty level as defined by the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget; in fiscal 1979,. it was based on whichever was
the higher, the OMB poverty level or 70 percent of the lower
living standard income level as defined by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics. The use of a higher income standard aft.kr 1978
renders comparisons across years problematic.

To assess accurately the changes in the proportion of
economically disadvantaged who were served requires a standard
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TAle 3

Characteristics of Participants in Comprehensive S'ervices and Public Service

Employment Titles for Selected Fiscal Years (in Percent)

Compreh'ensive Services
Title IIB-C

Public Service Employment
Title IID Title VI

1979 1975 1977 19791975 1977 1979 1975 1977

Male 54 52 47 66 60

Female 46 48 53 34 40

Age in years
21 and younger 62 52 48 24 20

22-44 32 41 45 63 64

45 and older 6 8 7 13 16

Years of schOal
8 or fewer 13 10 -- 10 7

9-11 48 40 19 18 d5
12+ 39 50 52 72 78

High school dropout -- -- 29 -- --

Aid to F4E;lies with 16 16 18 7 6

Dependent Children
Public assistance 11 10 8 9 8

Economically
disadvantaged a/ 77 78 90/71 b/ 48 49

Race/ethnic gro6
White 55 57 51 65 71

Black 39 35 33 22 23

Hispanic -- 13 -- --

Other 6 8 3 13 6

Spanish speaking (est.) 13 14 16 14

Limited English 4 5 5 8 3

Migrant or seasonal
farm family member

2 2 1 2

Veteran -- -- 9 --

Recently separated INA 4 INA 5

Special c/
Vietnam a/ } 5

3 1

4
)11

7

10

Other 4 (-4 1 13

Handicapped 4 4 7 3 3

Offender 6 7 8 3 3

Labor force status
Unemployed 62 74 77 84

Underemployed 5 5 4 8
1

Other e/ 33 21 19 8 21-

Receiving Unemploy-
ment Insurance 4 7 5 12 15

52 70 64 57

48 30 36 43

23 21 20

63 65 .65

15 14 15

2

72
6

63

8 8 8

86/68 b/ 44 67 86/ 3 b/

22
63

15

8 8 --
18 19 2

74 73 71

-- -- 27

6 10 12

55 71 66 54

29 23 26 30

13 -- -- 12

3 6 8 3

13 12

5 5 3 4

16 -- 17

-- 7

3
} 13 _7_ 3

6 6

1 15 12 1

5 3 4 5

5 3 4 5

82 88 81 91

2 6 3 2

16 6 16 7

11 15 16 12

Source: Adapted from National Commission for Employment Policy, Sixth Annual Report to
the President and the Congresi (Washington, D.C., December 1980), pp. 112-13.

a/Before 1978, "economically disadvantaged" was defined by the applicant's being a member
of a family whose annual income in relation to family size and location did not exceed
the poverty level as defined by OMB. Today the determination is based on the poverty
level or 70 percent of the lower living standard income level of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, whichever is higher.

b/The second number is the proportion of people who met only the OMB poverty criteria.
C-/Served in Indochinese or Korean theater of operations'between August 1964 and May 1975.
a/Served between August 5, 1964, and May 7, 1975, and is younger than 35 years.
i/Employed or not in the labor force.
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criterion--the OMB poverty level--shown as the righthand figures .

in the 1979 columns in table 3. Comparing these 1979 figures
with the figures for the econdoically disadvantaged in 1975 and
1977, we can see increases in the proportion of economically
disadvantaged people who were served in both of the PSE titles -

from fiscal 1975 to fiscal 1979. These increases reflect the
fact that CETA's eligibility requirements for PSE were changed
to include an income test. The eligibility requirements.of the
Comprehensive Services title were also tightened during this
period, but little change is evident in the proportion of eco- \
nomically disadvantaged people who were served. However, since
77 percent of the Comprehensive Services enrollees were economi-
cally disadvantaged in 1975, there was less room for improving
the targeting for this title than for PSE.

,

While it is not possible to determine.from the prime sponsor
reports the percentage of enrollees who were high school dropouts
in CETA's early years, the data for fiscal 1979 indicate that
some 26 to 29 percent of enrbllees were dropouts and could be
categorized as educationally disadvantaged.

The proportion of females was higher for the Comprehensive
Services title than for the PSE titles. In fiscal 1975, the
ratio of males to females for PSE title VI was 70:30: By fiscal
1979, this had shifted to 57:43. A comparable shift--from 66:34
to 52:48--occurred for title IID. The Comprehensive Services
title enrolled slightly more women than men in fiscal 1979. It
also had a percentage of youth enrollments twice- that of either
PSE title for all three years.

These differences in enrollee profiles for the Comprehensive
Services and PSE titles on such variables as economic disadvan-
tage, gender, and a9e lead us to expect employment and earnings
outcomes to be less positive for t1 Comprehensive Services title
than for the PSE titles. This is specially true for enrollees
in Comprehensive Services in-school youth programs, which do not
have employment as an immediate objective. In sum, the e gloal
data lead us to make a general depiction of participant in
these CETA titles--es15ecially participants in the Compre nsive
Services title--as relatively disadvantaged with respect to
employability.

This picture is reinforced by data fromilthe Continuo0s
Longitudinal Manpower Surve (CLMS) on the preprogram labor force
experi nces of enrollees in ETA adult services. Here the data
are ag regated across adult service types rather than broken down
by tit e. As we see in table 4, approxima ely one-third of the.)
enrollees in fiscal years 1976, 1977, and 1 78 were unemployed
50 percent or more of the year preceding their entrance ihto
CETA. Another one-fourth to one-third were out of the labor
force at least half of that year. Depending on the year, aBly
some 9 to 14 percent were employed for 90 percent or more "OT the
preprogram year.

,
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Table 4

Pre-enrollment Labor Force Experiences of People Enrolled
in CETA Adult Services Titles IIB-C, IID, and VI

in Fiscal Years 1976-78 (in Percent) a/

1976 1977 1078

Predominantly employed b/ / 14 10 o

. .

Predominantly unemployed c/ e--7, 38 32

Not in labor force d/ 27. 27 31

Residual e/ 27 24 2P

Source: Westat, Inc., Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey,
Report No. 8 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of
Labor, March 1079), table 23 and p. 5,12, and Contin-
uous Longitudinal Manpower Survey, Report No. 10 (i-.5ih-

ington, D.C.: U.S. Dagitrtment of Labor, October 1980),
table 3.

a/Fiscal year 1976 begins July 1; fiscal years 1977 and 197P
begin October 1.

b/Employed during 90 percent or more of the year before enroll-
ment in CFT1.

c/Out of work and looking for work for 50 percent or more of the
year.

d/Out of the labor force during 50 percent or more of the year.
./Experienie fits none of the other categories.

The percentage of high school dropouts in the fiscal 1977

and 1978 CLMS samples varied between 28 and 29, while the median
family income for enrollees in adult services was less than $6,000
for all three fiscal years .1976, 1977, and 1980. (Westat, 1979b,

1980) To place this latter figure irz perspective, we should con-
sider that the median family size of CETA enrollees was 3.5 mem-
bers in fiscal 1977 and the lower living standard budget for a
family of four, as established by BLS, was $10,041 in the fall
of 1976 ($10,481 the next year). In the aggregate, CETA partici-
pants appear to have been disadvantaged economicalry, education-
ally, and'with regard to employment tability.

THE NATURE OF THE SERVICES THEY RE IVVD

d)Under the Comprehensive Servi es title, several different
types of service can be provided. ,For the most part, the mix
is determined locally by prime sponsors. The PSE titles subsi-
dize public service jobs, by definition. Limited information on
the nature of services under these titles is available through
DOL's prime sponsor reports and CLMS. v

Table 5 on the next page presents information from DOL'8
prime sponsor reporting system on participants in the four major
-services in title IIB-C, the Comprehensive Services title. These
are classroom training, on-the-job training, work experience, and
publim service employment. The table'shows that classroom train-
ing and work experience together resented some 80 to 90 percent
of this title's enrollments in the sr typesof service across
fiscal years 1975-80. This high percehtge, however, masks some
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Table 5

Percentage of Individuals Served Through Comprehensive
Services Title IIB-C by'Service Type

for Fiscal Years 1975-80 a/ ,

v

1975 1976 T01976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Classroom training 25 28 30 35 40 43 48

training 8 11 11 1.441 18 16 13v70n-the-job

'.$

..i

Work experience 63 56 55 48 41 40
,.-

,39 ,°'

Public service
empLoyment

4 5 5 3 2 1 less
than

1

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training .

Administration.

a/Fiscal years 1975 and 1976 begin July 1: fiscal years 1977,
1978, 1979, and 1980 begin October 1. TQ 1976, the transi-
tion quarter July 1 to September 30, 1976, is a bridge be-
tween 1976 and 1977. Classroom training percentages and
totalsoon which all percenkages are based'exclude people
served by Governor's Vocational Education grants. Percent-
ages are based on,individuals served through these four
service types only.

important changes that were made in the mix of services provided
over time.

First of all, public service employment was phased,out as
an allowable activity under title IIB-C; the decline of ry to

Table 6

Distribution of Public Service Jobs by Function,
Estimates for Fiscal Years 1976 and 19781

(in Percent) a/

Titles IID and VI Title VI
17,17O-Te7ti

19781976
Sustainment

1978

Law enforcement '11 13 3

Educatiorf 12 17, 1-- 12

Public works, transportation 24 26 26

Health, hospitals 7 8 5

Environmental quality .3 4 16

Fire protection 1 2 4

Parks, recreation 8 10 11

Social services 7 10 14

Administration, miscellaneous,
unknown

27 10 9

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training
Administration.

1

a/Fiscal year 1976 begins July 1;
October 1.

4 2

fiscal 1978 begins



less than 1 percent of th fiscal 1.980 service mix reflects

t Second, classroom tra ning vas given to only 25 percent

of the participants in fiscal\1975'but was the predominant serv-
ice.type in 1980, accounting for 48 percent of the service mix.

.
Third, work experience declined from 63 percent of enrollees in
1975 to just below 40 percent in 1989. Finally, on-the-job
training showed a slight increase, peaking at 18 percent in 1978

and covering 13 percent of 1980 enrollees.

Overall, the shift in'service mix from fisc41 1975 to fis-

cal 1980 was in the direction of providing services designed to
foster the acquisition of job skills rather than jo li? experience.

t

Prime spon ors reduced their investment in work experience activ-

ity by mot-, than 20 percent. Nevertheless, the 39 percent of
fiscal 1989,enrollees in work eXperience indicates that this,

service typremains a major part of ,prime sponsors' employment

and training services. Whether this is a function of an identi-
.. fied need for such services or of a lack of resources for deliv-

ering more skill-oriented services is a question we canpot answer

at this time. It is, however, a question of some importance, as
we will note later, since its answer has implications for the

modification of the present employment and trayiing system or
the development of new strategies.

In table 6, we see estimates of the distribution of public
Service jobs bTunction (guards, teachers' anA nurses' aides,

and the like) f r fiscal 1976 and 1978. The 1978 distribution
is divided into two pOrtionssustainment and projects. The sus-

tainment column refers to continuing positions under titles IID
and VI; the projects column refers to positions subject tb the
requirement we discussed in chapter 2 that PSE jobs be located
in projects of no more than 12 months duration. The general area

of employment can be deduced from this table but, unfortunately,
the type or level of skill necessary to execute jobs cannot.

The largest proportions of sustainment and projects PSE
positions were in the public works'and transportation cateqoxy,
the largest being 26 percent. Education accounted for from 12

to 17 percent of the jobs. Some shifts are noticeable froni 1976

- to 1978, and _some differences occurred between sustainment and

project distributions. While 27 percent of PSE positions were
recorded in the "administration, miscellaneous, and unknown"
category in fiscal 1976, only about 9 to 10 percent of PSE posi-

tions were in this category in fiscal 1978. Projects positions
in fiscal 1978 were less likely to be in the law enforcement and
education categories than sustainment positiohs were.and more

likely to be in the areas of environmental quality and social

services.

Data on the distributioh of PSE jobs are available only for

fiscal years 1975-78. The general pattern for 1975 is similar to

that of 1976, and it is the same for the sustainment and the proj-
ects distribution for 1977 and 1978. The differences between
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Table 7

Within-Program Occupational Arleas of Service Types
for Fiscal Year 1976 (in Percent)

Train\ng EmOoyment

Classroom On-the-job Multiple a/ '
Adult work Public
experience service Total

Professional or
technical

7 5 6 0 1 0

Clerical 39 15 37 24 22 25
Crafts 19 21 23 7 10 14

Nontransport
operatives

15 29 15 a 3 11

Nonfarm laborers 1 A 2 16 19 12

Service 17 11 lc 26 21. 19

Other 2 12 2 10 11 9

Est. total
terminees
reporting an
occupation

67.9C0 53,700 9,600 4P,300 132,000 311,500

Source: westat, Inc., Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey, Follow-Up Report
No. 2 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, March 1070), p. 3-22.

a/Often includes an employment activity, but at least two-thirds of the combina-
tions in this category involve classroom trainina.

the sustainment and projects distributions in the law enforcement
and environmental quality categories appear to be consistent with
the efforts to reduce substitution and displacement by using PSE
workers for short-term special projects rather than for ongoing
local government services.

Additional information on the nature of the within-program
experiences of participants in adult services under the Compre-
hensive Services and PSE titles reveals the occupational areas
associated with service types for fiscal 1976 participants who
had terminated from CETA within 18 lonths after enrolling. 1/
The data in table 7 are based on postprogram interviews,witS
terminees and refer only to the first type of service partici-
pants received after enrolling/ (Westat, 1979a, p. 3-21) They
complement table 6, however,/by providing information on the type
of skill involved in the training or the job:

The occupational ditrtutions of-in-program jobs differ
very little betwe4n the two program activities which
involve employmSnt. PSE and AWE [adult work experience]
jobs were concentrgted about equally in the clerical

1/ComparableAata for January to June 1975 terminees are alsoavailabl (Westat, 1981b); the distributions are very similar
to tho e shown in table 7.
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and service categories, and secondarily in nonfarm laboring

occupations. . . . The occupational distribution of the
first training activity of those in CT, OJT, or in multiple
activities is fairly dist.inctive from the employment distri-
bution, in expected ways. In particular, training in CT and
in multiple activities was concentrated in clerical occupa-

) tions. Approximately equal proportions (between 19 percent
and 23 percent) of CT, OJT, and multiple activaties terminees
were trained as craftspersons. (Westat, 1979a, p. 3-23)

The most frequently reported cupations in each major occu-
pational area included the fo lowing: clerical (typists 16
percent, secretaries 17 percent, and teacher aides 8 per-
cent); service (janitors and charpersons 30 percent, nursing
aides 12 percent, and guards or watchmen 8 percent); nonfarm
laborers (gardeners or groundskeepers 35 percent, construe-
tion laborers 26 percent, and garbage collectors 8 percent);
crafts (carpenters 9 percent, automobile mechanics and body
workers 21 percent, and consi.ruction or maintenance workers .

10 percent); professional or technical workers (social work-
ers 15 percent, recreation workers 10 percent, and personnel
or labor relations workers 6 percent);, and operatives (weld-
ers 21 percent, maciline operators 10 percent) . (Westat,
1979a, p. 3-22)

It should be noted that the concentration of operative occu-
pations in the on-the-job training (OJT) service category was
high compared to other categories. Since welders and machine
operators constituted a large proportion of the operative occu-
pations--21 percent and 10 percent, respectively--and since some
21 percent of the OJT category consisted of craft occupations,
OJT services might be.expected to have relatively more positive
results than other types of CETA services, simply as a function
of the higher wages typically paid for these kinds of skills.
Overall, the distributions of occupational areas within service
types appear to be consistent with the descriptions of service
types we provided in chapter 3.

The degree to which these occupational areas remained asso-
ciated with service types in the later years of CETA is unknown.
Comparable data for after fiscal 1976 are not available. The
tighter eligibility requirements imposed since fiscal 1976 may
have led to changes in the mix of occupational areas within serv-
ice types. Changes in the occupational mix in the Comprehensive
Services title are likely to have been less pronounced, reflecting
the shifts in the mix of classroom and on-the-job training and
work qxperience'activities that occurred over time. Changes in
the occupational mix of PSE jobs may have been partially a func-
tion of the imposition of wage restrictions and the requirement
to create a portion of PSE jobs in projects of limited duration.
One study of 23 prime sponsors that were required to reduce the
average wage for new PSEtparticipants predicted the following
e.ffects on the types of jobs and services provided by PSE:

4
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11 areas where average wages must be lowered, use of PSE
for high-skill professional, technical, paraprofessional,
and craft jobs will be reduced.

Almost all areas that were required to reduce their aver-
age wages planned to restructure PSE jobs. Restructuring
will generally involve intermediate-skill paraprofessional
'and clerical occupations, but even low-skill service worker
and laborer jobs will be redesigned in some a'reas because
the prevailing entry mage for these positions exceeds the
PSE wage.that can be approved. Professional and craft
jobs are more 4kely to be discontinued.than restructured.

The PSE activities that wills most frequently be-cut back
,are those involving the primary governmental services of
law enforcement, fire protection, and education. An in-
creased portion of PSE will support the development and
maintenance of parks and recreation facilities and will
require a high proportion of workers in unskilled laboring
jobs. More PSE positions will be devoted to providing
social services, largely through nonprofit organizations.
(Mirengoff, 1980, pp. 100-01)

PARTICIPANT PROFILES
AMONG SERVICE TYPES

4

One task of prinle sponsors is to match the needs and occu-'
pational interests of enrollees with the available training and
employment services. This matching process and differences in
eligibility criteria among the titles result in different char-
acteristics profiles for participants in the servip,es. In gen-
eral, CLMS samples of fiscal 1976 adult service enrollees show
that'classroom training and Work experience were giveR to more
disadvantaged people than on-the-job training and public service
employment were. PSE recipients were the least disadvantaged
of enrollees on a number of dimensions, as table 8 shows. Among
PSE participants, there were fewer minority enrollees, more high
school graduates, fewer households below the OMB poverty level,
fewer households with family incomes less than $6,000, and fewer
individuals with incomes less than $1,000. Classroom-training
was given to the most disadvantaged-of CETA enrollees as Assessed.
by both demographic and income criteria for fiscal 1976; ,36 per
cent of classroom training participants were in families receiv-
ing at least one form of public benefit, and 37 percent were
unemployed for 50 percent or more of the year preceding enroll-
ment in CETA.

Whe.reas table 8 gives pcofiles of enrollees in CETA adult
services for fiscAl 1976, taple 9 on page 48 gives the same
profile-S for fiscal 1978. Me. least disadvantaged.of CETA en-
rollees had the .greatest participation in on-the-job training.
Pyticipants in classroom training and work experience appear
r ughly comparable, the differences varying in direction across
several categ 'es.
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Table 8

Characteristics of Enrollees in CETA Adult Services
for Fiscal Year 1976 (in Percent)

Training Employment

Classroom On-the-job
Adult work
experience

Public
service

Female
/

Age in years

50 35 48 34

21 and younger 36 33 10 24

22-29 40 40 48 43
30 and older 24 26 42 34

Mknority 55 38 40 31

High school graduate 60 69 64 76

Veteran 16 24 20 27

Below OMB poverty
level

66 52 61 44

Family receiving
benefits

36 20 26 16

Family income less
than $6,000 '

64 54 64 48

Enrorlee income less
than $1,000 56 43 48 38

Labor force status a/
Predominantly employed 11 16 15 17

Predominantly unemployed 37 29 34 27

Not in labor force 31 27 27 24

Residual 22/ 28 24 32

Source: Westat, Inc., Coritinuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey,
Report No. 8 (Weshington, D.C. U.S. Department of
Labor, March 19/79), appendix B, tables 14-17.

a/These categories are/i employed during 90 percent or more of
the 14 months before enrollment in CETA (predominantly em-
ployed), out of work and looking for work for 50 percent or
more of that year (predominantly unemployed), out of the labor
force during 50 percent or more of that year (not in labor
force), and experience fits none of these categories (residual).

In fiscal 1978, PSE services wgre given to more disadvantaged
enrollees than in fiscal 1976 with respect to income and labor
force status before CETA participation. The revision of PSE el-
igibility requirements appears to have succeeded in directin§
CETA PSE services more toward the disadvantaged. The overall
shift in the,PSE participant profile comes largely from the
characteristics of people enrolled in PSE special projects of
limited duration. Table 10 on the next page shows data on par-
ticipant characteristics for fiscal 1978 sustainment and project
enrollees. On most of the comparisons, PSE jobibolders in proj-
ects are relatively more disadvantaged than are Lustainment job
holders.

These differences in participant profiles across servi6e
types are not dnexpected; they are consistent with our earlier
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Table 9

Characteristics of Enrollees in CETA Adult Services
for Fiscal Year 1978 (in Percent)

Training, Employment
Adult work Public

Cl sroom On-the-job ex erience ervice

Female

Age in years
21 and younger
22-29
30 and older

Minority

High school graduate 61

Veteran

40
36
25

50

11

Below OMB'poverty 74
level

Family receiving
benefits

Family income less
than $6,000

En/ollee income less
than $1,000

35

57

50

Labor force status a/
Predominantly employed 10
Predominantly unemployed 31
Not in labor force 30
Residual 29

36 56 38

36 23
38 49 42
26 51 34

32 42 39

69 70 75

21 18 24

62 77 73

18 36 .26

45 62 56

,35 54. , 44

17 10 8
24 39 40
25 25 22
34 27 31

Solince: Westat, Inc., Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey,
Report No. 10 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of
Labor. October 1980), appendix B, tables 6-9.

a/These categories are: employed during 90 percent or more of
the 12 months before enrollment in CETA (predominantly em-
ployed), out of work and looking for work for 50 percent or
more of that year (predominantly unemployed), out of the' labor

\force during 50 percent or more of that year (not in labor
force), and experience fits none of these categories (re5idual).

."
Table 10

Characteristics of Enrollees in Public Service
kmployment Sustainment and Project Jobs,

for Fiscal Year 1978 (In Percent)

Sustainment Project

38

23

Female

Age in years
21 and younger

38

23
22-29 41 44
30 and older 36 34

Minority 36e 42

High school graduate 78 72

Veteran 25 23

Below OMB,poverty level 68 78

Family receiving benefits 24 28

Family income less than $6,000 49 i 4 63

Enrollee income less than $1,000 39 49

Labor force status a/
Predominantly employed 9 7
P/edominantly unemployed 35 4,4

Not in labor force 22 22
Residual 35 28

Source: Westat, Inc., Continuous Longitudinal Manpower
, Survey, Report No. 10 (Washington. D.C. U.S.

Department of Labor, October 1980), appendix B,
tables 10 and 11.

arese categories are: employed during 90 percent or more
f' the 12 months before enrollment In CETA (predominantly

employed), out of work and looking for work for 50 percent
or more of that year (predominantly unemployed), out of
the labor force during 50 percent or more of that year
(not in labor force), and experience fits none of these
categories (residual).
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Table 11

Average WithinrProgranf Hourly Wages
by Service Type a/

On-the-job training

Woriexperience

Public service employment

Participant group -

Januarx-June,01975 FY,197,.

$3.06 $3.21

2.67 2.68

3.25

Source: Westat, Inc:, Continuous Longitudinal Manpower -
Survey, Follow-Up Report No. 2 (Washington, D.C.:

. U.S. Department. of Labor, March 1979), p. 3-17,
and Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey, ,

Follow-Op Reporb 49. 3 (Washington, .D.C.: U.S.
Depar,tment of Labor, Jaauary 1981), p: 4,10.

a/yestat found data on clasdroom training allowances to be
of questionable validity, and wage raee'data are therefore,
not available .t.or the classroom training service.

descriptions of service types.- For example, given'the deDknition

of on-the7job training a,á service type suitable for-job-ready .

trainable individuale,it is not,surprksing that the profile of

enr6Ilees in on-the-job training shows them as less disadvantaged

than others or that the clasgroom.training and work experience

profiles are at the.opposite-end of the spectrum.

The variation in participant profiles'has implications for

the isiterpretation of other data in this report. Glven that

.profiles of fiscal 1976 on-rthe-job training and public service

employment enrollees show them as relatively less diSadvantaged,-

we should expect better outcomes from' these serviceg for the
-

1976 cohort. -In other words, the outComes of service types..are'.

a function of the,characteristics of their enrollees and also

ofthe nature of the,services themselves.

WITHIN-PROGRAWVAUS -

AND ANCILLARY BENEFITS

A prograM that doeSeot provide adequate monetary and.other,

resoyrces to its enrolle4s may be unlikely to retain them long

enough to realize its economic and social objectives. Unfortu-

nately, information on within-program benefits is availabfe only

for Sadtples of.participants in adult CETA services for January

to June 1975 and fiscal 1976. 1/

As table 11 shows, the average hourly wage,pa- id to partici-

pants in one-the-job training, public service employment, and work

1/This information is foeJanary-June 1975 enrollees with at

least.'8 dais of CETA"experience but terminated from CETA

wtthin 6 months of entry and fOr-1976 enrollees terminated:

within'18 months of elitry.6. (Westat, 1979a and-1981b)

49,
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Table 12

4

Average Within-Program Annualized Earnings
by Service Type A/

11. Participant group
January-June 1975 FY 1976

On-the-job training $5,790 l' $5,500
Work experience 4,670 , 4,170

Public service employment 6,500 ,5,920

Source: Westat; Inc., Continuous Longitudinal Manpower
Survey, Follow-Up Report No. 2 (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Department of Labor, March 1979), p. 3-19, and
Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey, Follow-UpReport No. 3 (Washington, D.C.:

U.S. Department' ofLabor, January 1981), p. 4-12.

a/The computation Of average annualized earnings included alljobs held, not just CET?, jobs. To obtain average annual
earnings: westat divided total inprogram oarmingm by thenumber of days between CETA entrance and termination datesand then multiplied by 365.

experience reveal patterns of superiority for public serviceemployment and on-the-job training over work experience forboth'samples of participants. Because the data on trainingaqilowances are incomplete and of questionable accuracy, wageraie data are not available for classroom training. DuringJanuary-June 1975, the national minimum wage was $2.10: it in-'creased to $2.30 on January 1, 1976. The lOwer wages that workexperience partici.pants received and thekr lower estimated an-nualized earnings, as Shown in table 12, are somewhat accounted1 for by differences in within-program occupational areas and by%the fact that a large proportion of them--one-third in fiscal1976'--held'part-time subsidized jobs.

When the average annualized earnings for the within-programperiod are compared to 4verage annualized earnings based on wagesreceived in the three months before CETA enrollment,.they showthat participants realized substantial increases in earningswhile they were in CETA.' The percentage changes associated withservice types were around +200 percent (+231 percent for.PSE) forA the fiscal 1976 participants and varied from +124 percent for on-the-job,training to +249 percent for public service employmentfor-the January-June 1975 group. Percentage Changes in averageannualized earnings are naturally tied closely to levels of laborforce participation before entry.to the program and thus can beexpected to vary across service types. We saw differences in thepre-CETA labor force experiences of participants in four types ofCETA sêrvices in tables 8 and 9. Gains over the pre-CETA periodwere substantial for participants, but it should be kept in mindthat CETA participants had atypically low earnings in the quarterpreceding their enrollment.
I

Besides providing wages for employment and allowances for

'I

training, CETA offers andillary employhlent nd support/services.
,

,
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Ancillary employment services include counseling, testing, work

orientation, coaching, job referral, ahd followup. Support serv-

ices include medical and other health care, child care, trans-
portation, and residential support.

Nearly half, or 44 percent, of the January-June 1975 par-
ticipant sample received some form of ancillary service. Forty-

two percent received an employmelt service and 8 percent a sup-

portive service. (Westat, 198141. For the fiscal 1976 sample,

the corresponding proportions were 47 percent overall--43 per-

cent employment, 13 percent supporttve. (Westat, 1979a) These

percentages are probably underestimates given that ancillary
services provided by subcontractors may go unrecorded. The in-

tensity and quality of the services is unknown, but a large pro-

portion of CETA participants received some form of additional
assistance beyond that for skill training and jobs.

Participant satisfaction with services also gives us a clue

about the quality of programs. In the 1975 sample, 88 percent

of the participants reported being either satisfied or very

satisfied with CETA. In the fiscal 1976 sample,. 86 percent did

the same. (Westat, 1979a) Across the types of service, reported

satisfaction levels varied little.

PARTICIPANTS' EMPLOYMENT STATUS
AT PROGRAM TERMINATION

Prime sponsor reports give data on participants' terination

status for the Comprehenkpie Services and combiztled PSE titles

fool' fiscal years 1975-80,1 (DOL combines PSE data across titles

'because of the many transfers back and fOrth between them in

CETA's later years.) Data are also available by service type

from the Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey for the January-

June 1975 and the fiscal 1976 samples.

According to the,DOL data shown in table 13 on page 52, the

percentage of particip*nts in Comprehensive Services leaving the 10

program between fiscal) 1975 ahd fiscal 1980 in a positive status

averaged fairly constantly about 70 percent, except for 1975, when

it was 61 percent% These Reople had been placed in a job, were in

school, haloined the armed forces', or wer engaged in an activ-

ity that wou d increase their employability.

The p portion-who were placed in jobs was slightly less

than a third through 1976-but increased to 37 to 45 percent in

later years. At least hal.g, of those who were placed had recçived

some form of CETA training, employment, or support service b

intake, assessment, and referral services.

FeWer than one-third of the participants left 11.1e pLgram
in a nonpositive status, except for the first year, when the

perlivntage was 19. These we're people who after they terminated

were unemployed, had left the labor force, did not continue/ed-
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Table 13

Status of Terminees for Comprehensive Services Title IIB-C
for Fiscal Years 1975-80 (in Percent) a/

1975 1976 T01976

Positive b/
Direct placement ) 10 9 8
Indirect placement k 15 16 15
Self-placement 6 6 5
Total placement 31 31 28

Other c/ 30 37 41

Total positive 61 68 69

Nonpositive d/ 39 32 31

1977 1978 1979 1980

6 9 8

24 24 24
8 11 12 =

39 45 44 37
31 27 29 31

70 71 72 68

30 28 28 32r
4Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Trainin Administration.

a/Fiscal years 1975 and 1976 begin July 1; fiscal years 1977-80 begin October 1.
TO 1976, the transition quarter July 1 ,to September 30, 1976, is a bridge between
1976 and 1977. Totals may not add because of rounding.

b/Direct placement was in unsubsidized employment after receiving only intake,
assessment, or referral service from CETA. Indirect placement was in unsub-
sidized employment after participating in CETA training, employment, or support-
ive service. Self-placement refers to obtaining unsubsidized employment without
CETA placement apsistance. The total includes all enrollees who entered unsub-
sidized employment.

c/Other Includes irktertitle transfers, people who terminated from the program and
enrolled full tirrY in an academic or a vocational school, entered a branch of the
armed forces, enr lled in a manpower program not funded by CETA, or engaged in
some ottler activi y that increased the individual's employability.

d/All individuals wh terminated from the program and did not have positive status.

Table 14

Status of Terminees for Combined Public Service Employment
pities III) and VI for Fiscal Years 1975-80 (in Percent) a/

1975 1976 T01976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Positive b7
Direct placement 2 2 14 ' 1 0 0
Indirect placement 16 22 26 26 18 23
Self-placement 13 14 14 15 16 16 Z.=
Total placement 31 38 41 42 35 39 35

Other c/ 9 a a
9 41Ik:

11 9

Total positive 40 \... 46 49 51 42 50 44
4
NonpoOtive d/ 60 54 51 49 58 50 56

Source: 9.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration.

a/Fiscal pears 1975 and 1976 begin July 1; fiscal years 1977-80 begin October 1.
TO 1976, the transLtion quarter July 1 to September 30, 1976, is a bricbje between
1976 and 1977. Totals may not add because of rounding.

b/Direct placement was in unsubsidized employment after receiving only intake,
assessment, Nor referral tervicetfrom CETA. Indirecteplacement was in unsub-
sidized employment aftef participating in CETA training, employment, or suppor-
ive service. Self-placement refers to obtaining unsubsidized employment without
CETA placement assistance. The total includes all enrollees who entered unsub-
sidized employment.

c/Other includes people who terminated from the program and enrolled full time in
an academic or a vocational school, entered a-branch of the armed forces, enrolled
in a manpower program not funded by CETA, or engaged in some other.activity that
increased the individual's employability. It excludes intertitle transfers,

d/All indivi1ual whatermigated from-the program and did not have positive status,
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ucation or training, or were not doing any of the activities
within the positive category.

Comparable termination status data for the combined PSE
titles are given in table 14. People in the positive category
fl atuated between 40 and 51 percent, with the low of AO per-
cent occurring in 1975, the first year, and a dip later in 1978

to 42\ percent. These figures are lower than those for the Com-
prehegsive Services title, but th.0 difference may be partly from
excluding transfers between CETA titles from the "other positive
status" category, as noted in table 14. Indeed, placement rates,
as given in the "total placements" category, for the Comprehen-
sive Services and PSE titles were roughly similar.

The PSE placement rate ranged from 31 to 42 percent, with
low points in 1975, 1978, and 1980. The low placement rate for
1975 may be a function of CETA's startup, while the 1978 dip may
mean th,t-less attention was paid to transition activities for
placement dui.ing PSE's buildup. No explanation is offered for
the 1980 dip.

The percentage of terminees assigned to the nonpositive
category fluctuated between 49 and 60 percent, with the poorest
performance in the first year of operation. This category, for
PSE as for Comprehensive Services, contains people who were out
of_the labor force as well as others who were.unemployed. Al-
though the figure for the nonpositive category appears to be
high, it is important to consider that PSE participarits tended
to be less disadvantaged overall than participant's in the Com-
prehensive Services title. They may thus have Igen more likely
to engage in prolonged job searches on their owfryt.han to secure

immediate employment through CETA referral services. The highen
percentage of self-plaements for the PSE titles (13 to 16 per-
cent) compared to the Comprehensive Serv ces title (5 to 12
percent) supports this hypothesis.

Data from CLMS on the termination status of CETA partici-
pants are more specific (although somewhat dated) in that they
provide information by type of serlaCe rather than title.

(Westat, 19794) For PSE services, we should expect not much
difference in the coverage of the participant'group, but the
in-school youth work experience programs of title IIB-C are
excluded, as are counseling and job referral services.

Table 15 on the next Page presents CLMS data on labor force

status at one day after termination for the fiscal 1976 sample.
Nearly 70 percent of participants in on-the-jpb training and in
'PSE reported being employed upon termination from the program.
Of the participants in work experience, 55 percent were employed;
the lowest figure, at 39 percept, was for particjp ts in class-

room t'raining.
4

These kigures make the same pattern in rever'e for unemployed
terminees,-with as many as a quarter to a third of work experi-
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Table 15

Lstimated Labor Force Status One Day After Termination
by Service Type for Fiscal Year 1976 (in Percent) a/

Training Employment
Work Public

Classroom On-the-job experience service

Employed 39 69 55 67

Unemployed 29) 14 19 17

NOt in labor force b/ 32 17 26 16

Source: Westat, Inc., Continuous Longitudinal Manpower SurveX,
Follow-Up Report No. 2 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, March 1979), appendix D, tables 14-17.

a/Percentages are computed within each service type.
E/Includes people primarily in school or training, serving inthe armed forces, institutionalized, and not looking formork
because of family responsibilities,

Illness, disability, orsome other reason.

ence and classroom training participants beirig reported out of
the labor force (not working or looking for work) at the time

I the left CETA. For the January-June 1975.sample, the patterns
are parallel, lending credibility to the fiscal 1976 figures.

With the exception of the figures for classroom training,. .

employment rates are.greater than 50 percent. The 39 percent
rate for classroom training Should be-viewed in relation to the
characteristics of the participants. Those who engaged in class-
room training in fiscal 1976'were among the most disadvantaged
of all,enrollees in adult serv ces, as we saw in table 8. Work
1:experience participants, howeve , were.alSo relatively disadvan-

- ,Itaged; thus, the lower empe1it rate at exit for terminees
from classroom training may have something to do with its being
the only service type that does not involve direStexposure to.employers. We can only speculate, but if employers are more

_1
likely to hire people they know, classroom tra ning terminees

. may fa e greater difficulty in immediately t'4r nslating their
acquire skills into jobs than do terminees from other services.

,- There are large discrepancies in the CLMS "entered.employ-
vent" rates reported in table 15 and the DOL "placement" rates
reported in tables 13 and 14.- The fiscar 1976 PSE employment
rate shown in table 15 from CLMS data is 67 percenteethe place-
ment rate Shown in table 14-from DOU data for the 66mbined PSE
titles for fiscal 1976 is 38 percent. Employment rates for the
other service types similarly ranged from 39 -L-1:5-169 percent.in
CLMS, while placement for the Comprehensive Services title is-
outside this range, at 31 percent for fiscal 1976.

O.'

One explanation for these 'differences is, of course, im'
the CLMS sampling frame of adult-oriented services as contrasted

Mb/

4
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with the universe of services covered by the DOL prime sponsor

reporting system. %iie explanation is especially useful in ac-
counting for the Comprehensive Services title data since the
title's administrative data include in-school youth services:

But another explanat is in the source of the data itself.
Placement rates by title came from prime sponsor administrative
records:. CLMS employment rates one day after termination were
constructed jointly from prime sponsor records and interviews

with program participants. Even while it is probably true that

collecting data from people retrospectively about their labor

force status is subject to distortion, it is also likely that
the,prime sponsor administrative records on placement rates
underreport the number of people who moved directly into employ-
ment when they left CETA. For example, people who left CETA
because they obtained employment may appear erroneously on prime
sponsor-records as nonpositive terminees if they failed to in-
form program personnel of the reasons for their leaving., For
PSE, underreporting in fiscal 1976 may have been by as.mUch as

29 percent.

Placement rates can reflece many things-'-effectiveness of
services, intensity of job referral assistance, quality of jobs,

skills and motivation of job seekers, compulsiveness of record-

keepers, are among them. The CLMS and administrat!ive data

indicate that in fiscal 1976 anywhere from 31 40 69 percent of
participants in services under the ComprehensiNie Seryices title

Were employed at the time they terminated from the program; the

percentages for PSE participants were 38 to 67. The percentages

depend on both the type of service and the source of the data.

The CLMS percentage of fiscal 1976 participants reporting
themselves unemployed one day after terminatiön--14 to 29 per-

cent, depending on the type of service--compares favorably with

the figure of 32 percent unemployed during most of the year be-

fore CETA. Yet emplc\)yment rates'at termination are not ah ade-

quate measure of CETA's effectiveness. They, do not give us in-

formation on job quality, the opportunity it-offers for upward

".movement, its stability and'wage rate, or the degree to which
,it enables the person to earn what is uecessary to become self-

sufficient.

SUMMARY

Significant proportions of enrollees in the Comaehensive
Services and public serv.ce employment titles were disadvantaged
economically and educatio ally when they1 entered the program and

they had.little past emplo ment stability. Approximately one-

third of those who enrolle in the four major adult services be-.

tween fiscal 1976 and fiscal 1978 were unemployed at least 50

percent of the year preceding their enrollment, and another one-
fourth to .one-third were out of the labor,force at least 50 per-

cent of that year. From 71 to 78 percent of the fiscal 1975,

1977, and 1979 Comprehensive ServiCes title IIB enrollees Were
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at or below the OMB poverty level. In fiscal 1979, 68 and 63
percent of PSE titles IID and VI enrollees were at or below the
OMB poverty level; in 1975, the economically disadvantaged con-
stituted only 44 to 48 percent of all PSE enrollees. Slightly
more than one%Ifourth of the fiscal 1979 enrollees were high
school dropoues.

Over the 1975-80 period, the mix of services received under
the Covrehensive Services title shifted in the direction of
increasing the services designed to foster the acquisition ofjob skills rather than job experience. The shifts in function
areas of public service employment jobs between fiscal 1976 andfiscal 1978 appear to have been consistent with efforts to dis-
courage the use of PSE workers to support the ongoing services
of local governments.

The within-program occupational experiences of participants
differed by type of service, at least for fiscal 1976. Public
service employment and work ekperience concentrated in the cler-
ical, service, and laborer occupational areas. Classroom training
also emphasized the clerical; but both classroom and on-the-job
training placed more emphasis on craft and operative occupations
than did either public service employment or work experience.
Shifts in service mix in the Comprehensive Services title since
1976 and changes in eligibility criteria and wage restrictions
.under the Public Service Employment titles may have altered this
relationShip somewhat.

The characteristics of participants4varied across service
types. In fiscal years 1976 and 1978, the least disadvantaged
of CETA participants received on-the-job training services,
while the most disadvantacied received classroom training and
work experience. In fiscal 1976, PSE participants, like on-the-
job training participants, were relatively less disadvantaged,
but in fiscal 1978 the profiles of PSE participant characteris-
tics appeared to be more similar to those of participants in
classroom training and work experience.

ParticitPants in on-the-job training, work experience, and
public service employment during January to June 1975 and fiscal
133.6...realized substantial improvements in their earnings while
they 1;lere enrolled in CETA over their pre-CETA earnings. Addl-
tionally,.nearly half-of the participaihts in CETA adult servicesin the same period received some form/of ancillary employment
and support serviCes'beyond skills training or subsidized wor
oppo'rtunities. Moreover, the overwhelming majority--more than .

85 percent--of the participantS in CETA adult services during
January-June 1975 and fiscal 11)76 reported being eithet satis-
fied or very gatisfied with.the program.

National pliaceMent rates at te4minaEion for participants
in the ComEirehensive Seri/ices title ranged around 30 percent in
early years and moved closer to 45 percent in later years.

5,6
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Placement rates for the PSE titles fluctuated between 31 and 42

percent.

CLMS data on labor force status at termination, cohstructed

from prime sponsor records and interviews with p rticipants in

adult services for January to June 1975 and fi al 1976, pro-

duced rates much higher than those obtained om DOL's prime

sponsor reporting system for 1976. PSE participants reported

an "entered employment at termination" rate of 67 percent, and

the other percentages were 69 for on-the-job training, 55 for

work experience, and 39 for classroom training. These data

indicate that DOL national data on termination status may under-

estimate the percentage of people actually entering employment

after CETA.

Summing all this up in brief, we can see that CETA was re-

focused over time to serve the disadvantaged and that after this

refocusing the participant profile of public service employment

shifted more toward the disadvantaged. Programs that are de-

signed to match participants' needs and interests s4iith employ-

dent and training services and that are administered locally

are also very complex. As a result, .the implementation data

must be interpreted carefully. For example, while the profile

of relatively less disadvantaged participant characteristics

for on-the-job training services may initially appear undesir-

able, it is consistent with the definition of on-the-job train-

ing as a service suitable for people who are ready for jobs and

can move into an employment setting and acquire occupational

skills within that setting. The profile of the more disadvan-

taged work experience participants is consistent, too, with the

use of this service as one that is appropriate for people who

have little or no recent employment experience.

Participants in at least the early years of CETA realized

several benefits while they were in the program, yet their earn-

ings gains within the program must be viewed in the context of

their xelatively low earnings in the quarter preceding their

enrollment. Substantial ri umbers obtained employment at termi-

nation, but placement at te mination is not necessariry related

to their long-term, earnings gains. Moreover, as we noted in

chapter., the placement rate data are not a satisfactory measure

of overall program effectiveness and should be viewed instead as

only descriptive of immediate postprogram experience.

Even sophisticated analysis techniques cannot completely

adjust for all differences In group characteristics. When we

compare service types, therefore, we must try to know as much

as possible about the characteristics of the participants and

the content of the services that were provided to them. This

knowledge is important to our interpretation and understand-

ing of outcome and effectiveness data. From the information

presented in this chapter, for example, we would anticipate

superioi- outcomes for participants in on-the-job training
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compared to other services as a function both.of their beingless disadvantaged and of the higher-wage occupatipnal areasof training they received. We would have the opposite expec-tation for work experience.
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CHAPTER 5

CETA PARTICIPANTS' EXPERIENCES

BEFORE AND AFTER PROGRAM PARTICIPATION

In this chapter, we describe the eXperiences of terminees

from adult CETA servifes and contrast these experiences with the

period before CETA. This gives us a rich descriptive picture from

tlie participant perspective. The data we present are suitable for

descriptive purposes only, however. They tell us about gross

changes between the preprogram and postprogram periods, but they

do not permit us to draw conclusions about program effectivene.
In other words, it is not possible to state whether terminees -

would have had these experiences in the absence of the program..

We drew our information mainly from the second and third

"followup reports of the Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey

(CLMS), which cover new 'enrollees in CETA between January 1975 and

June 1976. CLMS is an ongoing effort by DOL's Office of Policy,

Evaluation, and Research to track the experiences of CETA ter-
.

minees and evaluate the program's effectiveness. It includes

program records and individual interviews of some 11,000 people

annually at 3, 9, 18, and 36 months after their entrance into

adult-oriented services.

Our descriptions in this chapter include earnings, hourly

wage rates, percentages of time employed, percentages of termi-

nees employed, receipt of public benefits and Unemployment In-

surance, and types of employer and job. 1/ When possible, we

describe experiences both before CETA eriEry and after termina-

tion, and our emphasis is on, first, outcomes for adult services

overall and, second, outcomes by service type. We summarize

'outcomes for demographic subgroups only briefly.

,Our,data are for three groups of terminees. One group

contains 24-month terminees--participants Janpary to June 1975,

newly enrolled, and in CETA.for at least 8 days, and, by 36

months after entry, terminated from the program for a minimum

of 24 months. A second group contains 12-month terminees--par-

ticipants in fiscal year 1976 (July 1975 to June 1976), newl

enrolled, and in CETA Obr at least 8 days, and, by 18 months
.after entry, terMlnated from the program for a minimum of 12

months. A third group, of which the second is a.subset, contains

3-month terminees--participants in fiscal 1976, newly enrolled

and in CETA for at least 8 daYt, and, by 18 months after entry,

terminated from the program for a minimum of 3 months. For some

variables, comparable data were not available for all three groups.

In these cases, we summrized the experiences of one or both of

the two others or used Aliother terminee group.

1/Dollar amounts for wages and earnings reported in this chapter

have not been adjusted for inflation.
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Using these groups, whose experiences were in many ways
remarkably similar, allows u to search for consistent patterns
of experience and heightens o r confidence when we find them.
The groups do differ in sever 1 significant ways, however.
First, the January-June 1975 eople were on average less disad-
vantaged than people in the fiscal 1976 groups. They also in-
cluded people who transferre& between titles, while such trans-
fers were excluded from the fiscal 1976 data. Second, the mix of
services provided in fiscal 1976 had shifted slightly mord toward
clfassroom and on-the-job training and, because postprogram out-
comes are associated with service type, overall dPivegt comparison
with the January-June 1975 group is therefore problematic. Fi-
nally, the fiscal 1976 12-month terminees had had no more-than
6 months of exposure to CETA. This may also be a problem, since
it has been found that length of time in CETA is associated with
postprogram experience. (Westat, 1981a) Other factors that may
differ for the groups include labor' market conditions,at the time
-of termination and the level of minimum wage. More complete dis-

4cussions can be found in the CLMS reports.

PARTICIPANTS' EXPERIENCES OVERALL

Wages earned and time employed

Average annualized earnings, average percentage of time em-'
ployed, and percentage of people employed for one year before CETA
and, as data were available, for up to 24 months_ after termination
are shown in tables 16, 17, and 18 (on pages 62 and 63), with-
out distinction by title or service type.. Average hourl.y wages
received before and after participation by the fiscal. 1976 /termi-
nee groups and a January-J,une 1975 12-month\terminee group are
shown in table 19. The patterns of labor for=e-e experience for
these groups are fairly similar, except that the preprogram ex-
perience of the January-June 1975 group was the most favorable.

With respect to average annualized earnings, all three groups
show consistent patterns of decreased earnings during the year
preceding entry into CETA and increased earnings in the year after
CETA. The 1975 group had slightly.greater earnings in the fourth
and second quarters before entry but resembled thp 1976 terminee
groups in the quarter immediately before enrollment. When they
entered CETA, all groups had extremely low annualized earning -
no higher than $1,710. Three months after they terminated, herr
average annualized earnings ranged between $3,680 and $3 S, f r
superior to the preceding year. The liscal 1976 12-month termi-
nee group demonstrated further improvement 10 to f2 months after

N., termination, rising to $4,990, and the 1975'group improved from
an average $3,690 1 to 3 months after leaving,the program.to an
average $5,800 22 to 24 months after leaving it. 1/

1/Average annualized earnings in table 16 are based on all ter- .
minees, including the unemployed.. Considering only.terminees

ct
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$6,000 Row,.

5,000 1

Average Annualized
Terminees Who Participated

Figure
Earnings
January

4
Before and After CETA

June 1975 and Fiscal Year 1976

4,000 IMMO

3,000

2,000 /Immo

24-month terminees

1,000. Ill
(participated Jan.-June 1975)
12-month terminees
(participated FY 1976)
3-month terminees
(participated FY 1976)

10-12 4-6

Months before CETA

1.1-3 -3 0,12
in CETA after CETA

22-24

We show the average annualized earnings patterns in figure 4.

Part of the explanation for the postprogram increases in earnings

can be found in increases in the percentage of time tlies indi-
viduals reported being employed after C,ETA participation. During

the year before their enrollment, their'circumstances had been.:
deteriorating from an average Of employment 43 to 53 percent of a'

the time 10 to 12 months before entry to an average of enfployment
only 29 percent of the time in the 3 months immediately preceding

enrollment. After leaving the program, they reported being em-

ployed an average of 53 to 56 percent of the time in the first
3 months, increasing this to 61 to 65 percent at 10 to 12 months

and 68 percent, for the 24-month terminee group, at 22 to 24

months. '

Nho worked, corresponding figures for fiscal 1976 3-month and
12-month terminee groups are slightly more than $5,000 1 to 3
months',;fter CETA and $7,300 10,to 12 months afterward.

61, 8 y/



Table 16

Average Annualized Earnings of CETA Terminees
who Participated in Adult Services

in January-June 1975 and Fiscal Year 1976

Months after termination
FY 1976 January-JUne 1975

3 12 24

Earnings before
entry

10-12 months $2,760 $2,850 $3,3104-6 " 2,050 2.070 2,740
1- 3 " 1,560 1.600 . 1.710

Earnings after
termlnatIon"

1- 3 months 3,930 3,680 3,690
10-12 " (a) 4,990 4,760
22-24 " (a) (a) 5,800

Source: westat, Inc., Continuous Longitudinal Manpower
Survey, Follow-Up Report No. 2 (Washington( D.C.
U.S. Department of Labor, March 1919), appendix
0, tables 54 and 57, and Continuous Longitudinal
Manpower Survey, Follow-Up Report No. 3 (Washing-
ton, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, January
198,1), appendix D, table 35.

- a/Does not apply.

fable 17

Percentage of Time Employed for CETA Terminees
Who Participated in Adult Services

in January-June 1975 and Fiscal Year 1976

.
'

Months a'fter terminatiOn
FY 1976 January7June 1975 '

3 12 24'

Time period
before entry
10-12 months 441 431 531
4-6 '*" 36 36 45
1- 3 29 ' 29 29

Time period
after termination

1- 3 months 56 53 54
10-12 " (a) 61 65
22-24 (a) (a) 68

Source: Westat, Inc., Continuous Longitudinal Manpower
Survey, Follow-Up Report No. 2 (Washington, D.C.:
0.Sr,Department of Labor, March 4979), appendlx,
0, tables 56 and 59, and Continuous Longitudinal
Manpower Survey, Follow-4) Report No. 3 (Washing-
ton, D.C.: U.S. DeRartment of Labor, January

, 1981), appendix D, -table 34.

a/Poes.not apply.
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,Table IS-

Percentage of CETA Terminees Employed Who Participated

in Adult Services in January-June 1975 and Fiscal Year 1976

Percent employed
before entry

12 months
3 months
I day.

Percent employed
4 after termination

3 months
12 "

24 o

Months dfter termination
FY 1976 January-June 1975

3 12 24

44 43 52

33 33 36

24 ..24 25

55' '53 '57
(a) 60 64%

(a) (a) 68

Source: Wedtat, Inc., Continuous-Longitu8inal Manpower
Survv, Follow.Up Report No. 2 (Washington, D.C.:

U.S.,Department orLabor, March 1979)appendix-
D, table 42, and Continuous Longitudira/ Manppwer

SUrvey; Follow-Up,orReport No. 3 (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Department of Labor, January 1981), appepdix

D, table. 32.

a/Does not apply. 1111,

s.

. _ 4110

Table 19
,-

Average Hourly_Wages'of EMployed CETA Terthinees
Who Participated in Adult Services

in January-June 1975'and Fiscal year 1976

Months after termination
FY 1976 JanuarpLJune 1975

3 .12. 12

6
Wages before

entry
4 10-12 months

6-7,4 "

3- 1 " "

Wages after.
termination

1- 3 monther
10-12

$3.16 .$3.18
3.991 3.09
3.06 3.10

3..35
(a)

3.30
3.77

3.19
3.2,5

3.10

3.20
3.54

cource: Westai-, Inc., Continuous
Survey,..Follow-UR. Report
U.S. Department of Labor,
D, tables 55, 58, and 76

Longitudinal ManpoweE
No's 2 1Washington, D.C.:
Ma;ch 1:979)., appendix-

10,
,

. 4:-

,...a../Does not apply.'

^LT
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The percentage of people employed shows a similar pattern.
Here the data are for points in time rather.than quarters. Only
about 25 percent of these CETA yerticipants reported being'em-
ployed at the time they entered CKTA, but approximately 55 per-
cent were employed three months after they left CETA, and their
labor force participati n "increas d in subsequent months. Sixty-
eight percent of the 197 grou eported beipg employed 2 years
after leaving CETA, 43 p more than when they entered CETA
and 16 percent more than a, year beforivenrollment.

Th-e data on average hourly wages displayed in table 19 show
that before CETA there was little fluctuationO.n reported wage
levels.. The deteriorating-economic ci,rcumst'ance0noted for these
groups in -Elle year 1)efore CETA appears", thus, t0'havg been a
function of their having worked less during sthe year before entry.
One to 3 months after CETA, only slight iMprOvement can be seen
in wage levels, 'but for fiscal 1976 and January-June 1975 12-month .
terminee groups, moderate improvement is evident 10 to 12 months
after termination.

Table 2Q summarizes all these changes for January-June 1975
and fid'cal 1976 12-month terminees. It gives figures both for
changes in group averages from tle first quarter preceding entry
into CETA to the.fourth quarter after termination and for changes
from the fourth quarter prece4ing entry to the fourth quifter
after termination. This translates into comparisons of experi-
ences 1 to 3 months befor,e enrollment and 10 to 12 months befdra

,

-MP

21

1:,cer ,eliate ..han4es in Average Anntyailze4 F,arnings,
-...era;e INages, and Average Percentage of Time

t,r ,t-montn ctiA lermlnees Who ParticIpated
Aervi,es in Jangary-June 19'75 and Fiscal Year 1976

,o parison lase irri variable January-June 1975 FY 1976

oaartei t,et,re entry
t ) 4th 1.iarter
ifer 'et kf

Avera annu,lizel earnings
Ave-raje hour,ly wages a
Average time employed

4th gUarter before entry
t 4th Auarter .

after termination

46.
+$3,040.00 +$3,390,00

+$0.44 +$0.67
+30% +32%

Average annualized earnings ,280.00 +$2,140.Q0
Average hourly wages a/ +$0.35 . +$0.59
Average time employed, +8% +18%

Soure: westat, Inc., Continuous Lomptudinal Manpower Survey,
Follow-yp Report No. 2 (Washington, D.C. : U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, March 1979), R. 6-78.

Lhange in average hourly wages is calculated only for people
employed in both the quarter before entry and the quarter
after termination.

-
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enrollment with experiences 10 to 12 months after termination.
The first comparison shows large increases on all three measures,
since it contrasts each CETA group's experiences at its lowest
point in the i'ear before CETA \with its experiences almost one-.

year after the program. To the exten't that this period immedi-
ately be'fore enrollment does not reflect normal circumstances for

. people in these groups, these figures are inflated estimates of
'change., :

40 , . ,

.
.

The second comparison--foux.th-quarter before comp'ared with

fourth quarter after-Lis more conservative. By using data on
labor'force experiences 10 to 12 months before entering CETA as'
the baseline, it contrasts what may hue been the more typical .

circumstances of these peorile with'their experiences 10 to,12

. mOnths,after leaving CETA. The decision s to the mast appro-
priate baseline for,pre-post compariSons rests' on whether one
believes that participants' circumstances imme4iajtely before the

program would have remained at this level in the absence of the
program. Nye have elected to use the more conservative comparison
for most of our presentations in this report. Even'this conser-
vative comparison, however, shows ,that both groups increased their -,

average annualized earnings, average hourly wages, and average
percentage of time employed. While some proportion of the pre-
post earnings and wage gains are probably a function of infla-
tion, the fact that increases also occurred for the percentage
of time employed and, as documented in table 18, for the percent-
age of people working argues against inflation accounting,for
all the increase. The 1975 group increased $1,280 in average
annualized earnings, $0.35 in'thourly wages, and 8 percent in per-
centage of time employed. The 1976 group had lark and positive
gains ot all three measures--$2,140, $0.59, and 1' percent. The

larger increasgNor the 1976 group may be a function of their
greater disadant ge before CETA or the improved economic condi- 2,

tions at the time their exit.of
A

Grouping fiscal 1976 12-month terminees 1 into categories ac-
cording to theirtearnings change Patterns fr m the fourth quarter
before CETA to the ,fourth quarter after CETA, Westat summarized
the nesu ts as follows:

tmt

N.,

Terminees were classified as gainers if theik post-
CETA annualized earnings were more than 10 percent --)

higher thamthey Iere in the fourth quarter before

r
aETA entry; as recsyerers if their annualized egnings
after termination Are within- 10 percent of lit pre-
CETA earnings; as nonrecoverers if their post- ETA
nnualized earnings were more than 10 percent lower

than 'their pre-CETA ear,ning4 and as notearners if
they had no earnings in either comparibon quarter.
Over half (53,percent) of the 12-month terminees were
gainers, 5 percent were recoverers, one-fifth were nOn-

recoverers, and another fifth werel nonearners [emphasis

ldded]. This distribution is gene'rally similar itong
.

,
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the terminees who entered CETA between January and June
1975 [12-month terminees], except that the earlier group
includes slightly more nonrecoverers and slightly fewer
gainers and nonearners. (Westat, 1979a, p,. 1-16)

Public benefits received'

2One criteridn for assessing,the effectiveness of employment
and training program's is whether they enable participants to
become self-sufficient. SOurces afid amounts of "other income"--
public benefits and Unemployment Insurance (UI) payments--should
,tell us something about this. ,Table 21 summarizes these data
for January-June 1975 24-month terminees for before and after
CETA.

These data should be interpreted,cautiously.. Except,for
they refer to households, not indi'viduals; a particiveint's qii-
941mstances could have improved subspntially while the household
*as still qualifying f.or some form of public benefit. It is also
possible that the 'composition of some participant households
was not the same after.CETA as it.was before , particularly
for young adult participants who became employed fter CETA and 0

established independent households,t

Despite its inadequacies, this is the only'information avail-
able that covers substaptial time periods both befeare and after
program participation. It shows that fully 38 percent of these
termineds' households received at least one form of public bene-

et

K.

Table 21

Percentame.Distribution of CETA Terminees
Who Participated in Adult Service in January-June 1975
by Receipt of Public Benefits and Unemployment Insurance

I

.N

Before entry After termination.
One year lst year 2nd yeat

Public berefits
At least one
None

32 25
62 ' 68 75

Special benefis a/
Aid to Families with *... 14 13 11

Dependent Children ....,

Supplemental Security 3 6 ti

Income
Other public assistanbe 7 6 5
Food stanps 28 25 17
Housing assistance .6 8 7

.

Unemployment Imsurance b/
Some
None

26 22 15
74 78 85

Source: We'stat, Inc., Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey,
Follow-Up Report:No. 3 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Depart-
ment...of Labor, 'dantl.ary 1981), appdix D, table 27. 02

ye,6/Two or more types of benefit may be received simultanobusly.
17)/Respondent only.

1
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fit in the year preceding CETA. Tfle dominant public benefit was

food stamps, at 28 percent of-householqs, followed by.AFDC, at

'14 pexcent. In the second Year after termination, the-percent-

age of terminees' households that received some 'form of bp_gefit

dropped to 25, food stampT.dropped 'to 17, and AFDC dropped to 11

percent. Twenty-six percent of the terminees reported reteiving.,

UI payments in the year before CETA, 22 percent in.the first year

after 'CETA, 15 percent in the secdnd )-rear.

The changes in receipt )f public benefits are somewhat diffi-

cult to'interpret 'given that eligib41ity criteria for programs may

have changed in the interim and that the composition of terminee

households tfia. also have changed. Whether the dollar value of

transfer payments increased or decreased is also not.known. -ft
is possible, for example, that thg improved employment status of

terminees resulted iR reduced allotments of food stemps. That

25 percent of terminee households still sought and receied bene-'
--fits two years-'aftet CETA demonstrates that CETA was not able to

create gains in earnings suffricient to enable total independence,

of the.terminee household. This is a sttict viterion for assess-
ing program effectiveness. However, we,have no information on
the.amounts of benefits received or whether-reliance on public
benefits would have indreased in the absence of the prdgram beyond

preprogram levels. Likewise, the 15 percent of terminees receiv-

,ing,UI payments in the second year following CETA. must be put in

the context af the employment opportunities available at that
time and must be qualified by-the fact that we lack information

on amounts am*durations of payments as well as whether individ-

uals'had exhausted their ei eligibility.

Private sectpr eiNldyment

.

In recent years, CETA has increasingly emphasized the . eye- r,

ment of participants into private sector jobs. (We discuss this.,

in,tonnection vath title VII in chapter 7.) Since most ne jobs

are in the private rather than the public sector, one m-: re

of CETA's success 'as a°training program is the degree to which
its terminees obtain private.sector employment. Which sector

January-June 1975 247month terminees held jobs in at varidus
times before and after CETA is summarized in table 22 on the

next page-

Focusing only on the "all servicee column, we see that the

percentage of employees in the private'sector decreased in the
'year before tETA krom 82 to 66 percent; after CrA, it stood at
44 percent and increased slowly again to 665percent, never reach-

ing the 82 petcent level of 12 months before entry. Westat also

summarized this experience:

Over id(two ptost-CETA years, the percent of terminees

who wee in public employment decreased sharply although
the nuipber of these terminees remaiped relatively -

stable. This is because private employment increased

ro,
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Table. ik2

Percentagd'of Emp1oyed'24-Month CETA Terminees
Whose Priltlary Jobs Were with Private Employers

and Who'Pdrticipated in Adult Services
in JanuaryCJune 1975 a/

CT OjT WE PSE
All

services

Time before
entry

12 months 90 86 79 78 82
'1 month 85 85 71 49 66

ciN

co

'Time after
termination

1 day 83 84 36 '" 23 44
,. 1 month 82 , 84 46 39 56

3 months ' 81 85 54 47 61
12 84 84 /62 47 63
24 84 83 65 ' 52 66

a

Table 23

Percentage of Employed CETA Terminees Whose Primary
" Jobs Were. with Private Employers and Who Participated

, in Adult Services in Piscal Year 1976
by Service Type a/

Months after
termination CT OJT WE PSE

All
services

3-month terminees
3 . 84 90 58 51 70 ,

12 b/

12r-month terminees
3'c/

12 k 88 91 68 63 78

Source: Westat, Int. COntinuo'us Longitudinal Man-
power Survey, Follow-Up Report No. 2 (Wash-
ingtonD.C.: U.S. Department of Labor,
Marchr,,L)79), pp. 5-8 and 5-16.

Source: Westabv Lnc., Continuous Longitudinal,
Manpower Survey, Follow-Up Report No. 3-

(Washington( D.C.: U.S. Department of '

Labor, January 1981), appendix D, table
33.

a/CT is classroom training, OJT is on-th4-job
training. WE is 'work experience, and PSE ip
public serviie employment.

a/CT is clfssrooth training, OJT is on-the-job train-
ing,,WE 'is work experience, and PSE is public
service employment .

b/Does not apply.
-6/Not available.



,
Sharply over the period and so total employment, the
base of the percentage, also, increased Similarly,
although there was a decline in the actual number of
termineys who were in public employment during the pre-
CETA year, there wa'S an even.sharper decline in the
number in private employment and thus the percent in
public employment increased over the preprogram period.
(Westat, .1981b, p. 6L-124)

From table 23, it can be seen that 70 percent of employed fiscal
4976 3-month terminees were employed in the private sector 3
months after CETA and that 78 percent of employed people in the,
fiscal 1976'1?-month gtoup held jobs in the private seatbr 12
monMns after CETA. Both these figures are higher than the corre-
sponding'figures for the 1975 group.

PARTICIPANTS' EXPERIENCES
BY SERVICE TYPE

Wages eared and time employed

verage annualized earnings, average percentage oft.i*e
employed, percentages of people empLoyed at sel-ected tiMA-S, and
aVerage_hourly wage rates, disaggregated law type of service at
time of enrollment, are shown in tables 24 through 27 (on pages',
70-73) for the same terMinee groups presented'earlier in the
chapter. The preprogram economic deterioration of all groups
can be seen bn these measures. Looking earlier'at difterences
in ttie characteristics of participants assigned to the four serv-
ices,exWe have .already seen that people assigned tOfwork experience
ahd c1asroom training,in fiscal-1976 were relaXively more disad-
vantaged than others assigned to on7the-job training and pilblic
dervi"de employment.- The ayerage annualized earnings data in tabl,..e
24 are consistent with that observation.

Terminees enrol&d in on-the-job training and public service
employment had higher average annualized earnings in the fourth
quarter preceding.Cr1"/TAhan-did enrollees in the two other serv--

ices. The pattern tor average hourly wage rates, for fiscal 1976
terminees in the fourth,quarter before entry is identical. .0n
'the hleasut=es of percentage,of time employed and of

/ people emplOyed at selected times, the experiences o rk expe-
rience enrollees in the fourth eluarter preceding CETA appear to*
have.been similar to the experiences of on-the-job training and
public service eriployment. ,People in classroom training generally
had the wOrst preprogram labor force experiences among the four
group's.

Postprogra experiences of partidipants in the foUr serv.ice
, types form a si ,blar pattern within all three terminee groups

with respect to average annualized earnings, average perCentagee.
sif,time employe4i, and perceneage of people empoyed at selected
imes.,LOn all ree measures, on-the-job training terminees

69
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/ii Averpe Ahnual zed Earnings of CETA Terminees Who Participated in Adult Services
_

t.

Table 24

'

Earnings before
k entry

in January-June 1975 and"Fiscal Year 1976by Service Type a/

FY 1976
3-m6nth tJrminees 12-month terminees

CT OJT WE PSE CT OJT WE ,

January-June 1975
24-month terminees

PSE CT OJT WE PSE

4-6 "

1- 3

Earmings after
termdnation *

10-12 months $2,140 $3,230 $2,660 $3,320
1,530 2,510 1,700.'2,560
1,1100 2,050 1,230 2,020

1- 3 months 3,290 5,080 3,220 4,410 2,940 4,720 3,230 4,260 '2,77,0 -4,940 2,70 4,200
10-12 (bY- (b) (b) (b) ' 4,280 6,030 4,050 5,770 3,90 5,830 3,910 5,260
22-24 " (b) (b) (b)

$2,240 $3,260 $2,790 $3,420 $2,600 $3,510 $3,080 $3,900
1,530 2,480 1,770 2,640 2,110 3,290 2,350' 3,120
1,060 2,060 1,350 2,110 1,20 2,550 1,610 1,770

410,

(b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 4,90 6,920 4,440 .6,520

Source: Westat, Inc., Coltinuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey, eollow-UpReport N6. 2 (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Dep*ment of Labor, March 1979)% appendix D, tables 54 and 57, and Continuous Longitudinal
ManpOwer Survey, Follow-Up Report No. 3 (Washington, D.C.: U.S.,Department of Labor, January.
1981), Appendix D, table 35.

4a/CT is classroom training, OJT is on-the-job'training, WE is work experience, and PSK.is public service
employment. t

b/Does not apply.

(3.
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Tabie 25

Percentage of Time Employed for.CETA Ter01 ees Who Participated jal Adult Services
in January-June 1975 andFisca Year 1976 by Service Type a/

FY 1976
'
Jarwary-.June 1975

3-month terminees 12-month terminees, 24-month terminees
CT OJT WE PSE CT OJT WE PSE. CT OJT WE PSE

Time period before
entry

)

10-12 months
'"

37% 46% 46% 48% 37% 46% 47% 48%
.--

45% 57% 53% 57%
4- 6 30 ,40 37 41 29 40 39 41 38 50 43 48
1- 3 " 22 34 28 34 - 21 36 30 33 24 40 31 30

1,

Time period after
termination .

1- 3 monthe 49 68 53 60 44 66 53 57 44 73 52 57
10-12 " (b) (b) (b) (b) 54 70 56 68 56 76 59 69
22-24 " (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) 60 78 61 73

Source: Westat Inc., Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survay, Follow-tp Report No. 2
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, March, 1979), app(mdix D, tables
56 and 59, and Continuous Longitud_nal Manpower Survey, Follow-Up Report No.
3 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, January 1981), appendix D, -

table 14.

a/CT is classroomtraining, OJT is on-the-job training, WE is work experience, and PSE
is public service employment.

b/Does not'apply.



Table 26
-

Percentage of CETA Terminees Employed Who Participated in Adult Servides
in.January-gune 1975 and Fishal Year 1976 by Service Type a/

',FY 1976 January7June 1975
3-month terminees 12-Month terminees ' 24-month terminees
CT OJT WE PSE CT OJT 'WE PSE CT. OJT WE PSE

.Percent employe&
-before emtry

12 months 37 46 48 48 37 45, 49 48 44 ,55 53 55
3 26 .39 35 38 25 40 35 37, 31 45 36 .'38
1 day 15 32 23 29 15 33 26 30 15 40 29 25

Percent employea
after terniination

3 months 50 65 52 57 46 64 '52 54 48 71 54 60
k2 " (b) (b) (b) (b) 54 68, 56 64 57 76 59 68
24 " (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (11) (b) (b) 61 78 59 73

Sburce: Westat, Inc., Continuous Lonqitudinal Manpower Survey, Follow-Up Report No.
2 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, March 1979), appendix D,
tables 48 and 51, and Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey, Follow-Up
Report No. 3 (Washington, b.c.: U1S. Department Of Labor, January 1981), .

appendix D,ftable 32.

a/CT is classrodm training, OJT is' on-the-job training, WE is wor15 experience, and
OSE is public service employment.

b/Does not apply.
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Table 27

Average Hourly Wages of CETA Employed T?rminees Who Participated in Adult Services
January-June. 1975 and Fiscal Year 1976 by Service Type a/

1

'FY 1976 . January-June 1975
3-month terminees 12-month terminees 12-month terminees

CT OJT WE PSE CT OJT WE PSE CT OJT WE PSE

Wages before
entry

10-12 months $2.99 $3.32 $3.06 $3.29 $3.05 $3.31 $3.09 $3.29 $3.03 $3.00 $3.20 $3.334- 6 " 2.90 3.23 2.81 3.29 2.92 3.17 2.80 3.31 3.15 3.01 3.15 3.39
1-,3 " 2.93 3.13 2.78 3.26 3.99 3.07 2.81 3.35 3.10 88 3.02 3.20

Wages after
termination

1- 3 months
lo-r2

3.33
(b)

3.43
. (b)

2.98
(b)

3.50
(b$

3.433

3.70
3.31
3.86

2.96
3.44

3.47
3.97

3.11
3.48

3.12
3.49

2.77
3.17

3.41,
1.71

,
Source: Westat, Inc., Conttnuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey, Follow-Up Repert No. 2 (Washington,

'D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, March 1979), appendix D, tables 55, 58, and 76.

a/CT'is classroom tra.ning, OJT is on-the-job training, WE is work experience, and PSE is public-
.service employment.

.b/Does not apply._
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fared the best and were followed by public service employment
terminees. The others had mtich poorer outcomes--from $1,000 to
$2,50.0 less in average annualized earnings and approximately
from 5 to.20 percent less jrn average time employed and in people
4employed at selected times.

The average hourly wage rate data deviated somewhat from this
pattern. When cla6sroom training terminees were employed after
CETA, their hourly wages were evidently not much lower than the
hourly wages of 'terminees from od-therjob training and public
service employment. Work experience terminees, however, reported '

hourly wages approximately $0.25 to $0.65 lower than terminees
from the,other sprvices. This was found across al-1 times and
within all groups.

Changes in average annualized earnings and average percent-
age of time employed for fiscal 1976 12-month terminees and
January-June.1975 24-month terminees are ShoWn in table 28.
Average hourly wage rate data were not available in this form for
all groups. These comparisons use a conservative baseline period
of 10 to 12 months before program entry.

The same relative ordering of service types holds for thangeA
as held far postprogram outcomes. On-the-job training terminee
grot4,c had the largest gains in average annualized earnings and
average percentage of time employed (+$2,300 to +$3,390 and +19
percent to +24 percent), followed by public.service employment
terminee groups. Classroom training terminee groups were only
slightly behind the latter. Work experience terminee groups
were last again, with a range of earnings gains from +$730 to
+$1,360 and an increase in average percentage of time employed
from +6 percent to +9 percent. All changes were gains, however,
and the changes in both measures were fairly substantial, even
with the conservative baseline.

Public berfefits,receive'd

'Disaggregating by type of servise yields,frequencies too low
to permit reliable comparisons of redeipt of specific types of

ic benefits before and after CETA. Therefore, table 29 pre-
sents only aggregate information. The same cautions apply to
interpreting this table aa apply to table 21.

Classroom %raining and work experience terminee groups, cam=
sistent with ouf earlier discusbions, regarding their relatively
disadvantaged status, had higher percentages of households
receivirig same form of public benefit both before and after CETA
participation. Oore than 40 percent of terminees from these serv-
ices had been in households receiving benefits before CETA; by
the second year after termination, the percentage had declined by
10 to 12 points. Decreases were also observed for the two 2ther,
groups, from 32 percent of households before to 19 percent tWo
years after CETA. Receipt of Unemployment Insurance payments was
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Table 28

Intermediate Changes in Average Annualkzed Earnings and Average

Time Employe :or CETA Terminees Who Participated in Adult
Services January-June 1975 and Fiscal Year 1976

by Service Type a/

OJT* WE PSE

Fy 197E
12-month terminees

4th quarter before entry
to 4th quarter after
termination

Average annualized earnings +$2,040 +$2,770 +$1,260 +$2,350

Average time employed +171 +24% +9% 420%

4,January-June 1975
24-month terminees

4th quarter before entry
to 4th quarter after
termination

Average annualyzed earnings +$1,330 +$2,300 + 87.30 +$1,460

Average time employed +11i +19% +6% +12%

4th quarter entry
to 8th quarter ter
termination

Average annualized earnings
Average time employed

+$2,250
+15%

+$3,390
+21%

+sr, 360
+81,

+$2,720
+16%

. ,

a/i1 is classroom training, OJT.is on-the-job training, WE is work exper-

ience, and PSE:is public service employment.
4

most frequent for public service employment participant6 before

CElik, at 30 percent, but declined to 15 percent two years after

therprogram. Eight to 10 percent decreases in Unemployment

Insurance participation were also evident for.terminees from

the other service types.

Table .29

Percentage Distribution of 24-Month CITA Ter necs Who Participated In Adult
Services January-r0une 1975 to Recei t of Public Benefits

and Unemployment Insurance and by Service Type a/

CT
,

OJT WE PSE

Year Year. Year Year YJ-lar -i-J17-

before after before after befOre after befor? after

One ITE-171 One Ist 2nd One 1st 2nd One 1st 2nd

Public benefits
At least 46 46 36 32 22 19 43 4b 31 32 24 19

None 54 54 64 68. 78 81 57 60 69 68 76 81

Unemployment ..

Insurance
Some 20 18 12 25 20 15 27 26 17 30 22 15

None 80 82 88 75 80 85 73 74 84 70 78 85

,

Source: Westat, Inc., Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey, Follow-Up ReVort No. 3.

(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, January 1981), appendix D, table 27.

a/CT is classroom trainlng, OJT is on-the-job training, WE I's iwork experience, and PSE is

public service employment. PerCentages may not add to 100 because of rounding.

b/Respondent only.
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Private sector employment

/

7

There were large differences in the loca on of emp oyment
obtained by terminees from the four service t pes. Referring
back to table 22, we can see.that employed classroom and on-the-
job training terminees, at 84 and .83 percent,"were much mqre
likely to have found j'obs in the private sector 24 months after
CETA than employed work experience or-public service employment
terminees, at 65 and 52 percent. This postprogram pattern held
for the two fiscal 1976 terminee groups also.

One obvious explanation for this difference is that in-
program subsidized work activities Ray have exposed participants
to more opportunities/for regular employment in the public sectot
than did training activities. A fair number may have been re-
tained by their employers.

A second explapeation is suggested by the data on the location
of pre-CETA employment. Slightly lower percentages of employed .

terminees from 'subsidized work reported being emp1oye0 in the
private sector 12 months before CETA than terminees fkom training.
The postprogram pattern may, therefore, to soMe degree represent
a continuation of the original differences in employmentllocation.
Even so,,the percentages of employed classroom and on-the-job
training terminees holding jobs in the private sector 24 months
after CETA were.close to the 12-month pre-CETA levels, -while the
percentages of employed work experience a1hd public service employ-
ment terminees holding private sector jo s 24 moriths after CETA
were substantially below 12-month pre-C TA levels:

EXPERIENCES OF SELECTED
DEMOGRA,PHIC SUBGROUPS 4. ,

In this section, we summarize briefly the e periences. of Par-
ticipants by the demographic characteristics o gender, age, edu- -

"cption, minority status, economic disadvantage, and labor force ,

4ttachment beforeCETA. We do this with respect to annualized
earnings andjoy gender for the occupational area of primary job.

Average annua1i2ed earnings of fiscal 1976 12-mbnth termf- .

nees for the fourth-qudrter before CETA entry and the fourth
quarter'after termination are,Silown in table 30. Changes in
group averages and percentages are.also presented. As.the table
reveals, the changes in average annualized earnings between pre-
CETA and post-CETA eXperiences varied considerably among these
demegraphic groups. Men had larget absolute gains than women,
younger people larger than older people, high school graduates
larger than nongraduateg, whites larger than blacks, and econom-
ically disadvantaged (households belaw the OMB poverty level at
the time of CETA entry) slightly larger than noneconomically dis-
advantaged.

Looking only'at gains, however, can mislead us about the
actual postprogram status of some terminee subgroups. For in-
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Table .10

Absolute and Percentage Change in 'Annualized arnings of 12-Month CETA

Terminees Who.Participated n Adult Service in Fiscal Year 1976

Characteristics
at entr

Male
' Female

00
1, 30

Change a/

rmination Absolute "Perce

66, 50
3 420

Younger than 22 1, 90 4020
22-44 years old -3, 80 5060
45 and older / 2, 90 4.450

.8th grade or,less
9th-llth grade

, 12th or,equivalent
Beyond high school

White
Black
Hispanic
Other

Economically
disadvantaged

Not economically
diadvantaged

-
During 12 months
before entry

Employed 90% or more
Unemployed 50% or more-
Not in labor force 50%
or-more

Other

All

2, 20
2,400
2,000
3,600

3,140
2,240
2,660
2,770

4400
3,880
5,010
6,290'

5070
.3,890
4,740
4,970

+$2,500

+..;2,180

+ 1,460

+ 1,390
+ 1,480
+ 2,360
+ 2,790

s + 70
+ 9 7

+129
+ 68
+ 49

+ 49
+ 61
+ 89
+ 80

. + 2,430 + 78
'+ 1,650 + 74
+ 2,080 + 18

- + 2,200 + 80

1,990 4,240 + 2,240 +113

3,960 ,5,980 + 2,020 + 51

6,860
1,640
670

5,160

6,710 - '150 - 2

4,300 + 2,600 +162
4,300.. + 3430 +54.0

,

6,000 + 840 + 16

2,820. 5,000 + 2,180 + 77

Source: Westat, Inc., Continuous LOngitudinal Manpower Survey, Follow-Up
Reert No. 2 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Departmentof Labor, March
T979), 4.pendix 0, table 69. J

'
1

.

.

a/Dollar alfrerence does not always-equal the differe cp between the aver-_
ages for the comparison quarters because each was c culated before the
comparison quarter averages were rounded.

'

t,

I

,

\ , ,

. :.

,
stance, women's gain was $1,690, a 97 percent increase, while
men's gain was $2,500, a 70 percent increase.. The pei-cntage
change favored the women, but the absolute change in earnings ,

favored the men, by $810. Moreover, when pottprogram experiences
of males and femal,es were compared after CETA, the difference in ,

average annualized earnings fAvored ,the men by more than $2,500. .

Vus, we see that it is neceigsaryyto consider bpth Postprogram
earnings levels and pre7post changes to understand.the circum-.
stances of.demo4raphic sgbgroups. . ,

.
. ,

With'respect to.fourth quarter postprogram annuali.zed earn-
ings, groups that had apnualized earnings higher th.an $5,000

.

consisted of males, people with at least a high school education,
.

adults 22,to 44* yeara old, whited, and people not economica/ly
,disa4vantaged. Only people who were female, with educatioff at

. , the .9th to llth grade level;kand black had annualized earnings
less than $4,000. In general, th.g same ordering of demographic

. subgroups was found tor the.everage annualized earnings ot

.77
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January-June 1975-24-month terminees in their first and second .

years after leaving CETA.and for fiscal 1976 3-month ;...erminees
1 to 3 months afterward.

1.

An additional.analysis was performed f r subgroups with vary-
ing labor force attachment in the year befo e CETA patticipation.
Fiscal 1976 12-montTI terminees were grouped into four categories--
predominantly employed, predominantly unemployed, predominantly
not in the labor force, and a residual category. The predomi-
nantly employed in the year before CETA had average annualized
earnings of $6,860 and $6,710 in the fourth quarter before and.A
the,fourth quat after CETA; this subgroup did not realize
gains. The p e o inantly unemployed had,average annualized earn-
ings of $1,640 in the fourth quarter preceding CETA; they had
gained $2,600 by the fourth quarter afterward. People not in the
"ratior fAce also had large gains, at $3,630, because of their ex-
'tremely low preprogram earnings, at $670. People in the residual
subgroup gained only $840, a function of relatively high prepro-
gram earnings. In summaK, we can See that people who realized
the largest gains had the poorest labor force attachment before
CETA; theyNmade up more than half of the fiscal 1976'terminee
group. The predominantly employed, the subgroup not realizing
gains, consisted of only 14 percent of the fiscal 1976, terminees,
as we saw in table 4.

J

Data on the occupational areas of postprogram primary jobs
for employed male and female January-June 1975 terminees are-
given in table 31. Comparable postprogram employment data were
not avapable for fiscal 1976 terminees. Approximately 10 percent
of both male and fle terminees held jobs in the professinal

a

Table 31

Employment 'Distrtbution of 24-Month CETA Terminees
who ParticApated in Adult Services

in January-June p975 by Primary Job and Gender a/

Male Female

Professional, technical, 9% 10%
and kindred

Farm, managers and laborers 2 --.
Nonfarm U

Managers and administrators 6 5
1Laborers 14 1

Sales 3 2
Clerical and kindred 6 47

-. Crafts and kindred 22 2
operatives 23 11
Service workers 16 22
Total 1001 100%

I)
Source: Westat, Inc., Continuous Liongitudinal Man-

.. Power Survey, Follow-Up Rdport No. 3 (Wash-
, ington. D.C.: U.S.,Department of Labor,

January 1981), P. 5-26.

Estimated total termihees 146,200 73,000

a/Percentages may not add to 100 because of rounding.
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or technical areas 24 months after CiTA; some 16 percent of males
ana 22'percent of females held jObs as service worers. The larg-
est differences between'genders occurred in clerical, crafts,
operative, and nonfarm laborer categori,t. Almost half of the
women held clerical positions--traditiohally low paying--as op-
posed to only 6 percent of the men. Some 45 percent of the mcn
held Sobs in crafts or as operatives, compared to only 13 percent
of the women. Crafts andoperative jobs normally have higher
wages than secretarial jobs7 and therefore the difference in

? earnings for men and women after CETA may be partially the re-
sult of the types of jobs they secured.

Exploring differences in:occupational areas for other demo-
graphic subgroups is difficult because the large number of cate-
gories produce somewhat unstable estimates. There appear to have.
been greater percentages of people older than 45, pon-high school
gradates, and blacks in service occupations. More blacks ftan
whites held clerical jobs. 'Fewer blacks than' whites held profes-
sional, managerial, and crafts jobs.

SUMMARY

Our diKEriptions in this chapter areof the experierices of

partiO-ipants'in the early year of CETA--January 1975 to June
1976. .Changes in CETA's eligibility requirements lnd operation
since 1976 soillewhat reduce our ability to generalize 'from these
descriptions for current participants in the program. Public
service employment is most vulnerable in this regard because its
eligibility requirements were tightened and limits wece placed
on mages and the natu're of positions. Descriptivea on the

rVhit-ee other service types should provide reasonable guidance on
the.program's current operation.

For the 1975 and 1976 participants, we know that they had
a consistent pattern of declining earnings in the year preceding
CETA--from approximately $3,000 in average annualized earnings
in the fourth quarer preceding CETA to approximately $1,600 in
the quarter immediately before entry. lip also knowrthat in the
first quarter after CETA, their annualized earningli 'increased to

about $3,800; for the 1975 participants, this continued to in-
creasenr4,he eighth quarter afterward to $5,800. Comparable
pager ld for percentage of time employed and percentage of
people employed at selected times, indicating that the earnings
'increases are unlikely to be Solely a function of inflation., In
general, on earnings and employment variaples immediately after
CETA, participants were at a level matching or exceeding their
status at the high point of their year before.CETA p.nd their cir-
,cumstances continued to improve.

Receipt of sollpe form of publicpenefit by partiCipant
households dropped from 38 percent4lin the year preceding tETA to
25 percent two years afterward. Receipt of payments from Unem-
ployment Insurance to individuals droppied from 26.percent to
15 percent.

)
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s.For employed January-June 1975 participants, the perceniage
in ,private'sector jobs was 82 percent one year'before CETA and 66
percent two years afterward. tmployed fiscal.1976 participants
had a greater proportion in the private sector after CETA than"\\
did the January-June 1975 grOup.

In coneideting-the experiences of terminees from the four
servioe types, we should view r.-hem within the context of the
'characteristics of people typically enrolled in, these services.
For example, enrollees in classroom training and wonk experience
were relatively more disadvantaged than enrollees in on-the-job
training and public service employment.

Participants in classroom training and work-experience gen-
erally had poorer labor force experiences beforejCETA thiin par-
ticipants in the two other services. They also had much poorer
postprogram experiences. Classroom training ahd work experience
terminees had c$1,000 to $2,500 less in average annualized earn-
ings nd approximately 5 to 20 percent less in average percentage
of me employedyd people employed at selecte,d times.

With respect to changes in average annualized earni sSand
percentage of time employed, on-the-job training participants
had the largest gains, at $2,300 to $3,390 and 19 t 24 pericent.
Work experience participants had the smallest gains at $730 'to
$1,360)and 6 to 9 percent. Classroom training and public service
employment participants stood between the two.

The households of the classroom training and work experience
participants were more likely tokve received some form of public
benefit, both before and after C A, than other groups. The per-
centage of ho4eholds receiving pub4c benefits decl,ined appbxi-
mately 10 to 12 points b)5 the secondl.year after CETA'for all
service,types. Receipt of Unemployment Insurance payments was
highest for public service employment participants in,the pre-CETA
year-,-30 percentand declined to 15.percent in the second year
after'the program.

LIployed terminees from classroom and on-the-job training
' were more likely to have found jobs in the private sector after
CETA than employed t'erminees from work experience and public
service employment.

In sum, the Cçntir1uous Longitudihal ManPower Survey provides
us with a rich data base for describing the experiences of early
CETA participants before ahd after their participation. TheS'e
data cannot bp uSed to address the issue of program effectiveness,
but tliey are iuggestive in several ,important ways. On the posi-
tive side, the pre-ppst patterns for earnings, wages, employment,
and receipt of public benefits are consistent with the goals of
CETA to increase earnings and self-sufficiency. The fact that
gains achieved immediately after program4exit did not deteriorate
one to two years later and instead showed further improvement is

-14
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also encouraging. On the neptive side, the sbift in'location

of employment from the private to the public sectqr before and

after CETA, particularly for participants in work experience and

public service employment, points up the importance of developing
linkages between publicly funded employment and training and

business and industry.

sr 81
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CHARTER 6

ADULT-ORIENTED CETA SERVICES--THEIR EFFECTIVENESS

AS MEASURED BY PARTICIPANTS' EARIgINGS

In chapters 4 and 5, we provided descriptive information on
the experiences of participants before, during, and after 'par-
ticipatirfg in adult-oriented CETA services. Here, we,summarize
information on,the effectiveness of these services with respectto increasing the participants' earnings. In other words, we
seektto address the question of.absolute effectiveness--of
whether benefits would have been realized without the program--and also the question of the relative effectiveness of service.types. We rely largely on analyses conducted by Westat on the
Continuous Longitudinal Manpowet Survey fiscal year 196 sampleof 6,286 12-month terminees for the first year after program ter-
mination:1ln these analyses, Westat drew a match group of 5,2.49from the March 1976 Laber Force Survey'of the Current Popálation
Survey for use as.the comparison base. Westat based estimates of
CETA's effects on 1977 earnings on differences in'earnings cov-ered by Social Security between the sample*dnd the matched group
aftet adjusting stat,istically for a variety of background factors.
(Westat, 1981a) 1/

We offer a number of caveats concerning these estimates.
For one; sol;pe jobs in the public sector ate tnot covered by the
Social Security system. Therefore, some in4viduals moving into
public sector jobs not covered by Social Security appear to be
zero eainers in this analysis. For another, the comparison,group
may have been contaminated analytically in that it may have in-
cludOLAcdie\f\people with CETA experience, although this problemis greatestr younger age groups and minorities.

Despite such w rnings, these estimates constitute the best
information available at this time. The matching procedures were
thorough,'and the analyses used eitimations of somettwelve dif=
ferent models for gender,, race, and preprogram earnings subgroups.
While it is debirable that other researchers apply competing ana-
lytic techniques to these data'sets to assess the\sensitivity of
the estimates to different analytic approaches, Westat's approachappears to have been conservative and consistent with sound prac-tice. In reporting the results of Westat's impact analysis, weconcentrate almost excAusively on the'estimates of impact that-
are statistically significant, leaving it to the reader to jthe practical significance of individual findings. As with a y
complex anafysisj until these estimates are confirmed for these

1/Appendix I gives a more detailed description of Westat's match-_
ing and analysis procedures. Inflation is not a factor in
yestat's net impact estimates since a campariaon group for 10,
comparable period was used in the analigis.
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or other years of data, it makes sense to concentrate on the

general pattern of the results rather than on specific dollar

values for service types or subgroups of participants.

EARNINGS OVERALL AND BY SERVICE TYPE

For participants in classroom training, on-the-job training.,

work exRprience, public service employment, and multiple services
(generally some combination of work experience and training) the

overall impact of CETA on 1977 earnings was estimated at $300.
This amounts to a 7 percent increase over the 1977 earnings of

,the comparison group. Estimates for the service types diffeted

markedly.

Earnings increased most Aor participants in on-the-lob

training, with an increase of $850. Classroom training and mul-

tiple services followed, each with $350. Public service employ-

ment was next, at.$250. Work experience waS negative but not

statistically significant, at -$150. See table 32.

As we discussed in chapter 5, employed terminees from public

ervice employment and work experience services were the most

ikely to be employed in the public sector. Because some public

s ctor jobs are not cover'ed by Social Security, the source of the

e rnings information fog this report, it is difficult to estimate

th .earnings effects of public service employment and, to a some-

Wh t lesser extent, of work experience. Net impacts for them are,

th , likely to be understated. Westat's attempts to adjust 1977

ove all and public service employment estimates for this factor

yie ded a net impact estimate of $400 overall and $350.to $750

for ublic service employment.

Table 32

Estimited Net Impact of CETA on 1977 and 1978 Earnings
of Participants in Fiscal Year 1976 Adult Services

,by Service Type a/

CT OJT WE PSE Multiple Overall

1977 +$350* $850* -$150 +$250** +$350*** +$300*

(10) (16 (-5) (6) (10) (7)

1978 b/ +$450 $550 -$200 $35() 4.$15,0

Source: Westat, Inc., Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey:
Net Impact Report No. 1 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. De-
partment of Labor, March 1981), p. 3-27, and R. Uggart,
A Fisherman's Guide: An Assessment of Training and
Remediation Strategies (Kalamazoo, Mich.: W. E. Upjohn
Institute for Employment Research, 1981), p. 57.

a/Rounded to nearest $50.00 and not adjusted for noncoverage of
Social Sicurity. Numbers in parentheses are percentages of
comparison group averages.

b/Significance leveis not avaliaole.

*Significant at tHe 0.01 level.
**Significant at the Q.05 level.

- ***significant at the 0.10 level.
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Preliminary'analyses of 197'8-,eSmings,data indiqate that
t earnings gains for participants in on-the-job training and mul-

4tiple services, contrasted,with the record for comparison group
members, decreased somewhat in the second year after CETA whilethe gains of participants in classroom train'ing and public
service employment increased slightly. The effect for work
experience participants colas, again, negativ?. (Taggart, 1981)

EARNINGS FOR SELECTED
DEMOGRAPHIC SUBGROUPS

The effects of CETA varied considerably according to par-ticipant characteristics and the type of service they engaged
in. Overall', both white and minority women realized statisti-

. ,cally significant earnings gains ranging from $500 to $600.
Earnirigs gains for men at $200 were small and not statistically 1significant. See table 33.

When considered by serVice type, the picture is more com-
plek. .Females profited from classroom and on-the-job training
and public service employment, with large gains relative to
comparison groups of $1,200 for minority women in on-the-job
training and $950 for white women in public service employment.
Additionally, minority women in multiple services realized a gainof $1,400. They vipre the only group to Show a statistically sig-
nificant gain from participation.in multiple services. Meanwhile,white men dimrofi.tbd from classroom arid en-the-job training. Theirlargest gain was in on-the-job training, at $750; in classroom
training, their gain-was $400. Minority, men realized statisti-
cally significant gains only in on-the-job training, but the net
impact was large, ht $1,150.4

Impact estimates derived separatN.y for subgroups with vary-ing earnings histories reveal that people-with the lowest earn-
ings before CETA gained the most from participation. When theCETA sample and match group files were divided into preprogram
earnings .subgroups, the following comparison categories wereconstructed. Peopke(whose Social'Security earnings(in both 1973
and 1974 were less Map $2,000 and,who during interviews rflported

.earnings of less than $4,000 in the preceding year were catego-
rtized as "lower earners." ("Preceding year" for the sample wasthe 12 months4preceding CETA enrollment, while for the matchgroup it was the calendar year 1975. The-interview criterion of$4,000 was set in order to'remove from the low earner category
people who were not covered by Social Security.) People whose
Sqgial Security earnings in both 1973 and 1974 were $4,000 or
more were categorized as "higher earners." People who did not
fit into either of these categoriei were termed "intermediateand mixed earnrs." Table 34 presentslstimates of net impacts
for these three groups by type of service.

Low earners demonstrated statistically significant gains
relative to their comparison group overall and for every service
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Table 33

Estimated Net Imoact of CETA on 1977 Earnings of Participants
in Fiscal Year 1976 Adult Services by Gender, Race, and Servide Type a/

Male

CT OJT WE PSE Multiple Overall

White +$400*** +$ 750* +$100 +$ 150 +$200

(7) (14) (-8) 4 (2) (3) (4)

Minority + 200 1,150* 0 - 50 - 300 4 200

(5) (29) 10) (-1) (-8) (5)

Female

White + 550* + 550** + 50 + 950* + 450 + 500*
(21) (20) (1) ,(35) (17) (19)

Minority + 500* + 1,200*, + 300 + 650* + 1,40(5* -+ 600*

(20) (50) (12) (27) (57) (25)

source: Westat, Inc., Continuous Longitudinal Mgnpower Survey: Net Impact
Report No. 1 (Washington, D.C. U.S.- Department of Labor, March
198L). p. 3-27.

a/Rounded to nearest $50.00 and not adjusted for SSA noncoverage. Percent-
ages are percent of comparison group averages. There aA separate compari-
son groups for each category of gender and race but not service types.
The-base for percentages by service type is the weighted CPS average for
the gender/race comparison subgroup. Minority includes Hispanic.

*Significant at the 0.01 level-.
*Significant at the 0.05.1evel.

***Significant at the 0.10 level.

Table 34

Estimated Net Impact of CETA on 1977 Earnings of'Participants
in Fiscal Year 1976 Adult Services by Preprogram Earnings Level

and Service Type a/

Preprogram
eArners b/

Lower

Intermediate
and mixed

+

CT OJT WE PSE Multiple Overall

+$600* +$1,300* $ 0 +$900* +$550** +$550*

0 + 450* = 200 0 + 250 + 50

Higher \+ 250 300 - 800*** - AO + 100 50

Source: Westat, Inc., Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey: Net Impact
Report No. 1 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, March
1981), p. 3-29.

a/Rounded to nearest $50.00 and not adjusted for SSA noncoverage, N\
6/Lower earners had less than $2,000 in Social Security reported'earnings

in both 1973 and 1974 and in interviews reported less than $4,000 in the
year before program entry. Higher ea'rners had $4,000 or more Pn Social
Security reported earnings in both 1973 and 1974. Intermediate and mixed
earners did not meet either set of criterja for lower or higher earners.

*Significant at the 0.01 level.
**Significant at the 0.05 level.

***Significant at the 0.10 level.
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type but v;brk experience. ptermedioate and lixed earners real-
,

)1zed statistically signitloant gains onl for on-the-job training'.
High earners actua2ly appeared to lose ground b'Y participating in
w ork e.xperieve. The high.earners,-the group with the most dis-
couragirig results, rebresented only 15 percent of the fiscal 106
participant sample, however, while the group with the besii. re-/

sults, the lovearpertitconptituted some 50 percent of the sample.'.
.

'Estimates of net impacts by age.were not particularly,en-
k lighteming. People 17,liearb and cilder had large and statisti-

cally signifiCant gains ip on4,the--job trainirig--more than $700.
In 'the other service types; sudgkips were few and wid-ely scat-
tered. People aged 30 to,44 had-a $1,000 gain from classroom
ttRaining,. however', and4people 19-21, 26-29, and 45 and older real-
ized statistically significant/gain's from participating in public
service employment. People.who realized gains from multiple
services were aged 22-25, or were Older than 45. The scattering
of statistically significant gains, the small number of cases )..n
some age and service groups, and the confusing pattern of dif-
ferent'results for adjacent age groups makes th'ese estimates
somewhat s4.1spect.

.

5.0ne additional analysis warrants attention. As expected,
longer lengths of stay in classroom and on-the-job training and
in tmblic service employment were associated with larger net Im-
pacts. The most dramatic of these effects was found for class-
rooM training, in which the net impact for 11 to 20 weeks was
$300 but jumped to $1,600 for a stay longer than 40 weeks. For
,on-the-jbb trainirig thia relationship held only up to 40 weeks,
but trends were also evident overall and for multiple services.
Thi-s elationship-ts.suggestive but probably reqects some degree
of election bi "Length of stay" is likely to be influenced
by factors not nec ssarily captured in this analysis, -such as
individual motivation,,occupational area of training, and atti-'
tudes of the service deliverer. Therefore, modifying CETA to
encourage longer stays may not yield improvements in net earnings
gains commensurate with these W.imates.

CHANGES'IN EARNINGS

The analyses we have described reduced program impadts.to
a single number for each subgroup--that is, to an estimated net
impact on earAings. Only tllrough such an approach could adjust-
ments be attempted for the honequivalences that remained between
the sample and the comparison groups. This approach-tells us
little about the distribution of earnings changes within the
groups, .however. Perhaps CETA is effective only for a small
proportion of participants but accomplishes a lot for those
few. Some proportion of CETA participants could have achieved
large earnings.gains relative to a comparison group even in the
absence of a significant aggregate net impact.

To investigate thi stdasibility, we studied distribu tions
of gross earnings changes based on 1974 and 1977 Social Security
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earnings records for both the CLMS,sample and the comparison
groups from Current Population Survey (CPS). To avoid the pre-
program dip in earnings characteristic of CETA participants, we
used 1974 as the ;tase ydar. These 'earnings change distributions
must be interpreted with caution. They are intended to complement
the.net impact estimates, not to compete with them: The contrasts

of earnings change for the sample and the comparison groups rely
solely on t1 A. matching procedures to'equate the groups. We made
no attempt to adjust for remaining differences in background
factors, nor have earnings changes been adjusted for inflation.

In the figures that folldw, we present distri tions only
Dor the entire CETA group anci for subgroups that h d closely
matched CPS comparison groups--thatvis, race and gender subgro.ups
and preprogram earnings subgroups. We used weighted cases for.
the CPS distributions according to the same procedures followed
in the net impact analyses. Figure 5 shows distributZns of
gross changes in earnings for the entire CLMS sample and the
matched ,CPS comparison group. The two distributions are almost
identical. Only a slightly higher proportion of CETA participants
(2'4.5 percent) ,gained $4,000 or more over the three-year period
than the comparison group (21.3 percent).

Distributions of grois earnin changes for Ninority and
white males and females are present d in figures 6 through 9.

.
They show that there was lkttle difference between the distri-2

butions of CETA minority and white males and their cimparison

Figure 5

Gross Changes in Social Security Earnings of CETA p9zticipants
and CPS Comparison Group 1974 77

Change

Loss $2000 +

$1000 1999

$0-999

Gain $1-999

$1000 1999

$20002999

$3000-3999

$4000-4999

$5000-5999

$6000+

Percent

CPS 11 8

CETA 11 5
6 2
5 9

22 6
18 6,

5.0 10.0

87

15 0 20.0

Percent of category

25 0

12 5
13 2
9 9

10 5
8 4
8 5
7 3
7 2
5 2
5 9
4 6
'5 4

11 5
13 2



'Figure 6
Gross Changes in Social Security Earnings of Minority Males

CETA and CPS Comparison Group 1974:77

Change

Loss $2000 -

\\ $1000 1999

$O 999

Gain $1 999

$1000 1999

$2000 2999

$3000 3999

$4000-4999

$5000 5999

$6000

'CPS
CETA

/donor

1

Percent

11 5
13.5

5.1
6 1

20.1
17 1

0 5 0 10.6 15 0 20.0 25.0
Percent of category

14 8
12.1
8 2

11.5
8 9
8 4
7 2
7 0
6 3*
5.8
5 5
4 2

12.4
14.1

Figure 8

Gross Changes in Social Security Earnings of Minority Females
m CETA and CPS Comparison Group 1974 77

Change

Loss $2000

$1000 1999

$O 999

Gain $1 999

$1000 1999

$2000 2999

$3000 3999

$4000 4999

$5000 5999

$6000

edf ///
40:

AroziwArir/sz

,

CPS
CETA

5 0 10 0 15 0 20 0 25 0 30 0

Percent of category

ent

9
8
3
5

29 9
24 6 -
15 1
15 9
12 0
10 7
7 6
7 9
6 3
6 5
3 4
5 3
3 8
5 9
5 7
9 8

,
*%

Figure 7
Gross Changes in Social Security Earnings af White Males

in CETA and CPS Comparison Group 1974-77

Change

Loss $2000

$1000 1999

$O-999

Gain $1 -999 9"'
$1000 1999

$2000-2999

13000 3999

a4006-,ia

4 $5000-5999

$6000 +

CPS
CETA

5 0 10.0 15 0 20.0
Percent of category

Percent

15 0
13.9

6 0

6.7
15 6
13 2

9 .

11.5
9 1 o

10.0
9.3
8 8
8 0
8.0
5 5
6.3
5 4
5 1

17 0
16 6

Figare 9

Gross Changes in Social Security Earnings of White Females
in CETA and CPS Comparison Group 1974-77

Change

Loss $2000

$1000 1999

$O 999

Gain $1 999

$1000 1999

$2000 2999

$3000 3999

$4000 4999

$5000 5999

$6000+

Wiw r7A.

'dim

Ad

CPS
CETA

Percent

5 0 10 0 15 0 20.0 25.0 30 0

Percent of category

11 1
9 6
5 3
5 1

28.3
22 5
12.9
14 0
10 7
10.3
7,4
8 6
7 3
7.0
5 7
6 1
3.5
6.3
7.9

10.5



Figure 10

Gross Changes in Social Security Earnings of Low Earners in CETA
Preprogram Earnings Group and CPS Comparison Group 1974-77

Change

Loss $2000+

$1000.1999

, $O-999

Gain $1-999

$10001999

$2000.2999

$3000-3999

$4000-4999

$5000-5999

. $6000 +

CPS
/CETA

reArmAgrAWAAArareemAAJAAAAJOA,

AZZOA I

WAZAAA/A

.r.mArAr

room

r

Percent

0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 35 0

Percent of category

0 0
0 0
4 7
3 4

34 9
27 1
15 0
16 1

9 6
11 2

8 5
8 0
6 9
7 2
5 1
6 5
4 5
6 0

10 8
14 6

Figure 11

Gross Changes in Social Security Earnings of lntermedeate or Mixed Earners in CETA
Preprogram Earnings Group and CPS Comparison Group 1574.77

Figure 12

Gross Changes in Social Security Earnings of High Earners in CETA
Preprogram Earnings Group and CPS Comparison Group.1974-77

Percent

Change

Loss $2000 +'

S1000-1999

$O-999

1"-zzir. 11 999

$1000-1999

$2000-2999

$3000-3999

$4000-4999

S5000-5999

$60004

r
CPS
CETA

Percent

18.3
18.6

8.8
8.7

12.0
11.0

0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0
Percent of category

Change

Loss $2000

$1000 1999

$0.9 9

G.ain $1-99

$1000 199

$20002999

S3000 3999

$4000-4999

$5000 5999

$6000 +

27-2ZZZE=22:=2:22=23C P 36 0
CETA 33.3

4.7
8.1
6.6
8.4
7.8

10. 7,
77777777772 10.4

11.0
7.5
8 0

Z=10NMI 6.0
4.9
3.9 k
4.6
2.9

7ZZEZM 8.6

'Mr i r I i 1

7.8

0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 31 35.0 40.0

Percent of category

11.0
10.0
10.1

9.4
8.8
9.4
7.1
7.9
5.6
5.9
4.8
5.6
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7
groups (figures 6 and 7)'but t'hat both minority and white femalesin CETA had ear.taings change distributions slightly more skewed tothe gain side than their comparison groups (-figures 8 and 9).For white females, ,almost 6 percent more of the CETA participants
than their CPS comparison group had gains equal to or greaterthan $4,000. For minority females, the difference was 8 percentin favor of the CETA participants.

Figures 10, 11, and 12 present gross earnings change dis-tributions for CETA and CPS low"earners, intermediate and mixedArners, and high earners. Only the CETA low earner subgrouphad a substantially higher percentage of individuars at the gainend of the distribution than it5 comparison group. Of the CETA
low'earner subgroup, 27 percent had earnings gains of $4,000 ormore cOmpared to the /0 percent of the CPS group.

The dikferences in gross earntngs change distribu ions forfemales and Iow earners asAagainst their compaeison gr ups are/consistent with the net impact estimates for these gro ps. Thpnet impact estimates for minority females, white females, and lowearners are statistically significant,but
rather small--only $500to 600. ,The differences in the proportions of these groups andtheir comparison groups experiencing earnings gains of $4,000 ormore suggest that while CETA'á effect may be small when,,assessedfor all participantS, some participa9ts may nonetheles4" haverealized substantial benefits.

Countering this positive note, however, is the fact thatsome 36 percent of the CETA participants had no gains or had
lower earnings in 1977 than in 1974, a decline that would havebpen even greater had 1977 earnings been adjusted for inflation.(Note that the,seeming decline may result, jpart, from some of,these people having moved into job's no-t-covered by Social Secu-rityrand with incomes therefore unreported in the current study.)An even larger percentage--41 percent--of thecomparison groupalso experienced either a decline in earnings or no gains. Thepercentage of CETA participants who lost darnings over threeyears is not encouraging for a program that was intended tofoster increased earnings and self-sufficiency, but it must be
viewed,in the context of the even larger percentage of comparisor
group members who did likewise.

SUMMARY

Program participation intfiscal year 1976 raised postpro-
gram 1977 earnings by an estimated $300 to $400 over what theywould have been otherwis ,., --a 7 percent increase over the earningsof the comparison group. Only a small proportion of CETA parti-cipants' 1977 earnings 'can be attributed to the program.

On-the-job training had by far the largest impact ($S50) on1977 earnings; this was followed by classroom training and multi-ple services (both $350) and by public service employment $250,or from $350 to $750 if adjusted for Social Security noncoverage.

9bf
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No significant positive effect was found for Work experience.
Preliminary analyses of 1978 earnings indicate some reduction in

gains for on-the-job training and multiple services during the

second postprogram year with small increases for classroom train- '

ing and public service employment.

statistidally significant gains were experienced by women,

both minority and 'white, and by other people who had had poor

,pre-CETA eaulings. ,Women participating in CETA gained approxi-

mately $500 to $600.pore than their comparison groups. Men

gained $200, not statistically significant. People with poor .

pre-CETA earnings histories-6D percent of the fiscal 1976 par=

ticipants--gained some $550 more than their comparison group

/counterparts. Indke-iduals with mixed or higher earnings patr

terris before CETA k5enerally did not reaize statistically sig-
.

nificant gains in earnings.

Distributions of earnings changes from 1974 to 1977 show a

higher frequency of gains over $4,000 for the same groups indi-

cated in the net impact analyses--white and minority women and

people with the poorest pre-CETA earnings historias.. These dis-

tributions suggest that while the aggregate data on CETA's impact

show only a small impact -6n earnings, some percentage of tthose

groups may have realized substantial gains. In interpreting

these results, we must remember that the best estimates we have
of CETA's effects are based on a single analysis approach and a

single criterion--earriings: Tha degree to Oich.these estimates

are sensitive to the kinds of analytic methods that were used ie

unclear. Additionally, we do not hav information on CETA's

effects With respect'to the other nds bf'eValuation criteria .
- we discuesed in.Chapter 3. Fort, ese reasonsP,-attention.ahould

. be focused no(bn'siSeCIfic d011ar values but on the general
pattern of results from this analysis,



CHAPTER 7

THE PRIVATE SECTOR.INITIATIVE PROGRAM--

CETA TITLE VII

The Private Sector Initiative Program (PSIP) was announced
in 1978 by.President Carter in his State of the Union message to
the Congress. He described it as a $400 million effort to mobil-
ize the private sector to assist in tr ining and hiring the "hard
core" unemployed. In this chapter, we describe what is known so
far about PSIP's operation and outcome[s.

4
,

..

When PSIP was established, sever 1 justifications were of-
fered for it. irst, it was.argued t since :t percent of all
new jobs are in the private sector, bu iness an. industry should
partyicipate in Federal employment and training programs. Second,
critics O-f the rapid growth of public ervice employment
urged that ETA be refocqsed to empha ize private'sector jobs.

,

Third, PSI was called an instituti' -building mechanism, one
that would/provide intermediaries between the private and the
public sectors.

The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act Amendments
of 1978 (Pub. L. No. 95-524) state two-purposes for PSIP. It is
to demonstrate the effectiveness bf a variety of "ways ot increas-
ing the involvemeipt of the business community.iff-CETA'activitie&
and of iricreasing private sector.employment opportunities fbr
dpeople who are unemployed ,or underemployed and alsb economigally

, disadvantage0. The organizat%onal vehicle for title VII activi-
, ties is made up of Private I ustry Councils. They are the in-

. termediaries between the two ectors.

,,A majority of the members of the PrivateIndustry Councils
mustAbe representatives of local business and industry. Addi7

...and
ti nal representation is tequired from labor, education agencies,

ity-based organizations. The Councils may operate in
conjunction with a single prime sponsOr or may assume ti e I

-responsibilities for several prime 42onsors. They are t des g n
the private secfor portion'of the pilime sponsors' annual s
and coordinate with other Federal kograms, such as those of the
Economic Development Administration, and they can.administer and
operate their own employment and training programs directly or
by contract. Their funding is channeled through prime sponsors.

PSIP can provide on-the-job training, classroom traininge
.

apprenticeship programs, job readiness Classes, upgrading, a
small-business intern programs. Participants in direct empl
ment and training, activities under PSIP are subject to the same.
ligibility requirements as hold for Comprehensive Services
itle IIB-C. PSIP can also-provide support in the form of in-

formation (for'instance, publicity about.the Targeted Jobs Tax
Credit program), labor market forecasts, assistance to employers
trying to reduce administrative burdens, model contract develop-

,

f
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ment, lollOwup studies of program participants, and coordination

with other programs.

PSIP began by.administrative directive in May 1978. Eact-; of

34 pilot sites received $25,000 to set up Private Industry Coun-
cils and provide them with suppdrt staff. PSIP was mandated
under title VII OCCETA's 1978 reauthorization, but because CETA
,was held under a #ontInuing resolution, PSIP's startup was
delaS7ed. Each prime ponsor received a $25,000 allocation for
planning in Ddcember 1978, but* the final regulations were not
published until April 1979 and further allocations for title VII
did not become available.until the folrowin.June. Prime spon-

sors were then'told to establish Councils by the end of 1979 and,
indeed, in June 11979'DOL announced that 164 Councils had already
been established.,, By August 1979, the number had grown to 310,
and by February 1980 there were 447:

The two major issues in assessing PSIP are whether the .

Councils are doing anytkang different from what prime sPonsors
have done in the past and whether they are en effective mechanism
for moving economically disadvantaled people into unsubsidized

private sector jobs. Since ies existence has been.so brief, it

is stIll too early to measure with ar4 certainty how effective

ysp 4.g. Its first year was largely a time of institution build-

.
ing.(The 1PM-ikenOnfOrmation available about the program is
largely in the form of case studies and prime sponsor reports

to DOL. Title VII.activities have recently been included in the

Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey, but detailed information

on participant characteristics is unlikely to beavailable in
time for the debate on new or r vised employment and training,

ldgislation.

There are two sets of case tudies on PSIP, one by the
Mershon Center of Ohio State University (funded by DOL), and'one
by-the Corporation for Public/Private entures (CP/PV), and both

used field observers periodically to interview local CETA and

Council personnel. The studies conducted by the Mershon Center

cover 25 prime sponsors acrosslthe country but may overemphasize

the p gress of.the Councils because they include a dispropor-
tioráte number of the original pilot sites. (Ohio State Univer-

sit , 197ga,b, 1980a,b, 1981a,b) The CP/PV set of studies covers*
12 (later 17) prime sponsors but is biased toward urban areas
and the Northeast. (Makirig the Connectiohs, 198a)

4

According to the Mershon reports, in May 1979 little atten-

tion had been given to developing specific program activities

but 14 of 25 sites had formed Councils. Half of the Councils
were judged to have a high degree of adtonomy, but!tensions be-

tween Councils and prime sponsors were reported at a few sites.

By June 1980, Councils had been formed at,-611 sites. Four of

every five had at least one operatiorial program, at least two-

thip..la of which consisted of skills training or on-the-job
training or some combination of the two. At the end of 1980,
operations had begun in all but one site, yet observers judged

93
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fewer than half of the Councils as h,;\virirmaid-dgignificant
progress beyond institution building.

The CP/PV.reports emphasize the evolving nature of the
Councils, noting that they have yet to e/sriblish themselves as
independent entities in the employment and training network.
CP/PV found the programs to be an ex,tension of past WA.prac-
tices rather than ex6Mplars of any new program concept. Activi-
ties that generate employment (primarily marketing) represented
only 10 percent of title vir expenditures, even though up to 30
percent could be so used. Fewer than half of the Councils were
involved in.ecónomic development activities.

.0ther observers of PSIP estimate that at the end of 1986
only 10 percent of the Councils nationwide were actively,involved
in directing employment and training efforts in their communities.
Only about 5 percent were estimated.to have extended.their in-
volvement beypnd title VII actiVities. One p4ir of obsvgvers
pqt it in perspective this way: "The typical . . . [Private In-
/dustry Council] member appeared,eb be a manager of a firm's local
plant, or 'the owner of a smallthusiness such as an automobile
dealership; few ard corporate presidents or chief executive offi-
cers of major local firms."1 (Levitan and Belous, 1981, pp. 16-17)

In table 35, we present percentages oftfiscal 1980 partici-
pants in various services under PSIP title VII and Comprehensive
ServPges title IIB-C. The table shows that enrollees in PSIP
were much more likelY than those in Comprehensive Services to be
exposed to classroom occupational skills training or oo-the-job
training. These contrasts are somewhat liMited in usefulness,
however, since the reporting categorie are finite and may camou-
flage any of PSIP's innovative appro

Table 35

Enrollees in Comprehensive Services and PSIP Titles
in Fiscal Year 1980 by Service Type

Comprehensive
Services

Title IIB-C
PSIP

Title VII

Classroom training
Occupational skills 34% 47%
OtOer. 14 20

on-the-3ob training,

Work experience
In school
Other

Public service employment,
career emp oyment experience,
and t nsition services

13 ' 29

19 less than 1
21 4

less than 1 less than 1

Total participants Ss14. 1,031,907 57,713

Source: Employment and Training Administration, CETA Program
Status and Financial Summary--Fiscal Year 1980 (Wash-
ington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, 1980), pp.
1931 and 3220.
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The difference in the number of people served under the two
titles should also be noted. 'In 1980, more than a million people
participated in Comprehensive Services, while the corresponding
total for PSIP is just under 58,000. Developing classroom and
on-the-job training.opportunities is understandably easier on a
small scale than on a large one. Therefore, it'is doubtful that]
PSIP could maintaift its aurrent mix of services, especially it-----
emphasis on on-the-job training., if it were substantially ex-
panded. There is also some risk,that the Councils may be compet-
ing with prime sponsors for such private sector training oppor-
tunities in the future. ,

In general, the characteristics of the people served under
all the CETA titles we have discussed in this report--PSIP, Com-
prehensive Services, an6 PSE--were mote similar than different.
This can be seen in takIle 36. The profilestof PSIP enrollees

t

Table 36

Characteristics at Entry of Enrollees in Comprehensive Services, PSE,

and PSIP Titles in Fiscal Year 1980

Comprehensive Public Service Employment
Services PSIPCouTictislteructural Countercyclical

, Title IIB-C IID Title VIITitle VI

Male 47% 50% 55% 57%

14-19 years old 35 13 12 20

20-44 ." 58 75 75 75

45 and older. 6 13 13 5

School dropout 29 30 28 30

Student in high school 19 3 3 5

or less
High school graduate 38 45 43 48

High school plus 13 22 26 17

Receiving public 27 28 22 21

assistance

OMB poverty level 95 90 80 94

or 70% LLSIL

Single parent 18 21 18 20

Parent in 2-parent 15 22 25 19

family .

Other family member 34 22 - 23 19

Not a dependent 33 35 35 42 1

Minority SO 50 49 51

Limited English 6 5 5 6

Handicapped. 9 6 5 7

Offender 9 7 6 9

Displaced homemaker 4 4 3 4

Labor force status
In school 17

/7/
2 2 4

Underemployed 3 s 1 1 3

Unemployed 73 87 90 83

Other labor status 6 11 7 10
N

Source: Employment and '6aining Administration, CETA Program Status and Financial
Summary--Fiscal Year 1980 (Washington, D.C.: U.B. Department of Labor,
1980), pp. 4690, 6674, 7148, and 9270.
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Table 37

Status of Terminees for Comprehensive Services, -PSE,
aind PSIP Titles in Fiscal Year 1980

4,
Comprehensive
Services

Title II8-C

Pogitive a/
.cl

Entered unsubsidized
employment

37%

Public (ll)
Private

411,Transfers
(26)

9
Other 22

1 Total positive 68

Nonposittve b/ 32

Public SeTvice Employment
Counterstructural Countercyclical PSIP

Title IID Title VI Title VII

31% 30%

(19) (19) (8)
(12) (11) (34)
12 12 11
8 8 .-- .sv 13

'ci SO 66

49 SD \
34

Source: Employment and Training Administration, CETA Program Status and Financial
Summary--Fiscal Year 1980 (Washington, D.C. U.S. Department of Labor, 1980),
PP. 1931, 2747, 3220, and 3750.

a/unsubs dized employment was financed by funds other than provided under CETA. Trans-fers wvre to programs under another CETA annual plan subpart operated by the same
prime 4.ponsor. Other positive status participants continued or entere d. full time inelementary, secgTagi-i, or post-secondary academig or vocational school, entered an
employment and el'aining progfam not funded under CETA, entered a program funded by
CETA but not operated by the same prime sponsor, or completed a program whose ob)ec-'tives did not involve entrance into unsubsidized employment.

b/Nonpositive status participants left the program for reasons other than those listed
above, such as refusinT,suitable unsubsidized employment, being unsuccessful with 3obreferrals, or reaching enrollment duration limits or public service employment earn-
ings ceilings and terminating without being placed in unsubsidized employment or
entering school or another program not funded by CETAI

were nevertheless closer to those of enrollees intitle VI PSE
than Comprehensive Services. Like title VI PSE enollees, PSIP
participants were more likely to be male (57 versus 47 percent),
aged 22-44 (75 versus 58 percent), and high,school graduates
(65 versus 51 percent) than were Comprehensive Services enroll-
ees. This may be partly because of 'the 19 percent"-student en-
rollment in Compeehensive Services. PSIP enrollees were less
likely to be in households receiving public assistance benefits
than Comprehensive Services enrollees (21 versus 27 percent).
This provides some evidence that nationally PSIP is serving a
less disadvantaged clientele than Comprehensive Services. '

The only dtta available on PSIP outcomes are from prime
sponsor reports on the status of participants at termination.
Table 37 summarizep the fiscal 1980 reports. Both PSIP and the
Comprehensive Services titles are seen to have had higher percent-
ages of positive terminees (66 to 68 percent) and higher percent-
ages of terminees entering unsubsidized employment (37 to 42 per-
cent) than the Public Service Employment titles (approximately 50
percent positive terminations and 30 percent entering employment).
In addition, the private sector placement rate was highest for
PSIP, at 34 percent, followed by Comprehensive qervices at 26
percent and PSE at 11 to 12 percent, indicating :::)me superiority
for PSIP in terms of its ability to move the disadvantaged into
jobs in the private sector. It is unknown whether this super*or-
ity would persist if students could be removed from the Comprehen-
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sive Services termination data o4'iT the characteristics of '

participants were'more closely matchea. -

...
.

,
To summarize what we know of PSIP le VI], we may say

that throughout its first year Of operation, fX'scal 1980, it was

largely institution building, forming Private:Industry Councils,
and hiring staff. Data on its operations ar&:,111us too recent fox

evaluating its effectivenesi. The limited 4ta-from DOL and the

case studies show that employment apd training services,dmin-.

. istered by the Councils are roughly the,same types of service-
administered by prime sponsors in the past and that they differ

only in proportions.

Differences \between the characteristics of PSI, Comprehen-
.siveervices, and PSE participants suggest some "cr'eaming" in' ,

operating the program dn ,t PSIP enrollees are somewhat less

disadvantaged than others. PSDP had a slightly higher percentage
of terminees (42 percent) entering unsubsidizeil employment when
they left CETA than did Comprehensive Services (37 percent), and.

, 8 percent more PSIP terminees entered employment in the private

sector. Although the termination data'Indicate a relative superi-

ority of PSIP over the Comprehensive lérvices title, these data
should be viewed in the context of thd.small, size of PSIP, the-

student enrollment in the Comprehensive Services title, the less.41-..,

disadvantaged Reafile of PSIP participants, and the questionable'

value of terminat1on data for assessing program effectiveness, as
we discussed in chapter 3.

r
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CHAPTER 8

MACROECONOMIC ISSUES

AND FISCAL SUBSTITUTION

(44,

UNDER PSE),___

We have discussed CETA's perforMarice from the participant
perspective. Here, we look at the program in broad context, dis-
cussing the macroeconomic issues associated with the evaluation of
federally sponsored employment and training programs. The com-
plexity of the U.S. economy and the lack of consensus among econ-
omists on the theoretical constructs to use in evaluation, however,
militate against the development of precise estimates of the macro-
economic effects of subsidizing jobs and sponsoring training.
Therefore, we simply outline the major issues and concentrate on
the single issue of substitution and displacement in job creation
programs. We concentrate on the issue of substitution and dis-
placement because it is central to the initial economic effects of
countercyclical employment programs such as those operated under
CETA title VI, or PSE. It has been argued by soMe that local gov-
ernments simply substitute Federal funds for local funds in their
areas, thereby limiting the net addition to public payrolls.

MACROECONOMIC ISSUES

The different title9 of CETA were designed to address dif-
ferent problems. Some programs--the training and work experi-
ence program'swere desi ned to improve the skills of the unem-°R6,
ployed or underemployed s that they could better meet the
demands of the labor market and ameliorate structural unemploy-
ment problems. Other CETA programs were designed to help solve
recessionary unemployment problems by providing funds to pay
wages and overhead in employing people thrown out of work by de-
creases in economic activity.

Regarding counterrecessionary stimulation, the debate usu-
ally centers on whether the Federal government Should reduce
taxest accelerate spending, or increase funding for direct job
creation. What emerges most often from such debate is a move to
provide increased funding for some-of each of the programs under
consideration. This happened in the 1970's. The economic stimu-
lus program included Anti-Recessionary Fiscal Assistance for"State
and local governments, the Local Public Works Act to provide State
and.local governments with funds to speed up or initiate new pub-
lic construction and rehabgitation projects, and Public Service
Employment money through title VI of CETA to provide State and
local governments with funds for hiring people plit out of work by
economic slowdown.

With respect to stAttural unem4=si.pl4yment., once a debate has
been resolved on whether to provide money for training and r
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training programs, there beingifew other choices in addressing
structural unemployment probleig, discussion centers on what
types of program to fund and which populations to target. Ideal-
ly, training programs assist the people Who are most disadvan-
taged in obtaining positions in the labor market. That is, they
should improve the match between labor demand and labor,supply
and, at the same time, minimize any possibly inflationa/Fy conse-
quences of doing so. If these programs function idealtY, they
should be able to improve the trade-off between unemployment and
the rate of change in wages. This effect, if present, is not
capturted in the econometric models, except possibly in the long
run.sAUlman, 1976) Moreover, the appropriate data for assessing
the (effectiveness of. training programs are at the individual par-
ticipant level. That this is so seems evident from .our discussion
in the earlier chapters'of this report. "

Fiscalist and monetarist views

To create a context for discussing fiscal substitution, it
is necessary to step back slightly from the specific case of CETA

.and take a look at some of the broad issues in economic policy
from which programs like PSE arise. Although theoretical and pol-
icy differences between fiscalists and monetarists have been pres-

, ent for.decades, the debate Sharpened during the 1970's, which
were a time of large and frequent changes in the prices of food,
commodities, metals, and oil, among other things. "Stagflation"
--rising unemployment coupled with rising inflation--was observed
and defined. Economists were of divided opinion about both what
caused stagflation and how to seek solutions to it. With respect
to structural unemployment problems, there was less disagreement.
Virtually the entire economics profession aCknowledged the need
to train people to meet the demands of the labor market.

Some economists, fiscal policy advocates, held that demand
management, by spending governAkult money, changing the tax laws,
and making some minor adjustments in aggregate monetaty supply,
could be used as an appropriate means of "fine tuning" the econo-
my to the desired level of unemployment/. and inflation. (Blinder
arid Solow, 1974) The central component of this model is the
Phillips curve, which represents a relation between the rate of
changes in wages (or, in some applications, prioes) and the
unemployment rate. Adherents of the model believe that this re-.
lation is basically inverse, so that as wages (and prices) go up
the .unemployment rate goes down, especially in the short tun.
(Tobin, 1980)

Critics'of this modea, primarily monetarists, asserted
that the trade-off envisioned with the Phillips curve is largely
an illusion with, at best, some short-run relevance. According
to monetarists, the key to keeping the economy growing in real
terms with approprilte levels of unemployment and inflation is
predictable and stable growth in the money supply. (FriedMan,
1971)
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In simplified form, this disagreement between the two schools
of thought can be summarized by saying that the monetarists argue
that,introducing Federal debt-financed programs into the economy,
like those for employment and training, cannot be stimulative in
the long run. This is so, they say, in distinction.to the fiscal
policy advocateb, because When the Federal governMent enters the
money market to borrow money to finance a.program, it "crowds out"
other borrowers--or raises the interest rate--and the net effect
of the supposed stimulus is zero. That, is, Federal spending dis-
places private spending dollar for dollar. This debate contin-
ues without resolution.

Using a model structured along fiscalist lines in 1975, the
Congressional Budget Office set forth the first estimates of the
expected employment effects of various fiscal measures--tax chan-
ges, tax cuts, increases in government spending, and so on. (For
the CB0 estimates, see Temporary Measures, 1975.) These results
were widely publicized. Shortly thereafter, new programs were
implemented and extended, including the CETA Public Service Em-
ployment titles, with the general expectation that employment
creation would actually be somewhat in line with the effects
predicted by the model.

Public service emplqyment, or direct job creation, was thus
-offered as a speedy method of achieving two fundamental goals--
increasing employment levels among people who had been thrown out
of work by recession and pushing disposable income into the econ-
omy to stimulate aggregate demand. Secondary objectives included
decreasing dependence'on welfare and other transfer programs for
those out of work, increasing public servicl provided by those
employed under the program, easing State and local tax burdens by
increasing taxes (paid on the PSE wages), 'and decreasing State
and local expenditures for meeting the needs of the newly unem-
ployed. (Okun, 1976) In other words, the basic goals were coun-
tercyclical, intended to counter increases in unemploPaent that
accompany slowdowns in the economy's growth rate.

Methods of estimating the effects
of countercyclical programs

Once a countercyclical spending decision has been made by
the Federal government, attempts dre made to measure the employ-
ment and incoMe effects. How many new jobs can be directly added
to U.S. Public payrolls depends primarily on the limits that are
placed on how long'specific wages can be paid for the positions
and the degree of fiscal substitution at the State and local lev-
els. Thus, we have essentially two ways in which we can gather
information on the aggr&-gate effects of programs like PSE. We
can use econometric models to estimate effects over time or we -
can count and monitor the jobs and the people after a program
has been implemented.

The major strength of econometric models is that they can
provide estimates of effects quickly and cheaply if appropriate
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data sets are ayailable. This is so to the extent that the

,
relationships'underlying the models truly represent structural
relationships within the economy. As we have pointed out,
however, these changed dramatically over the lasti decade. A
more basic criticism of econometric models is that they were
built by fiscalists and, therefore, say the monetarists, they
are accurate forecasters only to the extent that history can be
counted on to guide future behavior.

One important strength of the monitoring approach is that it

can provide a rich and timely picture of local budgetary response
to PSE stimulation; it an also separate out from "real" ubsti-
tution jobs that would have been dropped from local pay lsAin

the absence of Federal PSE.fundsI One important probl m with the
monitoring approach is that it relies heavily on the- udgments of
informed observers but has no ability to test the te lability of

those judgments.

Additionally, measuring the efficacy-of employment and train-.
ing programs is complicated by their inflationary consequences.
Ideally, such piograms should lower the unemployment rate or in-

.

crease the number of people who are employed without raising the
rate of wage inflation. Economists sometimes refer to the rate
of unemployment at which additional job stimulus would be infla-
tionary as the "nonaccelerating inflation rate of unemployment";
it is currently estimated to be somewhere around 6 percent.
Whether or not a program like PSE stimulates the labor market in
a way that is inflationary depends to a great extent, however, on
how stringently eligibility is determined for the program. (Baily
and Tobin, 1978)

The criteria of efficiency, equity,
and stability

t,

Specific regulations for employment and training programs
generally try to insure that the workers who.are employed under
them are workers who are not in short supply and who thus have
not been contributing to inflation by pushing up wages (they are,
in other words, on a relatively "flat" Phillips curve).- Workers
selected for jobs must be workers for whom supply and demand have
little to do with economywpie inflation. Subsidies must be given%
not to occupational categories for which workers are scarce--to
computer systems analysts, for example--but to categories attrac-
ting more workers than current demand calls for--usually jobs
requiring low skills. (Baily and Tobin,'1977)

Economists Who advocate selective employment policies offer
three arguments for their preference, summarized as the effici-
ency, equity, and stability arguments. The efficiency argument
centers on the notion that selective employment is more effective
than other fiscal tools to the extent that it generates larger
changesin overall employment er dollar of expenditure. The
equity argument generally states that even if selective employ-A ,

ment does not provide more employment per dollar of expenditure r
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is selectivity concentrates employment opportunities on the most
disadvantaged groups within society and this is more equitable
and therefore desirable. The various provisions of th'e CETA
legislation and its regulations targeting jobs and training on
the economically disadvantaged follow from this ling. of thought.
Finally, the stability argument says that offering jobs to work-
ers with lower skills who are in abundant supply is less infla-:
tionary (all else beihg equal) than offering jobs to highly
skilld wOrkers who are in short supply. (Temporary Measures,
1975; Solow, 1980)

Reviewing the evidence coming from current research on these''
arguments, Solow has concluded that the research does not really
tell us very much. He offers three reasons why we do not have
clear evidence on these points. (1) The programs are still too
young and too small to enable us to anAlyze confidently their ef-
fects on the economy as a whole. (2) Our econometric-models are
not able to isolate the effects of the employment programs among
the great many other major economic changes during the same time
period. (3) We do not have consensus ori the way modern labor Mar-
kets work, especially in reference to the relation be,tween high
skill and low skill markets and the way wage rates respond to
Changes in supply alid demand in the labor market. Solow offers
the observation that his survey did not produce a lot of bard
evidence: "What there is consists mostly of educated guesses."
(Solow, 1980, p. 141)

Baily and Tobin researched the macroeconomic effec; of
public employment programs and wage subsidies, trying to esti-
mate the success of job creation by means of aagregated and
disaggregated labor market models. They concluded that "the
hypotheses necessary for success of direct job creation, wage
subsidies, and kindred policies are empirically supported, at
least qualitatively," and, moreover, that

a large hare of the case for direct job creation . . .

depends on important effects not taptured in aggregate
measures of employment and produc-tion: improved distri7
bution of income and opportunity. (Baily and Tobin, 1977,
p. 539, emphasis added)t

On the narrower issue of theydegree to which countercyclical em-
ployment programs are able to accomplish their main goal of pro-
viding funds for additions to the public employment rolls, we
have a.good Jeal more hard data.

ESTIMATING SUBSTITUTION AND DIShACEMeNT

Substitution and displacement defined

Federal grants to enable State and local governments to hire
people who are temporarily unemployed during economic recession
can help make work available to the unemployed and also lessen
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expenditures within Unemployment Insurance and the welfare system
aad maintain the flow of income to the government. Grani's like
those under titles IID and VI of CETA to increase the number of
public service jobs available within State%and local jurisdic-
tions allow prime sponsors to pay overhead, wages, and fringe

lipenefits for the people selected for thqse jobs. Theoretically,
sldividing the amount of the grant by the average earnings allowed
under the program's regulations yields a number equal to the net
yearly addition to the public or nonprofitpayroll. This number
will reflect the actual net,addition only if each job subsidized
under the program is in fact a new position within the locality.

For the most part, therefore, public employment and training
program_regulations preclude States, cities, and nonprofit agen-
cies from using the Federal grants to pay people who were on that
payroll before the programs began. In other words, Federal money
for employing people who are out of work because of economic re-
cession is not to- be.used as a substitute for State or local mon-
ey nor is it to be used to displace existing employees with new
ones declared eligible for employment under tthe program.

...
1

Job displacement differs from fiscal substitution in that it
refers to the number of subsidized employees added to the payroll
who, in the absence of the grant, would have been employed.anyway.
It is a measure of employment substitution rather ithan fiscal
substitution. -Job displacementsand fiscal substitution are equal
only when the distribution of displaced hours and wages is the
same as the distribution of hours and wages supported by the
grant. It is, therefore, incorrect to assume that the displace-
ment effect and the substitution effect are necessarily the game.

It is useful to understand'how;the displacement issue re-

i
lates to the equity and efficienc criteria we mentioned earlier.
If employeis in a given locality ere to displace their regular

4employees with ne4 ones hired an paid under the public employ-
ment program grant and if these new employees were more disadvan-
taged than the regular employees, this would probably not be seen
as efficient but it might be seen as equitable. People who had
been disadvantaged competitors in the labor market would now have
jobs. However, the more that regular employees were being dis-
placed by using the program funds in this way, the fewer new jobs
would be created, and previously existing jobs would.simply be
reshuffled from one type of worker to another. (Solow, 1980)

A more theoretical facet of the question, sometimes called
the "vacuum effect," should also be kept in mind. It refers to
instances in which the number of people who are involuntarily un-
employed is sign nt. In these cases, the work that the pro-
gram enrollees w ave taken up if.othere were Ao program is
taken up instead by s. The others were aldo Unemployed when
the-jobs were made available under the program but did not get
one. From a social perspective, one might conclude that whether
or not we can predict what empbayment the program enrollees would
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hav ad in the absence of the program is irrelevant because the
"vacuum" will always be filled by someone in the labor market
who is looking for work. (Jerrett and Barocci, 1979, p. 142)

Determining,an appropriate rate

Ideally, from the perspective of Federal policy, to open up
the largest number of jobs for the least amount of money requires
that local budget substitution be close to zero. Recent researbh,
however, has produced a series of estimates indicating that Fed-
eral funds are substituted for local funds at rates anywhere from
as low as-10 to as high as 100 percent. The wide range 2tems
from the variety of estimation methods and time variablis. In
general, the monitoring studies in th field yield the lower
rates and the econometri,p analyses geld the higher. Some ob-
servers contend that achieving a z ro rate is highly unlikely be-
cause the number of people employ d under Ithe various programs is
so large, local fiscal problems generally have high correlations
with the recession that triggered the program in the first place,
and the regulations usually require program enrollees to be "pro-
ductively" employed. (Kemper and Moss, 1978; Kesselman, 1978)

The reg4AatiOns goverhing eligibility for participation in
employment and training programs wene alteced throughout 1973-79
to Make it more difficult for prime sponsors to use Federal funds
to pay extsting public workers--that is, toomake it harder to sub-
stitute Federal money for local money. The most stringeht re-
quirements are the latest, in the CETA Amendments of 1978, which
are summarized as follows:

A person eligible to be employed under title VI should be:
1. an individual--

(a) who has been unemployed for at least 10 out of tshe
12 weeks immediately prior to a determination and

(b) who is unemployed at the time of the determination
and

2. an individual--
(a) whose family income does not exceed 100 percent of *

the ldwer living standard income level based on the
three month period prior to application; or

(b) who is, or whose family is, receiving AFDC-or SSI.
(Pub. L. No. 95-524, sec. 607)

Both the 1976 Act and the 1978 Amendments also specify that only
. a limited percentage of the Federal money pan be spent on crea-

ting jobs related to ongoing State, county, or city services; the
rest must be spent to create subsidized jobs in special projects
of limited duration. Additionally, the pertinent legislation
states that .

no dndividual shall be igible to be employed in a
public service employment position, if such individual
has, within 6 months prior to the determination, volun-
tarily terminated, without good cause, his or her pre-



vious full-time employment at a wage rate not less than
the Federal minimum wage . . . . (Pub. L. No. 95-524,
sec. 122N)

Notwithstanding Federal attempts to reduce substitution and
'displacement, a number of arguments have been'offered.against
viewing them as totally negative phenomena. For one, some think
it is entirely possible that substituting Federal for State and
local funds does not have an overall negative effect on the
amount of income that is generated by public service employment
programs. If the State and local funds that are thus freed are
used to support activities'that benefit the same or similar types
of people as are targeted by the Federal: program, for example,
the effect is arguably positive. .Similarly, if the purchasing
power of the local government or the local residents were thus
increased, increasing in turn the income (and thus employment)
of supplying firms and retailers to the same or to a greater ex-
tent than the targeted funds would have, substitution would not
necessarily be negative in terms of economic stimulation. Basi-
cally, this argument maintains that a .Vleakage" from the system
is not the same as a loss and, although there is no mpirical
evidence for it, its logic has allowed it to maintain position

in policy debate. (Killingswort'h, 1977)

Several other issues complicate the deterrnihtiØ of appro-
priate rates of pubstitution and displacement. One turns on the
question of timeliness. In some instances, he receipt of Fed-
eral funds might allow a city to clean up its river basin, for
example, more rapidly than if the city had to pay workers to do

this out of local revenue. Whether or not Fe eral funds thus
facilitating a project that would have been done with local funds

at some time in thetfuture falls under the heading of'substitu-
tidn depends on bne's viewpoint on time and effica'cy.

Another issue turns on whether or not employment and training
programs have a desirable effect on overall labor force employ-
ability and the rate of wage inflation regardless of substitution.
One could argue that in the long run they do if.regulations ana
local priorities for projects shift the demand for local labor
friore toward low-skilled disadvantaged workers, thus enhancing

their employability. (Jerrett and Barocci, 1979) Finally, pro=
ponents of Federal fiscal aid for employment purposes might well
argue that if most of the funds are used to hire people who need
jobs, any substitution of funds will be beneficial in much the
same way that general revenue sharing would be, unless the funds
were used to retire debt or to build a surplus in State and local

budgets.

The substitution and displacement issues around CETA are
clearly complicated4n its most basic form, the main question
is whether substitution and displacement occur and, if they do,
to what extent do they and to what extent should they. Virtually
all research on this question shows some degree of bud et sub-
stitution; the debate is about how much. The complexi y of mon-
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itoring pethods and econometric estimation techniq4es diminishes
our abk/ity to findra point.estimate of substitutibn that would
meet rigorous statistical pnd reliability standards. The wide
variety of local budgetary systems, the question of the fungibil-
ity or interchangeability of dollars, tracking problems, and the
impossibility of creating an experimental environment in which we
can determine\yhat wOuld%have happened to employment and the wage
bill in the absence of a program all work against our finding a
definitive answer. In the next section of this chapter, however,
we summarize studies on the extent of substitution and displace-
ment, suggesting that federally imposed regulatory changes in
CETA titles IID and VI have lowered the rates. These problems
thus appear to be\at least partially amenable to solution by '

policy actions.

The results of monitoring
and econometric analyses

f Recent studies of substitution and dibplacement have im-
proved substantially over the earlier work. Nathan's 1978 moni-
,toring study for the Brookings Institution built fruitfully on
tt\ lessons in the National Planning Association's 1974 evalua-/
tio and consider0 &s well.some of the subtleties in the econo-
metric literatgre. Moreover, the 1979 econometric study by Bassi
nd 'Fechter took careful 'account of previous criticisms of econo-
metric spepifications and structures that had been offered by
analysts in both the governmental and the academic communities.
The Bassi and Fechter study is additionally valuable because it
summarizes the evidence from virtually all the previous substitu-
tion studies. In exhibit 5, we list in the order we discuss them

,

Exhibit 5

Estimates of the Degree Of Substitution and Displacement Associated with PSE
(Keyed to List of References in Appendix II)

SOURCE SAMPLE METHOD

National Planning
Assn., 1974

Nathan, 1981

Johnson and Tomola,
1977

Gramlich, 1979

Bassi and Fechter,
1979

GRANT SUBSTITUTION/DISPLACEMENT

12 local governments Monitoring study, PEP
from "high impact" , econometric
demonstration project;
cross-section sample
from 1971

40 recipient govern- Opinion survey,
ments ip 1977 monitorfng study

Aggregate time series
data 1966-75

National Ipcome
Accounts time series
19t4-77

States, 150 cities,
100 counties; "cross-
section amples 1976
and 1977

Econometric

Econometric

46% 1972 (Pt's)

PSE 18% July 1977; 15%
December 1977 (jobs)

PSE 13% fiscal quartert,2;
approximately 90-100%
fiscal quarters 5-6 ()Ops)

PSE 52% fiscal quarter 2;
approximately 100%
fiscal quarters 5-6 ($)

Econometric PSE Approximately 50-60%
1976; 36% 1977 ($)
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' five studies on substitution and displacement and give!bylef k

indications of their data sources, methods, and findings.

In general, these studies on the PSE program show that it is
impossibl,e to pinpoint the exact rate of past or present fiscal
substitution and displacement but that it is likely to have been
at least 18 percent in PSE's first year And possibly as high as

100 percen after that. These studies also show that as the time

increases between the initial grant and its evaluation, the like-
lihood that more PSE jobs will be substituted for regular State
and city jobs also increases. Fiscal stimulus for countercycli-
cal employment appears to work best during the first two quarters
of program operation; substitution increases after that. And,

finally, there is limited evidence from Which to conclude that
regulatory revisions lessened the problem of substitution and

displacement. In the remainder of this chapter, we summarize
these research findings in somewhat greater detail.

Monktoring studies
//

Although the Nat onal Planning Association study could be
categorized as econo etric because it used employment-levels to
estimate what would have happened in the absence of the program,
its principal method was onsite monitoring for purposes of deter-
mining the rate of job displacement, not fiscal substitution, in
twelve "high impact demonstration project" areas that had re-

' ceived unusually large grants under the Public Employmient Program
(PEP), the predecessor of CETA titles III) and VI. Twelye sites
in the same State or area with smaller PEP grants served as a
comparison base, although the "high impact demonstration proj-
ect" areas had higher rates of unemployment than the "regular

PEP grantK areas. Employment figures were available for all the
sites,for 'the period studied (October 1972). The rate of'em- v
ploym icrent change was used to estimate what would have happenen
the high-impact demonstration PEP sites had there been.no pro-

gram. The difference in employment levels between the demonstra-
tion sites and the comparison sites was offered as the estimate
of net new job creation resulting from PEP funds. The NPA study
concluded that after slightly less than one year only 54 percent
of the jobs in the,areas receiving grants were new--that is, they

would not have existed without the program. This translates into

a job displacement rate of 46-percent.

The study's method was widely criticized. Critics pointed
out that the data for the "comparison sites" were contaminated
by the presence in the employment figures of an unknown number
of job holders who had been hired with PEP funds. Critics added
that partially as a result of this the diSplacement rate had

been miscalculated. They also found fault because no adjust-
ment had been made in the study for the actual pattern and timing

of the program's implementation. Perhaps the most telling indict-
ment came from the NPA itself, which stated in its final report

that
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the major problem throUghout the'study was the lack of
appropriate control groups. There were no economic data
(other than unemployment rates) for areas comparable to
the demonstration sites. Also, there was no control
group for the participants. These omissions make sus-
pect most of the results presented in this report.
(National planning Assn., 1974, p. 9; see also
Wiseman, 1976, p. 87)

In sum, even NPA's care in-setting up comparabae governmental
units for comparison sites did.not enable it to make definitive
conclusions about public service employment.

The.Braokings Institution thereafter launched an extensive
monitoring study of PSE under Nathan's direction. The research
l'associates he hired were resi ents of the areas they were study-
ing and were therefore able t maintain contact with both CETA
and local budgetary authorities for continuous periods. As a re-
sult, their observatiOns of employment and budgetary data between
July and December 1977 on an overall sample of 40 jurisdictions
--representing 10 percent ofall PSE enrollees--are quite speci-
fic. Their initial results indicated an 18 percent substitution
rate in July 1977 or, conversely, that 82 percefit of the Federal
funds were used for new positiczns that could be called net addi-
*tions to the number of availablje-jobs. For the second .wave of
observations in December 1977, the substitution rate was slightly '

lower at 15 percent. (Nathan, 1981)

As.all monitoring studies do, thia one relied ta a4rgreat
extent on the judgment of the iridividuals in the field. Even
with care, there can be no assurance, therefore, that Nathan's
researchers were able'to ask comparably placed public officials
the same questions or that,another set of researchers would have
reached the same conclusions. Indeed, .11eir-figures should be
taken as the lower bound ot the substitution rate. Aqurther f
caveat regarding this study's results is that they may have been
influenced by the fact that the PSE program was in the process
of some institutional changes caused by regulatory tightening at
the time of the study.

Econometric studies

In 1977, Johnson and Tomola published a paper in -hich
they estimated substitution rates from analysis of time series
data on aggregate nofisubsidized employment in State and local
jurisdictions. They concluded that the substitution rate was
13 percent or less in the first two fiscal quarters and about
100 percent in the fifth and sixth fiscal quarters.

A detailed.criticism by Wiseman claimed that, he.results
of the analysis by Johnson and Tomola were not stable when the
model specifications were changed. Moreover, the standard errors
around the' estimates were very large, meaning that the real sub-
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stitution rate could fall within a wide range. Other critics
pointed out, for example,' that

although the paper suggests that net job creation after
sik quarters'is essentially zero per 100 PSE slots funded,
one can only be 95 percent sure that this figure is between
110 net jobs created and 114 net jobs lost. (Borus and
Hammermesh, 1978, p. 118)

In 1,979, Gramlich used a fiscal impact model with quarterly
national income account data from 1954-77 to estimate the substi-
tution effects of CETA PSE funds. His estimates showed that
only 48 cents in each dollar were for new expenditure, with 50
cents going into surplus funds and 2 cents going into tax reduc-
tion by the end of the second fiscal quarter. By the fifth and
sixth fiscal quarters, the substitution rate estimates were close

to 100 percent.

Finally, after,criticizing the previous studies extensively,
Bassi and Fechter built a new econometric,model, basing it om
Gramlich's mcidel and later updating it in their final report,
published by the Department of Labor in 1979. They generated
a number of alternative estinItes, using cross-sectional data on
States and samples of 150 cities and 100 counties and looking at

- wage bills. Referring to the changes in PSE regulations we men-
tioned earlier as tightening the eligibility requirements, the
resultsdof their study suggested

a fiscal substitution rate of 36 percent in 1977 as
Compared to 50 to 60 percent in earlier years. These
estimates, however, are not statistically different
from,one another. It is difficult, nonetheless, to
ignore the difference in them. These estimates, in
conjunction with NathaWs estimate of 18 perce sub-
stitution in 1977, indicate that substitution 1as been
reduced under the revised program. The effica3y of PS
as a countercyclical tool, however, cannot adequately
be determined on the basis of this limited evidence.
(Bassi and Fechter, 1979, p. A-12)

Indeed, 4 reading of the regulations shows that it is prob-
ably very difficult for employers to adhere to the regulations
and at the same time employ people outside the program who have
already e n on the payroll. Moreover, under the present PSE
;egula ions, it appears difficult to hire anyone not truly in

need Da 'job.

In summary,,as Bassi and Fechter have noted, rpviewing
studies on substitution and displacement shows a Wide range of
estimates, the variation stemming from incomparabilities between
studies in terms of their methods, timeframes, and unite of anal-

ysis. The monitoring studies generally arrived at rates lower

than the econometric analyses did. Looking at the timeframes of
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the studies, we also find at least a suggestion that tightening
the PSE regulations led to less substitution and displacement-
by 1977.

Should substitution and displacement associated with Federal
employment and training programs like CETA be reduced to zero?
Can they be reduced? In theory, as we have seen, the answer may'
be yes. In practice, the answer may be that reduction to zero
is neither possible nor desirable. It should also be noted that,
according to some views, even if fiscal substitution were reduced
to zero, the net job c eation might not be positive, since the
ebt-financed program could have crowded ou:t. private spending,.

,defresulting in the same number of jobs.
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CHAPTER 9

SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION

Throughout this report, we have summarized a variety of

information sources on classroom trainingT-on-the-job training,
work experience, and public service qmployment as adult setvices
provided under titles IIB, IID,sand VI of the Comprehensive Em-

ployment and Training Act. Given all the relevant data, we asked
five questions about these services. (1) Who were the enrollees?
(2) What types of service arid what benefits.were provided them?
(3) Who were the recipients of the various types of service? (4)

What were the employment experiences of the enrollees both before

and after participating in CETA? (5) How effective were the serv-

ices? TO thelftxtent that data were available, we also asked the
same questions about the new title VII, the Private Sector..Initi-

ative Program. In the first part of this final chapter, we.give

a brief overview of the answers to these questions. In the re-

mainder of the chapter, we try to show how the answers to these

questions are often intertwined. We set them in context by pre-
senting eight points of interpretation for them, and we point
to importan't gaps in our knowledge about adult CETA services.

WHO WERE CETA'S ENROLLEES?

Significant proportions of enrollees in the Comprehensive
Services and Public Service Employment titles were disadvantaged
ec9nomically and educationally when they entered the program and

tgey had little past employment stability. Approximately one-

third of those who enrolled in the four major adult services
between fiscal year 197,6 and fiscal year 1978 were unemployed%

at least 50 percent of.the.year preceding their enrollment, and
another one-fourth to one-third were ounf the labor force at
least 50 percent of that year. From 70to 80 percent,of the fis-
cal 1975, 1977, and 1979 Comprehenslve Service*\,title IIB enroll-

ees were at or below the OMB poverty level. In fiscal 1979,

from 60 to 70 percent of PSE titles IID and VI enrollees were at
or below the OMB poverty level; in earlier years, the economi-
cally disadvantaged constituted only half of all PSE enrollees.
Slightly more than one-fourth of the fiao41 1979 enrollees were
high school dropouts.

WHAT TYPES OF SERVICE AND WHAT BENEFITS
WERE PROVIDED TO CETA ENROLLEES?

When we consider Comprehensive Services enl-ollees in
/
the

four service types, we find that over time the service mix,

shifted away from work experience and toward glassroom training.
Classroom training was given to one-fourth of the fiscal 1975
enrollees in the four services but to almost half of the fiscal

1980 enrollees. On-the-job training also increased under title

IIB but only slightly--from 8 percent to 13 percent. Work expe-
rience was the major service in fiscal 1975 at 63 percent but de-



creased to 39 percent of the service mix in fiscal 1980. However,
with the initiation and growth of the PSE titles, the overall
adult service mix in CETA placed increased emphasis on various
forms of subsidized work opportunities.

Occupational areas of employment and training services var-
ied by service type. In fiscal year 1976, public service employ-
ment and work experience participants were concentrated in cleri-
cal, service, and laborer occupational areas. Classroom training
participants were also concentrated in the clericl area, but
both classroom training and on-the-job training p0b- more emphasis
on craft and operative occupations than did either public service
employment or work experience.

00
On.the average, early participants in work experience, on-

the-job training, and public service employment realized substan-
; tial earnings imprdvements vihile they were in the program compared

to their preprogram earnings. Classroom training participants of-
ten received training allowances, but the data are inadequate and
do not allow us.to assess their earnings improvements. More than
85 percent of the early participants in CETA adult services indi-

I cated that they were gither satisfied or very satisfied with the
program. Nearly half of them had received some form of ancillary
employment and support services beyond skills training and,sub-
sidized work opportunities.

Placement rates at the time people terminated from CETA
ranged between 18 and 45 percent for the Comprehensive Services
title in fiscal 1975-80pand 31 to 42 percent for the PSE titles,
according to data from DOL's prime sponsor repOrting syst . -

The Continuous Longitudinal Madpower Survey data on fiscal year
1976 enrollees, based on both prime sponsor records and inter-
views with terminees, indicated somewhat higher rates-,-39 per-
cent for classroom training, 55 percent for work experience, 67
percent for public service employment, and 69 percent for on-
the-job training. These data indicate that DOL national data on
termination status may underestimate the percentage of people
actually entering employment as they exit from CETA.

WHO WERE THE RECIPIENTS
OF THE VARIOUS TYPES
OF SERVICE?

With respect to the matching of people and services, class-
room training and work experience had a higher percentage of fe-
male enrollees than on-the-job training and public service em-
ployment. Moreover, classroom training and work experience had
more-disadvantaged participant profiles than on-the-job training.
That is, enrollees were more likely to come from households be-
low the OMB poverty level, with family incomes-less than $6,000,
with individual incomes less than $1,000, and from households re-

46.---,ceiving public benefits. In terms of their employment stability,
they were mor4likely to have been unemployed over half of the
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preceding year, In fiscal 1976, the public service employment
participants, like those in on-tlae-job training, were relatively

less disadvantaged than other participants, but by fiscal 1978

the profiles of public.service employment participants had come

to resemble more closely those of the classroom training and work

experience participants.

WHAT WERE ENROLLEES' EMPLOYMENT
EXPERIENCES BEFORE AND AFTER
PARTICIPATING IN CETA?

Descriptive data on the experiencesiof early CETA partici-
pants before they enrolled and one to two years after they left

indicate that their earnings and employment circumstances improved
and that the percentage of participants in households receiving

public benefits decreased. However, the proportion of employed
people in private sector jobs as opposed to public sector jobs

also decreased: These outcomes differed by service type and de-

mographic subgroup.
4

Earnings and employment declined in a consistent pattern for
CETA participants in the year preceding enrollment, but, on aver-

age, after leaving the program they immediately attained earnings

and employment levels equal to and sometimes exceeding the high

point of their pre-CETA year. They continued to show increases

7)

over the next two years. e proportion of participants in house-

holds receiving public ben fits decreased from 38 percent in the

year before CETA to 25 percent two years after CETA. The per-

centage of people receiving Unemployment Insurance payments also
dropped, from 26 percent to 15 percent, over this period.

When they are considered by service type, classroom training

and work experience participants had generally poorer earnings

and employment circumstances than on-the-job training and public

service employment participants, both before and after CETA. The

households of people in classroom training .9 work experience
were also more likely to have received some-form Of public bene-

fit both before and after CETA than those of participants in the

other service types. On avet2age, early participants in all four

service types demonstrated improvements in employment .and earn:-

ings circumstances from before to after CETA, and their circum-
stances continued to improve over time. The largest gains in

earnings and percentage of time employed were obtained by on-the-

job training participants; work experience participants had the

smallest gains. People in public service employment aneclass-
room training stood between these two groups.

For January-June 1975 participants, employment location
shifted somewhat tol:gard the public sector before and after CETA.

Of those employed one year before CETA, 82 percent had held jobs

in the private sector, but only 66 percent of those employed held
private sector jobs two years after CETA. Employed terminees

from clasdroom traaning and on-the-job training were much more

1 el r,
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-likely to have found jobs in the private sector two years after
leaving CETA (84 and 83 percent, respectively) than terminees
from work experience andt public service employment (65 and 52
percent, respectively). Participants in fiscal 1,76 were more
likely to be employed in private sector jobs after CETA than
were 1975 participants.

When we consider demographic subgroups, we find that paqst-
program average annualized earnings 10 to 12 months after CETA
were greater than $5,000 for men, people with at least a high
school education, people aged 22-44, whites, and the noneconom-
ically disadvantaged at entry. Women, people with education at
the 9th to llth grade level, and blacks had less thaxl $4,000 in
average annualized earnings. These differences may be partly a
function of differences in occupational areas of employment after
CETA. For example, almost 50 percent of the employed women held
clerical jobs. Only 6 percent of the employed men did. Of the
men, 45 percent had jobs in crafts or as operatives. Only 13
percent of the women did. Greater percentages of people older
than 45; people whO had not graduated from high school, and ,

blacks were employed after CETA in service jobs.

HOW EFFECTIVE WERE THE SERVICES?

/ The effectiveness of CETA adult services has been addressed
so far only for fiscal 1976 participants_and with a single cri-
terion--participants' earnings. In a comparison of Continuous
Longitudinal Manpower Survey samples,of CETA participants with
matched groups drawn from%the Current Population Survey, estimat-7.
ing net impact of-program participation on 1977 earnings covered
by Social Security, it was found that in general only $300 to
$400 of participants' 1977 earnings could be attributed to CETA.
This constituted a 7 percent increase over the earnings of the
matched comparison group. Results varied by service type and
demographic ubgroup.

Results examined by service type show that the largest
estimated net gain, at $850, was for people who had on-the-job
training. They were followed by classroom training and multiple
services participants, at $350, and public service employment
participants with a net gain of $250 ($350 to $750 if adjusted
for.Social Security noncoverage). No positive effect was evident
'for people who had been enrolled in work experience.

Results examined by race and gender subgroups show statis-
tically significant,gains from CETA for both white and minority
women of between $500 and $600. Men's gains of $200 were not
statistically significant. Also, people whose earnings were
less than $2,000 in the two years 1973 and 1974 before CETA--50
percent of all participants--gained an estimated $550 from their
experience in CETA, but others whose earnings had been intermedi-
ate and mixed or higher in general did not realize statistically
significant gains in earnings.
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Distributions of gross earnings changes 'from 1974 to 1977 for
the same groups used in these net impact analxses Show a higher
frequency of individual gains--of more than $4,000 for white and
minority women and people with the poorest earnings histories in
CETA--than for their comparison groups. This.suggests that even
though the net impact in the aggregate may have been small, some
proportion of these groups may have profited substantially from

CETA.

3THE PRIVATE SECTOR INITIATIVE PROGRAM

Our summarY of what we know about the Private Sector Initia-
tive Program (PSIP), title VII of CETA, is extremely brief. The

program did not become fully operational until fiscal 1980, andr
available information allows us to address only three questions:

Who were the enrollees? What types of service were provided them?
What was their status at the time they left? No analysis of net
effects is possible.

In fiscal 1980, PSIP served fewer than 58,000 people, in con-

trast to the more than one million served through the Comprehen-

sive Services title. PSIP enrollees were roughly similar to enrol-

lees in Comprehensive Services, except that PSIP,served a larger
proportion of men and high school graduates and smaller proportions
of high school students and people in households receiving public

benefits. PSIP appears to have delivered the same types of service

as the Comprehensive Services title, with a heavier emphasis on
classroom training and on-the-job training and less emphasis on

work experience.

Five percent more PSIP terminees entered unsubsidized employ-
ment when they left CETA than terminees from the Comprehensive
Services title, and 8 per cent more PSIP t,erminees entered employ-

ment in the private sector. Additionally, PSIP had 10 percent more
terminees entering unsubsidized employment and 20 percent more
terminees entering employment in the private sector than did the

PSE

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

As we arrayed what fl learned about CETA adult-oriented
services, it became evident that the answers to our questions

were often intertwined. Thus, interpreting correctly one piece
of information frequently required attending to other information

as well. Additionally, our search f9r answers to questions about

enrollees, services, and effectiveness pointed up important gaps

in what is known about CETA.

How can we interpret the data?

To understand the data on CETA adult services and the bene-
fits participants derived from them, we have to place the findings

in a broad context and examine their implications and limitations.
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The following eight points should be kept in mind when interpret-
ing inform4ion on CETA.

First, theiost comprehensive information we have on adult
services is lso the least current. To the extent that con-
ditions ha e changed since CETA's inception, our ability to
generalize from the experiences of participants in CETA's early
years to t day's participants 4- reduced. Results for PSE are
the most ulnerable in our attempts to generalize, since PSE has
undergor the most dramatic changes with respect to enrollee
characteristics and'allowable activities.

Second, there is some evidence that changes in regulations
had their intended effect in targeting CETA on the disadvantaged.
Few differences were found over time in the characteristics of
participants in the Comprehensive Services title, but profiles foni
PSE participants show them as becoming more disadvantaged in the
later years of the program. The nature of PSE occupations also
changed, probably because of requirements"to create jobs in proj-
ects rather than in ongoing government services and because of
eligibility, time, and wage restrictions. Studies of substitution
and PSE vary widely in their estimates but indicate that regula-
tory changes may also have been successful in reducing the sub-
stitution of Federal PSE money for local money.

Third, interpreting outqome and effectiveness information on
service types requires us to attend to the somewhat different ob-
jectives of the services and the heterogeneous needs of the unem-
ployed. For one thing, the CETA intake process legitimately re-
sults in different participant profiles across service types, and
for another the services themselves emphasize different occupa-
tional areas. Both these factors are likely to affect program
outcomes, regardless of the "mode" of service delivery.

On-the-job training, as an example of the first factor, had
the lea-st-disadvantaged participant profile and the best out
comes; work experience had a relatively more-disadvantaged par-
ticipant profile and poorer outcomes. When we make direct com-
parisons of postprogram outcomes across service types, therefore,
we must account for these facts. Even in the net impact analy-
sis, which adjusted for differences between enrollee groups by
using matching and regression techniques, it is unknown whether
the attempt to match and statistically adjust for nonequivalences
between groups was successnl.

The nature qf the services received,,the second factor,
varies both in terms of whether opportunities exist for exposure
to potential employers--that is, whetlier participants en/ter subsi-
dized work opportunities or enter classroom training--and in terms
of exposure to occupational areas. Evidence from the -early years
of CETA shows that the occupational areas of within-program train-
ing and employment differed by service type. Both classroom and
on-the-job training put more emphasis on exposure to craft and
operative occupations than the other services didl_ To the extent
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that higher postprogram lages are ssociated with these occupa-

-
tions, it is not surprising to find better outcomes for these

service types. In stm, differences in outcome-s between,service
types may be a function of the characteristics of the enrollees '

and the nature of occupational exposure as much as or more than

anything else.

Another consideration in comparing service types pertains to

our lack of information on the association between prime sponsor
service mix and local fiscal and labor market conditions. Over-

all, CETA's mix of adult services from 1975 to 1980 became in-
creasingly oriented toward subsidized work opportunities, but
within the Comprehensive Services title the mix of the four basic
services shifted toward fostering educational and occupational

skills. In the \ggregate prime sponsors have moved toward pro-

viding mol'e int sive ser ices aimed at developing human capital

wh-ile still relying) heavi y on work experience, which constituted__

39 percent of the service mix in theComprehensive Services title

in fiscal 1980. This continued reliance may reflect both the

assessed needs of their enrollees and limitations in community

resources that work against expanding classroom and on-the-job

training opportunities.

The large variation that exists in service mix across prime

sponsors may be partly a function of varying degrees of availa-
bility of resources or of fiscal pressures to use funds in othe'r

ways. For instance, a prime sponsor in a city experiencing fi-
nancial stress and high unemployment may find it difficult t6

create on-the-job training opportunities but may find it easy to

offer work experience. To the extent that service mix is associ-

ated with such local conditions, national comparisons that are
intended to reveal something about the relative effectiveness of
various types of service may additionally be comparing the char-
acteristics of prime sponsors and their economic circumstances.

Additionally, in comparing service types, we need to remem-

ber that there is,a substantial amount of overlap between serv-
ice types as well as variation.within service types. The serv-

ices are designated by general operational characteristics, yet
.on-the-job training, work experience, and public service employ-
ment all provide, for example, some form of subsidized work

opportunity. Comparisons across service types are, thus, some-
times comparisons of participants wit:th similar within-program

experiences. In fact, the experiences of two participants in
different services may resemble each other more closely than the

experiences of two participants within a single service type.
Classroom training, in particular, manifests great variability
because of its dual purpose of providing education and occupa-

tional training.

Fourth, placement rateSdata must be interpreted very cau-
tiously. The conflicting results of validation studies on place-

ment rates as predictors of long-term program effectiveness, and
other ambiguities associated with their use even in the short
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term, present a convincing argument against u ing placement rates
in isDlation as program performance indicators A high placement
rate can mean that a program is highly effective, that it is serv-
ing people who are relatively employable even with ut CETA, or
that it is moving people into unstable, low-wage jo s. It could
reflect a number of other things as well. One risk in using
placement rates for judging the performance of indi idual prime
sponsors is that the practice may discourage them from providing
more intensive and long-term services or from serving the most
needy. Therefore, although discrepancies between the DOL and
CLMS data suggest that a greater number of people secure jobs
soon afer 1 eying CETA than has been reported by prime sponsors,
placement r s remain doubtful indicators of program performance.

Fifth, 'the informaton presented in chapte 5 on partici-
pants' earnings, employment, and receipt of public benefita
before and after CETA should be taken as descriptive'only. It
does not necessarily indicate program effectiveness. To what
extent CETA participants' circumstances would have improVed if
there had been no program cannot be deduced from this type of in-
formation alone. For one thing, the deteriorating earnings and
employment status of participants in their year befpre entering
CETA is to some unknown degree a function of transitory or per-
manent factors or both. At entry> CETA participants were on av-
erage at a low point in their earnings and employment. This is
precisely why many found CETA attractive. Looking back from that
low point through thelf12 months before, it is only reasonable to
find that their circulnstances were better at some earlier time.
Only if we assume that whatever disrupted their employmgnt pattern
was permanent could we attribute any postprogram improvements to
CETA.

These data.on changes between preprogram and postprogram ex-
periences are suggestive, however. There was a general pattern
of improvement in earnings and employment immediately after CETA
to levels above the high point of the pre-CETA year, and that
this improvement continued over time without relapse is encourag-
sing. The same.holds for reductions in the numbers of participant
households receiving public benefits after CETA, although these
numbers are of lesser quality and the dollar amounts of reductions
in transfer payments are not-available.

As we loolkat the pre-post pattern, however, we need to
remember that this is not a homogeneous group of participants.
ttie data pretent aggregations across several groups. About one-
third of the entrante had been unemployed during most-of the year
before entering CETA, another quarter to 'a third had not been in
the labor force at ail, and a small percentage had fairly stable
employment That fon some unknown reason had been disrupted,
either temporarily or permanently.

Sixth, the net impact estimates of CETA on 1977 earnings are
far from the final word on CETA's effectiveness. Though they are

A
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As,

the product of reasonable methodeand state-of-the-art analysis
techniques,- they are based on 'a.single approach and on only one

outcome criterion--earninge. Also, estimates are currently
available only for fiscal 1976 participants. The authors of the

net impact study-themselves recognize these limitations and
caution us to view the results in &broad perspective:

The restricted nature of the estimates . . . must be
kept in mind. This:is not an overall evaluation of
CETA programs, since certain CETA activities are omit-
ted. Furthermore, it takes no account of the impact of
CETA on the local job market, or other possible indi-
rect benefits tO society from adding to human capital.
Neither does it take into acdount casts of the program
nor the value of goods and services produced by partic-
ipants while in the program. (Westat, 1981a, p. 3-21)

Other qualifiers of the estimates include the adequacy of match-
ing procedures and analysis techniques for adjusting for individ-
ual characteristics and employment disruptions. SOme comparison
group members probably did participate in CETA, contaminating the
comparison group, and others, for reasons unknown, did not find
CETA an attractive means of assistance. That some jbbs are not
covered by Social Security and that work experience and public
serwice employment terminees are more likely to be found in these
jobs than other terminees or than comparison group members create

further problems.

Future analyses of the Continuous Longitudinal Manpower
Survey data may eliminate some.of these problems, but others are

likely to remain insoluble. Exploratory analyses by Westat of '

',._earnings data f r 1975 participants demonstrate the sensitivity

of the net impac estimates to various matching and analysis pro-
cedures. Ongoing nalyses will test the stability of the present
findings for the fiscal 1976 data. For all these reasons, it
makes most sense to take the net impact estimates as merely gen-
eral patterns rather than point estimates.

Seventh, the PSIP program is still too young to allow us to

assess its effectiveness. Its overall placement rates and rates
of private sector employment are slightly higher than for the
Comprehensive Services titles, but these differences are not un-
expected, given the program's smaller size, greater emphasis on

on-the-job end classroom training, and less-disadvantaged partic:-

ipant profile. PSIP serves lower proportions of women and peo-
ple in households receiving public benefits. Little evidence
exists at present that the Private Industky Councils are being

inks vate and'
innovative, but this is not to,say that new appod s will not

appear in the future. BUilding a program that
t

public sectors takes time. There is a possibility, howe , that

. if PSIP expands, the Councils will end up competing with prime

sponsors for scarce employment and training resources such,as
on-the-job training positions.
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Eighth, and last, it should be recognized that a.lack of
information is not the same thing as a failure in program effec-
tiveness. The criteria for assessing CETA's effectiveness are
multiple. As we noted in chapter 3, evaluations of employment
and training programs can also apprqpriately focus on such things
as reductions in transfer payments, increases in human capital,
increases in the value of outputs from job components, reductions

Nin crime (or prevention of increases), increases in tax revenue,
increases in labor force attachment, and increases in self-
esteem. Moreover, focusing on earnings, finding a point estimate
of gain in the first year after participat.ion, is arguably less
appropriate than giving attention to whether earners have been
put on a different and steeper earnin s path. First-year out-
comes alone may give a distorted pict re of a program's effec-
tiveness if peopledentering CETA have forgone other oppbrtunities
that might have given them greater sh t-term benefits.

Our appraisals of service effecti eness must be gUided by
some clarification of program objectiv s. In the past, for exam-
ple, similar evaluation criteria were 1applied to counterstructural
and countercyclical services. Net impact estimates of CETA's ef-
fects on the earnings of PSE participants have been compared with
those of participants in other service types. Since PSE title VI
was conceived of as a countercyclical program, however--one to
assist workers temporarily unemployed in recessionary times--earn-
ings gains are not an obvious criterion for assessing PSE. In-
deed, even expecting participants to maintain their preprogram
earnings levels is a stringent criterion for countercyclical
services.

What more do we need to find out?

The Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey offers a rich
data base for seeking answers to questions beyond those about
earnings gains. Additionally, as data on more recent CETA par-
ticipants become available, and as other analysts apply them-
selves to these data, we will surely develop more comprehensive
information on the effectiveness of Federal employment and train-
ing efforts than we now have Dor these and, indeed, Dor most
other kinds of social programs.

The U.S. Department of Labor has concentrated its evaluation:
resources on conducting implementation studies for quick feedback
to managers and on developing long-term information on overall
program effectiveness. The prime sponsor reporting requirements
have been designed ta asgist Federal monitoring while remaining
as little intrusive and burdensome as possible, consistent with
CETA's identity as a deceritralized program. Even so, information
gaps remain. Some of the gaps in our knowledge about CETA will
be filled by ongoing and future data collection and analysis of
the Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey. Despite all this,
some4gaps are not likely ever to,be filled. The National Council
on Employment Policy has aptly described the limitatior on what
evaluation can tell us:

/
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Employment and training policies must rest on informed
judgments rather than unequivocal findings. Evaluations

can be improved, but even the best studies will leave many
questions unanswered. (The Impact, 1976, p. 2)

It is possible, however, to outline a number of areas in

which general understanding, and therefore perhaps operation, of

employment and training programs might be improved. These areas

might be addressed through CLMS and additional evaluation studies.

Including geospecific indicators on CLMS would make it possible
to assess the influences on CETA performance (as measureU by

earnings gains) of local labor market conditions, industry de-
mands for occupations, and the fiscal conditions of local govern-

ments. Procedures are available that could make possible the

merging of data on local community economic circumstances with
individual survey records without risking the disclosure of

individual CETA enrollees' identities. This merging would per-

mit us to obtain a better understanding of the degree to which
CETA's effectiveness is susceptible to local community circum-
stances and could provide an expectation baseline for prime

sponsor performance. -N

Among studies that are needed are explorations of the fac-

tors that govern service mix for the individual prime sponsor,
especially given that participants in some service types have

better outcomes than others. At this point, it is unclear
whether the local service mix is a function of staff philosophy,

procedural requirements, availability of community resources, or

other factors. Without an understanding of local limitations.,

prohibiting certain types of service or recommending delivery of

at least minimum levels of others may not accomplish anything.
A recomm ndation that a community irttrease on-the-job training

will not süee ed if, for example, the community's employers are
deterred by *the paperwork required or if its resources for on-
the-job training have already been exhausted. Identifying and
understanding what it is that shapes service mix could help

reduce constraihts operating on.local service providers.

Another gap in our knowledge has been mentioned throughout
this report--it is that the only measure of program effective-

ness scyfar available for CETA adult services is net earnings

gains. Although gain in earnings is the stated legislative
objective of the program--and although it probably serves rea-

sonably as a proxy for several of the other possible criteria we
have discussed--the benefits of employment and training programs

may extend beyond-'it. Assessing such things as whether receipt
of public benefits like AFDC decreased and by how much and lahether

these programs result in increased value of outputs would help us
put federally funded employment and training activities in a

broader perspective.

Finally, informition is needed on prime Sponsor management
procedures and on ways to assess the quality of services prime

sponsors provide. If it were known which prime sponsors have
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the soundest management procedures, the other sponsors who are
not performing as well might be better assisted. If more were\
known about the aspects of operations that relate to effective-
ness, more useful technical assistance might be provided toState and local operators.

In summary, our findings indicate that, onaverage, CETAadul.t services were given to people who were disadvantaged from
several standpoints--economic status, educational status, andemployment stability. The complexity of this program that seeks

. to match individual needs and local service resources results, asexpected, in different participant profiles for the four service
types. These differences and variations in occupational areasof the services make comparisons across service types somewhatdifficult to interpret. However, comparisons of employment and
earnings experiences for early participants in CETA before and
after,their participation are encouraging, especially since thereis no evidence of a relapse over two years time. Although the
only avair#ble net impact analysis indicates that in the aggregate
only $300 to $400 of 1976 participants' 1977 earnings can be
attributed directly to CETA, analyses by subgroups and patternsof gross Changes suggest that many women and previously
low earners ay have profited substantially from the program.
While there are gaps in our understanding of the program, the
information that we have for CETA adult services is much richerthan the information we have for most other social programs.

.4%
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I
A

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES

USED IN THE CLMS NET IMPACT ANALYSIS

In this appendix, we summarize the matching and analysis
procedures used in the net impact estimates described in chapter

6. More detailed discussions of these procedures and their
justification can be found in Westatss Net Impact Report No. 1

(Westat, 1981a) and in Westat's unpublished working papers.

Estimates of the-107 net earnings impact of participation
in adult-oriented CETA services were derived from differences
in Social Security-covered earnings between a sample of CETA
participants and a matched comparison group selected from the
Current population Survey (CPS). The net impact study thus
relied on two procedures to compensate for the lack of a ran-
domized control group--creation of an artificial comparison
group through matching and adjustment for background factors
by regression methods.

SAMPLES

The sample of CETA participants, the Continuous Longitudinal
Manpower Survey (CLMS) sample, consisted of people participating
in CETA classroom training, on-the-job training, adult work expe-
rienCe, or public service employment or some combination of,these
who had enrolled during fiscal year 1976 and had terminated by
DeceMber 31, 1976. They were required to participate a minimum
of eight days. People receiving only direct referrl service and_

people participating in a summer youth program were excluded.

I The comparison groug was selected from the March 1976 CPS
on the basis of matching procedures described below. To a2void

matching CETA participants with people dot in Lhe labor force,
CPS respondents were excluded if they were no'._ working or seeking

workl during the survey week. An exception wa.:-,4made if they had

wOrked some portion of calendar 1975.

,

For both the CETA sample and the CPS comparison group,
people were eliminated from the files who.,,were younger than
14, older than 60, earned more than $20,000 the previous year,
or had family incoMe of more than $30,000 the previous year.
When the earnings information from the Social Security Adminis-
tration was merged with the CETA and CPS files, people were
excluded whose records did not match on at least three of five
characteristics--year of birth, month of lirth; sex, race, and
the first six characters of the surname. These procedures made
38,892 CPS records available for matching.

MATCHING PROCEDUVES

From its earlier, unpublished analyses, suggesting that
postprogram earnings are predicted. by different factors for
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preprogram lower earners compared to higher earners, Westat
concluded that matching for the CETA (CLMS) sample and the CPS
sample should proceed on the basis of earnings histories. Accord-
ingly, consistently higher pre&ogram earners--that is, for years
1973 and 1974--were separated from consistently lower earners.
The CETA and CPS files were divided into three parts, and further
matches were made within each.

Low e&rners were people whose SSA reported earnings were
below $2,000 in both 197 .and 1974 and who in intervkews reported
earnings of less than $4,000 in the year before the Interview.
Intermediate or mixed earners were people who did not fit the
definition of either-low or higher earners. Higher earners
were people whose SSA reported earnings were $4,000 or more in
-hryth 1973 and 1974.

Variabres used in the matci were identical for all three
groups, but the prkority given to them differed. These variables .

were sex, race/ethnicity, age, ducation, family income, labor
force experience, head of family, SSA earnings 1975, SSA-earnings
change 1974-75, SSA earnings change 1973-74, poverty status, and
cla'ss'of worker. Exact matches were achieved in all three subsets
for sex and race/ethnicity. For low earners, match priority was
given to demographic variables such as age and education, since
their preprogram earnings were found not to be as ,important in
predicting_postprogram earnings. For intermediate/mixed and high-
er earner groups, demographic characteristics were subordinate to
the preprogram earnings variables.

were
The numbers of cases available for analysis after matching

CETA CPS

Low 3,134. 2,432
Intermediate/mixed 2,212 1,601
Higher 940 1,216

Total 6,286 5,249

Individual CPS cases were given a weight corresponding to
the ratio pf CLMS to CPS cases within each match cell.

The adequacy of the match was evaluated as far as pOssible
on the basis of three criteria: similarity of (1) CETA and CPS
comparison groups on socioeconomic characteristics kaown to be
determinants of earnings, (2) preprogram earnings, and (3) earn-
ings models as applied to preprogram earnings.

This matching procedure yielded closely controlled compari-
sons'of results overall and by preprogram earnings histories,
eex, and race/ethnicity, but this is not necessarily true for
the comparisons of service types--classroom training, on-the-job
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training, work 4xperience, and public service employment. Match
lists were not constructed separately for service type's.

ANALYSIS

The analysis proceeded \

from a model in which SSA earnings in a postprogram
year (1977) are assumed to be a linear function of
earnings in a preprogram year or years, demographic
and socioeconomic characteristics, extent of labor
force participation in the prior year, other personal
characteristics, such as veteran status, and partici-
pation in CETA. (estat, 1981a, pp. 3-17 and 3-18)

Participation in CETA was analyzed in terms of such factors as
service type, length of stay, and placement at termination.
Separate sets of models were constructed for each subgroup of
preprogram earnings history by race/ethnicity by sex, yielding .
twelve basic sets.

POTENTIAL BIASES

Although Westat's twofold approach to adjusting for nonequiv-
alences between the CETA participant sample and the CPS comparison
group appears to be consistent with common practice and conserva-
tive, a number of potential biases should be kept in mind when we
interpret the.results. Westat has summarized them in the net
impact report; four of the moat important are listed here.

1. Th? procedures used to correct for nonequivalences
between groups can correct only for the part of the nonequivalence
that is related to measured characteri tics. There may be differ-
ences in unmeasured characteristics (o cferistics measured
with substantial error) that are not adequately adjusted)for.

2. -Some people in the CPS comparison gropp-may have par-
ticipated in CETA, confounding the comparison between participants
and nonparticipants. This contamination is thought to be more a
problem for minorities and youth than for other demographic sub-

.

groups.

3.. Because not all jobs are part of the'Social Security
system and'because CETA participants are more likely to be in
public sector jobs not covered by Social Security than CPS com7
parison group members, there is a downward bias in the n.i impact
estimates.. It is estimated to be around $100 overall arid $100
to $500 for PSE. Adjustments have not been computed for work
experience.

4. The lack of separate matching procedures for participants
in CETA service typep means that these estimates are more vulner-

>er'
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_able to selection biases than estimates for preprogram earnings or
race/ethnicity Libgroups. *This is especially problem tor work
experience because participants in this service were generally
less employable, creating the risk of a downward bias.

r\
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The Subcommittee on Employaent Cpportunities anticipates conducting

oversight on the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act,during the middle

to late summer of 1981. Information on the effectiveness of various types-

of CEEA services would Joe particularly valuable to the SUbcommittee during

its deliberations. Initial discussions between my staff Director, Susan

Grayson and staff from your InstitV for Program Evaluation indicated

that this is feasible.

Ehe Subcommittee is interested in obtaining ail assessment of existing

evaluation information for at least four types of CEEA Services - classrmm
training, on-therjob training, work experience, and public service employ-

ment. Itwould be most helpful if this work were based on a technical review

of evaluation designs and products such that it presents and integrates the

results of the soundest and most ccmprehenslbe CETA evaluations.

It would be most helpful if Institute staff metbers could brief my

staff or me saretirre in August with'a written report follcming soon thereafter.

AFH:yas

Augustus F. Hawkins
Chairman
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Assistant Secretary for
Employment and Training
Washington D C 20210

Mr. Gregory G. Ahart
Director
Human Resources Division
U. S, General Accounting Office
Washington, D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Anart:

This is in reply to your letter to Secretary Donovan requesting
comnents on the craft GAO report entitled) "CETA Programs for
Disadvantaged Adults, - What Do We Know Wout Their Enrollees,
Services and Etfectiveness?" The Department's response is
enclosed.

The Department appreciates the opportunity to comment on this
report.

Sincerely,

ALBERT ANGRISANI
Assistant Secretary o Labor

Enclosure
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Department of Lator's Response to Draft GAO Report
Entitled "CETA Programs for Disadvantaged Adults -

What Do We Know About Their Enrollees, Services
and Effectiveness?"

The draft GAO report, "CETA Programs for Disadvantaged
Adults - What Do We Know About Enrollees, Services and
Effectiveness?", assesses the performance of adult-oriented
CETA programs with-regard to enrollees, services and effec-
tiveness by reviewing existing information sources, such as
program administrative data nd the results of evaluation and
research studies. The repo synthesizes a diverse set of

GAO note a

data and analyses in an effort to provide a broad overview
of CETA's program for adults. Althouglithe text stresses
{the need for caution in interpreting these results, we are
concerned that the absences of these caeveats in the digest
may lead some to draw hasty conclusions re CETA's services

and their impacts.

While the need for selectivity in a review of this
nature is recognized, the Department would like to make
special note of the GAO reviewers failure to use program cost
data.- While such data may be limited when analyzing evaluation

GAO note b studies, data are available, by title, through the CETA
reporting system. The Department believes that any compre-
hensive analysis of the effectiveness of CETA programs must
necessarily include such data.

In a report of the scope and complexity of this, there
is much on which we could comment. Since the GAO has not
drawn final conclusions and is not making recommendations,
however, the Department does not see the need to comment on
specific points Made in the literature review.

GAO notes:

a/GA0 believes that the caveats in the Digest are appropriate
and sufficient to enable readers to draw reasonable conclu-
sions regarding the performance of CETA adult services.

b/The draft report that the Department of Labor reviewed did_
include a summary of program cost data (outlays) for CETA
titles IIB, IID, and VI for fiscal years 1975-80, in table 1,
which s on page 10.
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